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This latest information on the state of our knowledge in this
critical element of human intelligence should be of interest
to the Board Members in looking forward to the time when an
effective functional linkage other than natural language and
machine language might be established between the human brain
and the electronic brain.
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COOLEY (CENTER) & TEAM*
Technically less difficult than many other procedures.

SURGERY
The Hearts of Texas
Eight surgeons on four continentshave now performed heart transplants,but the one who stepped most pxom-

inently last week from under the non-
glare lights of his operating theater into
theyspotlight of world attention was atall Texan, Denton Arthur Cooley. 47.The mere fact that Dr. Cooley did
three heart transplants within five dayswas @ notable achievement. To Cooleyhimself, this was incidental and to some
extent accidentul-the timing of trans-
plants depends on having suitable do-
nors and recipients available simulta-
neously. The operations. says Cooley,are technically less difficult than many
other open-heart procedures. of which
he has performed no fewer than 4.000.
Son of a Houston dentist, Cooleystarred in basketball and made Phi Beta

Kappa at the University of Texas. Af-
ter getting his M.D. degree at Johns
Hopkins University. he stayed on as an
intern and resident at the Hopkins' Uni-
versity Hospitals and served as what he
calls "a vers junior assistant" to the
great surgeon Alfred Blalock. who was
soon to perform the world's first blue-
baby operations. That association de-
termined Cooley's future course, and
he has been a heart man ever since.
Miniaturized Surgery. After a year

in London working with Britain's not-
ed heart surgeon Lord Brock, Cooleyreturned to his native Houston and was
associated at Baylor University Collegeof Medicine with Surgeon Michael E.
DeBakey (Tite cover, May 28, 1965).The DeBakes-Cooley team at Methodist
Hospital pioneered many innovations
in heart surgery before Cooley moved
next door to St Luke's Episcopal Hos-
pital, which is also aftthated with Bay-
lor. There he has established an tn-
dependent reputation as one of the
greatest of heart surgeons and almost
certainly the world's greatest in the in-
credibly difftcult miniaturized surgery

babies less than o old.
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Cooley is a demon for speed. In hisfirst heart transplant, he performed theactual implantation of the donor organin Everett C. Thomas' chest in 31 min.His second, for Recipient James B.
Cobb, took 42 min. Cooley's third trans-
plant, which took about 30 min., raiseda legal question. The heart came from
Clarence Nicks, 32, who died after be-
ing beaten in a barroom brawl. Nicks
showed no brain-wave activity and had
had no reflexes for hours before his doc-
tors shut off the machine that had been
oxygenating the blood in his lungs.There was, therefore, no question thatNicks was legally dead. But since he
had been- involved in what could be-
come a prosecution for homicide, his

as, it is illegal to put "evidentiary ma-
terial" beyond the reach of a prosecu-tor-and that would include Nicks's
heart, which would certainly be beyondreach inside a transplant patient's chest.
Anticipating the problem, Cooley had
a talk with the county medical exam-
iner, who finally agreed to take no
action under this provision. Only then
did Cooley give Nicks's heart to John
Stuckwish, 62, of Alpine, Texas.
Of Cooley's three patients, Thomas

continued to make good progress a week
after his transplant; Stuckwish, at
week's end, was still battling for life.
Cobb died 24 days after the operation,
* Left, Dr. Grady L. Hallman Jr.; Right, Dr.Robert D. Bloodwell.

of obscure causes. But it was certainlynot because his new heart had failed.It was in such good condition, said Coo-
ley, that he would have transplanted itto a second patient if a suitable re-
cipient had been available.
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NEUROLOGY
The Chemistry of Learning
Man has been developing his brainfor a million years or more, but onlyin the past seven years has research

into its workings assumed significant di-mensions. Last week in Manhattan, 70of the world's leading experts on brain
Processes met at a New York Acad-
emy of Medicine symposium sponsored
jointly by the Manfred Sakel Institute*
and the Foundation for Research on
the Nervous System. In sum, what the
researchers had to say was that when
brains work, the reaction is chemical-
and complex.
Study in man is vastly complicatedby the fact that the human brain con-

tains an estimated 10 billion nerve cells
called neurons, and another 100 billionof a second type called glial cells. The
fluid bath in which they are suspendedis an important element in their elec-
trochemical interactions. Moreover, said
Sweden's Dr. Holger Hydén, one bigneuron may have on its surface as
many as 10,000 points of contact (syn-
aptic knobs) with other neurons (see
chart). But by means of exquisitely del-
icate instrumentation and an electron
microscope, Dr. Hydén has discovered
that when human neurons are stimulat-
ed, some of the millions of ribonucleic-
acid (RNA) molecules inside them g ve

orders to the glial cells to manufacture
new proteins. The nature and patternof these proteins contain an imprint of
something that has been perceived, and
may become a part of rsa memory.

Pecking Order. The reaction is more
readily observable in animals, Hydén re-
ported. When a normally lefthanded
rat was forced to learn to use his right
paw to get food out of a tube, cells in
the most highly developed part of the
brain (the cortex) produced a specialkind of RNA as well as proteins, A simi-
lar thing happened in goldfish that were

:: :

* Named for the doctor who accidentally
helped to open the door to research in brain
chemistry in 1928 by discovering that over-
doses of insulin can drastically alter the
course of some mental ilinesses.
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forced to learn a new kind of swim-
ming by having buoyant plastic foam
stuck under their chins by Dr. Victor
Shashoua of M.1.T. Fish that Dr,
Shashoua made work just as hard swim-
ming against a current, but without
learning anything new, did not produce
extra RNA.

Dr. Samuel Bogoch of Boston's
Foundation for Research on the Ner-
vous System taught pigeons to peck a
particular button to get a kernel of

from a machine. He found that
the chemical brain reaction was not
only the creation of new brain protein,
but protein-sugar combinations (mu-
coids) as well. Until three years ago,
said Dr. Bogoch, only 20% of the
brain's proteins had been identified. This
has now been raised to 60%, and those
known are divided into 16 groups. Two
of these groups show a marked, though
brief, increase when a pigeon Jearns his
pecking order; the increase in a third
group lasts Jonger from three to elev-
en months. From his observations, Bo-
goch postulates that memory is encod-
ed in the protein-sugar combinations.
As indirect proof, he has found that
drugs that prevent the formation of
body sugars also impair the memories
of trained animals.

Nonsense Protein? Increasingly, re-
searchers at the conference tended to
'make a sharp distinction between long-
and short-term memory in other
words, the difference between a man's
ability to remember a poem learned in
grammar school and his inability, for
the life of him, to remember the name

' of the fellow he met at lunch yester-
day. Sweden's Dr. Hydén felt that the
creation of protein (as in pigeons, rats
and goldfish) is essential to man's for-
mation of long-term memories. Human
brain cells, said Hydén, seldom divide
and replace themselves as do most oth-
er cells in the body. The neurons thut
a child has at six years must last him a

lifetime. As he ages, some of them he-
come damaged or die, so the brains
output of RNA in learning situations 1s

The brain's RNA and protein pre-
duction are originally determined by

deoxyribonucleic acid (the DNA of Bie
chemist James Watson's bestselling The
Double Helix) that is established in the

embryo by the sex cells at the time o!

conception. There is evidence, said Hy-
dén, that the DNA in an old anima
differs from that in a young one-ary
the same is true, presumably, in msn

Here, Hydén opened the door a chink

out future. If a reasonably pure extract

doubles within an hour. But he was care
ful to insist: "This does not mean
an elixir of life has been found. Hard
facts remaining to be determined. he

said, are whether this is a "functions
valuable or a nonsense protein, >

whether the effect will last for days :

hours or years.
TIME, MAY 17, 1
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NOTES FROM THE
GROVES OF ACADEME

[From the Bulletin of the American As-
sociation of University Professors]

II. Tue Incipent or Marcu 19, 1963
Prior to the formal call to order of the

meeting of the Research and Computer
Committee, there appears to have been}
some discussion of the academic degrees
which, desirably, shou'd be held by the
Director of a conteinplated Research
Bureau in the Divisior.. Apparently Pro-
fessor Metzger advocated either a
Ph.D. in Economics IT a doctorate in
Business Administr: tion, Professor
Metzger does not hold a doctor's degree;
Professor Gregory his a doctorate in

, Education. These facis gave emotional
coloring to the discusson but their force
is not clear from the available evidence.
In any event, the discussion of the same
topic continued in the official session and

,at one point Professo: Metzger walked
around a table to show a college cata-
logue to Professor Gregory.
Gregory said to M.etzger "stop this

blah;" he may have szid "stop this blah,
blah, blah." Gregory then said to Metz-
ger "sit down." Gregory alleges that

. Metzger replied "I'll knock you down."
Metzger contends he said "I'll not sit
down." Gregory said "hit me." Gregory
stood up. The bodies of the two men
were in contact with some degree of
pressure at some point or points, but the
situation is not clear decause of contra-
dictions, the differences of physical point
of view of the witnessts, the difference of
about five inches in the height of the prin-
cipals (Metzger about five, ten-Gregory
about six, three), and uncertainty as to
'whether the pressures exerted were in-
tentional or caused by a crowded disposi-
,tion of table and chairs in the area in-
volved. A bow of Professor Gregory's
giasses either was merely separated from
the main frame or was separated and
then also broken; the glasses became in-
volved because Gregory took them off
about the time he said "hit me," as a

precaution, or as a challenge, or for some
other reason. They then fell off a table
where they had been put, or Professor
Metzger accidentally or on purpose
knocked them off the table. The testi-

mony embodies some contradictions which
are perhaps unresolvable.

wake vn Peoy

pee
Privacy Guard Sought
Big Brother?

In National Data Bank
A House committee recom.

mended .yes:erday that no
work be done to establish a

proposed national data bank
until privacy protection is re-
searched anc. guaranteed to
the greatest «xtent possible to
the citizens whose personal laghér (D-N.J.)
records woull form its base.
"A suffocat.ng sense of sur-

veilance, rep'esented by ins-
tantaneously retrievable, de-
rogatory or 'ncontextual data
is not an atm osphere in which
freedom can 'ong survive," the
report says.
"While conputerized data

banks hold great promise,
they must ccatain procedures
which can as: ure the continua-
tion of freeiom of thought
and action ti at is such a vital
part of the American tradi-
tion," says report released
yesterday

- SLY.

Associated Press
National Data Bank Conc :pt,"
is based 6n a two-year s.udy
by the special subcommittee

House Government O>era-
tions Committee, heade: l by
Chairman Cornelius E. Gal-

The 'report notes that the
Budget Bureau has under con-
sideration the establishinent
of a Nalional Data Center
whose use would be limitd to
compiling statistical a igre-
gates.
Charles J. Zwick, the bu-

reau's director, indicated rec-
ommendations to * Con; ress
may come next year.
The House committee said,

however, studies and testi_
mony indicate the Budge: Bu-
reau does not have well
thought-out theoretical or
practical procedures necessary

The report. "Privacy and the to assure privacy.
;

on invasion of privacy o* the
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TO: Warren House

FROM: Tony Oettinger

DATE: November 19, 1968

I am enclosing a paper called "The 'Soft' Factors in Systems Studies" which
I ran across in the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists. I think you will
find it fascinating. You should certainly send a copy to John Griffith and
if you think it worthwhile also to the members of the Board.

js
Nov 26,1968

Tony,

Suspect this writer has a general proposition somewhat more strong than the
support he marshalls for it. For example, his rather strictured definition of
the reason for establishing NATO. He sounds a little bit like a man who read
about that one, rather than lived through it. His paper is loaded with "invisible"
assumptions similar to those he cites "systems" writers for having. However,
he lifts the corners on several rugs in national decision making that ought to
be lifted a bit further. Off we go to all Board members.



Systematic use of quaniitative analyses over the past
six years has substantially enhanced the effectiveness
with which resources are invested in U.S. military forces.
In this limited sense, at least, there is little question
that the usefulness of analytical techniques has been
amply demonstrated. Yet, in this same period a number
of prominent policy failures have occurred, and it is

in military systems studies and to the single-mindedness

cer is with those "soft" social and political factors
which admittedly are neglected.

ing down the broader political factors is defensible up

W
Factors

sometimes suggested that some of these failures are at
tributable to the narrow range of factors incorporated

in Systems Studies
with which the conclusions of such studies are imple
mented by policymakers. Inevitably the primary con-

JAMES R. SCHLESINGER We will deal with three major themes. First, in mik-
tary systems studies the self-imposed limitation of play

to a point in the attempt to deal with a critical portion
of the overall problem. Starting with the accepted

The author discusses the fact that a number of U.S. "political wisdom" may so corrupt the analysis that one

policy failures may be attributable to the limitation never understands some of the fundamentals. Second,
of military systems studies and the manner in which the chief difficulties arise in the transition from these

policymakers use them. "suboptimized" analytical studies to decisionmaking. In

appreciate the crucial role of bureaucratic structures.
Third, all important system studies-even when stated
to be limited and "suboptimized"-inevitably incorpo-
rate a number of non-technical assumptions, though

ore his own. ing the conclusions of such specialized studies may be
detrimental to national policy.
THE SEMI-ORTHODOX POSITION
Whenever one considers the entire complex of deci-

sionmaking, it is apparent that everything is ultimately
related to everything else: the ramifications of a single
issue spread out to other issues. What appears at one

as one moves to higher order problems, only one of
several alternative inputs, and the choice among them
becomes dependent on higher order objectives. The lay-

Dr. Schlesinger is Director of Strategic Studies at
The Rand Corporation, Santa Monica, California; an

analyst of weaponry and defense management in the

nuclear age; and a consultant to the Bureau of the

Budget and other government agencies on certain as-

this respect analysts may have been remiss in failing to

pects of national security programs. The author's
typically in tangential and implicit fashion Without

views careful examination of the non-technical factors, adopt

level to be a precise and dominating objective becomes,

ering and tying of issues makes the fully complete ana-

lytical treatment of a policy problem infeasible, for there
ccurs an exponential growth in its complexity andcum

start is with those elements which are fundamental to
the final results and which are relatively easy to manipu-
late.
In analytical work this is taken to imply the so-called

12

tt
equations, a large proportion of which are unknowable
quire the solution of an infinite number of simultaneous
bersomeness. In principle, policy formation would Te-

and almost all f which must inevitably lie outside the
attention span of a single human mind

so is the roa to analytical impotence The point is to
One cannot do everything at once To attempt to do

start somewhere : and the most productive place to



hard elements-hard in the sense of being susceptible
to measurement rather than in the sense of being in-
tractable. (In this latter sense the political or organiza-
tional factors are undoubtedly the most difficult of all.)
One begins with the elements of technology, cost, and
-admittedly inadequate-measures of output or effec-
tiveness, for these provide an easy-to-grab handle to
the problem. The underlying premise is that the eco-
nomic factor-seemingly implicit in the phrase, cost-
effectiveness-should outweigh political, social, and
other factors.
Within the original scope of the analysis, these last

are often given zero weight. While such a procedure
is clearly acceptable for lower-order instrumental prob-
lems, it is apparent that for higher-order strategies or
policies it becomes increasingly questionable. For high-
er-order problems the measure of effectiveness must be
based on some broad strategic criteria, in which polliti-
cal or psychological assessments unavoidably play a role.
And, even in straightforward hardware studies, the

"effectiveness" concept is likely to be tainted by politi-
cal estimates that make up the overall strategy. It is
fervently, if secretly, hoped that these "soft" elements
will have a minimum effect on the results.
It is not always recognized that the conventional

procedure for delimiting the problem may also help to
reduce the risk of gross error. Good reasons do exist
for avoiding the soft elements at the outset. Political
assessments, for example, are based on opinions which
may fluctuate wildly with changes in fashion. What is
worse, they may rest on the gossamer support provided by
intuition, whose range and variety are limited only by the
number of people involved. To the extent that intui-
tions converge, the focal point tends to be some sort
of unchallengeable political myth-impervious to the
adjustments required by changing circumstances.
Thus, aside from the difficulty of absorbing political

factors into analyses, a powerful reason for exclusion in
the early stages is the characteristically low quality of
available political inputs. Not only is sophisticated po-
litical insight rare, it is usually unavailable to those do-

ing the studies, What is available turns out, frequently
as not, to be demonstrably wrong-despite the many
evasive techniques used to rationalize past mistakes.
When so-called political insight turns out to be a col-
lection of Delphic utterances, subject to "reinterpreta-
tion" over time, it becomes a dubious foundation for
analysis.
In the realm of the political myth, premature use of

political inputs is likely to introduce the type of stodgy
or obsolescent ideas produced by "wise men." The clas-
sic and frequently derided example is provided by "old
China hands," but "old X hands" provides a better
clue to the generic case. The underlying premise in such
assessments is that the best guide to the future is some
mild perturbation of previous experience, sometimes

highly limited and subjective. But in a world character-

ized by high-speed communications, by the ability to
mobilize resources rapidly, by changing technologies,
and by the possibility of rapid development of impres-
sive new capabilities, reliance on ossified "political wis-
dom" may. lead to irrelevant, and possibly disastrous,
conclusions.
The record of achievement by these means is very

spotty indeed. To choose one of the most responsible
and highly commended examples: the United States'
decision to organize Nato was based on some rather
obsolescent notions regarding the strength of the Euro-
pean nations and the direct contribution that they
could make to the security of the United States. There
was a striking failure to anticipate the revolutionary
impact that nuclear forces would have on earlier beliefs
regarding European defense. Not recognizing how
dominant the strategic nuclear balance was to be in
both American and European security, the United States
attempted to organize European defense in the tradi-
tional pattern of the grand coalition. The need for free .

nations to "stand together" in a sacramental. bond
against tyranny had been learned by the United States
in the two world wars.
Since imitation is the sincerest form of flattery, we

may have been flattered by the Soviets' establish-
ing a similar structure in the East, but it has become
increasingly apparent that both alliances are facades,
barely masking the overwhelming dominance of each

by a single partner-a dominance which, in the Nato
case, the prevailing political wisdom conspicuously
failed to predict and still may fail fully to recognize.
Putting aside Nato's political desirability, its military
relevance is entirely different from what was anticipated.
Over the years the total loss resulting from the mis-
allocation of resources to and within Nato has been

impressive, and the waste reflects in no small part the

faulty original concepts. It is a striking case in which
more effective forces could have been obtained at far
lower cost-if there had been continuing force struc-
ture analyses that initially excluded the soft political
factors and their accompanying shibboleths.
Though one may reasonably conclude from such ex-

periences that the standard methodology-with its ini-
tial concentration on the hard elements-is defensible
in principle, it should simultaneously be emphasized
that the initial exclusion of the soft factors is not in-
tended to lead to their permanent exclusion. Sensible

analysts have always recognized that the deciding fac-
tors frequently go beyond those incorporated in the

analysis and that the decisionmaker should therefore

supplement the original analysis with the excluded con-
siderations in reaching his decision. Analysts do recog-
nize the limitations of analyses. That these limitations
have not been typically stressed reflects common con-
viction that the real world is overrun with political or
bureaucratic pressures making it improbable that ana-

lytical efforts will be pushed too far without political
November 1968 Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists 13



review. The danger, it is believed, lies in analysis being
ignored rather than sweeping all before it. That the
defense may be justified, however, hardly contributes
to the elimination of the problem.

BUREAUCRATIC BEHAVIOR

The assumption, made almost casually, that the ap-
propriate adjustments will be done later does represent
a serious pitfall in analytical work. There is some ele-
ment of irresponsibility in ignoring how studies may
subsequently be used or manhandled in the bureaue-

tacy. While it is not their primary role, analysts must
pay attention to organizational complexities. This might
even lead to a more satisfactory accommodation be-
tween their own efforts and institutional reality.
There are pressing reasons for studying this problem.

Most obvious, in light of the way bureaucracies work,
a careful technical study is likely to become a depart-
mental position. The department may regard its re-

sponsibilities as limited, and advocate a policy opti-
mized solely for cost, economic, and technical factors.
It then assumes that the responsibility for considering
other elements lies with other departments. If the
bureaucratic position of the first department is suff-

ciently powerful it may carry the day with its recom-
mendation without receiving the review that the de.

partment itself considered necessary. Something of this
sort seems to have occurred in the case of Skybolt,
where the strongest forces that emerged supported a

strictly technical analysis, with insufficient political co-

ordination taking place after the decision.

Increasing the awareness of bureaucratic behavior is

14

important for a more fundamental reason-one which
transcends purely internal policymaking and bears upon
the threats or the cooperation expected from other na-
tions. In the bulk of systems-analytic work there has
been an underlying premise that policy is determined
by a single deciding unit. Yet, in developing alterna-
tives for a large organization or in predicting the be-
havior of other organizations, the assumption is invalid.
Within the government the unit to which advice is
tendered will typically lack control over the resources
included in the study-and may even lack knowledge of
the activities and objectives of supposedly cooperating
units. The results may be particularly deficient when
the advice is tendered either directly or indirectly to a

committee of equals or to an alliance. Given. the re-
sistance and the bargaining which is inevitable in light
of the disparity of objectives, perspectives, and informa-
tion, the results will diverge sharply from those antici-

pated on the basis of presumed rationality and single-
minded efficiency.
It is remarkable how little serious work has been

done on the bureaucratic aspects of national decision-

making. On the level of political gossip, almost every-
one accepts the importance of factional conflict; we
associate particular causes with particular individuals
and groups and carefully watch who is rising and fall-

ing. Yet, whenever an attempt at prediction is made,
it becomes convenient, emotionally satisfying, and pos-
sibly bureaucratically rewarding to fall back on a mono-
lithic interpretation of what that abstraction-"the gov-
ernment"-should or will do. This tendency is even

more formidable for the other national actors on the
international stage. Whatever their disciplinary back-

grounds, analysts typically treat policymaking in other
nations as if it were governed by a rational and unified

deciding unit.
The reality is quite different. Decisions are nominally

made by senior political figures who are harried, have
insufficient time to study problems in detail, who are

gripped by emotions of their youth or by prior experi-
ences, and who are susceptible to claims made by sub-

ordinate groups which are couched in a way to appeal
to their prejudices. Below them are a set of mutually
jealous and warring bureaucratic groups, clamoring for

resources and anxious to protect established preserves.
To the extent that they are not closely watched, the

subordinate bureaucratic groups will attempt to achieve

their objectives quietly or even surreptitiously. More-

over, their capacity for resistance to high-level objectives
enunciated from above, but to which they take excep-

tion, is breathtaking. Actual programs and allocative

decisions will consequently diverge quite sharply from

those that would be predicted on the assumption of a

rational intelligence. Instead they will be strongly in-

fluenced by prejudice, incompetency, and by infighting,
deviousness, and bootlegging within the bureaucracies.

Changes which appear rational and desirable will be

a"Since our last Conference, an historic treaty to guard
against the further spread of nuclear weapons has

been negotiated and signed by more than 80 nations,

The factors that make the nonproliferation treaty so

essential also indicate that we are about to derive

benefits from the atom that were undreamed of when

Enrico Fermi and his team started the first chain re-

action. The advances being achieved today in the nu-

clear field can only have a salutary and exciting effect

on this organization. During recent years, nuclear

power plants have become commercially available in

sizes up to 1,200 electrical megawatts capacity. Such

units are being selected as additions to utility systems,

both in the United States and in other countries."

-Glenn T. Seaborg, chairman of the U.S.

Atomic Energy Commission at the Twelfth
International AtomicGeneral Conference,

Energy Agency, Vienna, September 25, 1968.



compromised half to death, and the compromises them-
selves will be slow in coming. Traumatic events-like
Sputnik, an initial nuclear detonation, or the invasion
of Korea-may speed up the process of change, but the
capacity for resistance will remain formidable.

Statements on national policy provide only a super-
ficial and basically misleading indicator of probable
change. The decisive battleground in the competition
between new proposals and continuing programs is not
on the level of ideas but on the level of budgets. New
ideas may be accepted in principle (to resist openly
may be politically imprudent). The national leader-
ship may believe it has endorsed a new concept and
may believe that a program is being implemented. But
the place for the established bureaucracies to cut am-
bitious new programs down to size is in the budgetary
infighting. It is a truism that the demand for resources
far exceeds the supply. Radical cuts in old programs are
rare. In the face of the established programs, which may
become masked under imitative labels, it is difficult for
a new program to secure and expand upon its Darwin-
ian niche in the budget structure. Even when a pro-
gram is objectively obsolescent, its established position
indicates that it satisfies some deep-seated emotion in
the society. New, if fraudulent, stories can be cooked

up to play on the old emotions-and thereby to preserve
or expand an organization's historical share of resources.
New growths find it tough going in a badly weeded

garden.
To ignore these realities of bureaucratic life will re-

peatedly lead the analyst into error. The excuse that
"the best laid schemes of mice and men gang aft a-gley"
seems singularly inappropriate; the neglect of the real
character of the environment implies that the plans may
be the worst laid. In this light one might consider a

number of historical examples. One fascinating case
was the attempt to extract expanded conventional forces
from our European allies in the 1961-62 period-with
little appreciation of the real structure of Nato or the

divergency of interest and attitude among its members
or their component bureaucracies including the U.S.
military. In fact, given the need to obtain approval
from the North Atlantic Council, even obtaining a for-
mal change in Nato strategy involves far greater resist-
ance than one would anticipate on the premise that the
decision will reflect the members' collective interest.
Considerations of feasibility ought not lead into sim-

ple accommodation to the status quo. But analyses

might prove to be more useful, if supplemented by an

understanding of the organizational barriers to their im-

plementation. Rational resource allocation may be the

proper initial benchmark, but study variants should also

be prepared which take organizational feasibility into
account. Only in this way might one have some con-

fidence in designing alternatives, which are both supe-
rior and feasible. The seemingly second-best solution

may actually be the preferred one. Without organiza-

tional analysis the nominal best may remain the enemy
of the good, for reasons more subtle than perfectionism.

OPPONENT RESPONSE

However strong the desire to minimize the role of
soft factors, their introduction cannot be avoided in
analyses at the highest strategic level. Some measure of
effectiveness must be designed to compare alternatives,
but any serious measure of effectiveness inevitably be-
comes tainted by the political or psychological assess-
ments that make up overall strategy. Unless the system
being dealt with is purely instrumental, overall systems
effectiveness is dependent upon the response of the
opponent. Instrumental capabilities are useful in cer-
tain specific roles, not in others. Unless an opponent
can be disarmed or his powers of resistance crushed,
this simple fact must be recognized: it will ultimately
be necessary to have to have recourse to policy which,
to turn Clausewitz on his head, is a continuation of
conflict by other means.
Only when a disarming strategy is feasible, can the

application of force remove most of the burden from
policy and policy assessment. (Even in such cases there
is no indication that to rely completely on force-un-
conditional surrender-is the wiser strategy; it is only a
feasible one.) While such cases are never perfectly
clear-cut, they are sufficiently different to be distin-
guishable from those in which policy assessment be-
comes the heart of the problem. To cite a straight-
forward example: in the fifties a nuclear war waged

A STAFF NOTE
A change in the managerial staff of the Bulletin under
the overall direction of Eugene Rabinowitch, editor-
in-chief, takes effect this month. Ruth Adams, editor,
has resigned to join her husband, Robert McCormick
Adams, Jr., on a long-term, anthropological expe-
dition in the Middle East. Her duties at the Bulletin

have been assumed by Richard S. Lewis, former sci-
ence editor of the Chicago Sun-Times, who has con-
tributed to the Bulletin as an author and as a member

of the Editorial Board. Mrs. Adams has worked with

Dr. Rabinowitch for the last fourteen years in develop-
ing the Bulletin as one of the world's most highly re-

spected and offen-quoted journals of science and pub-
lic affairs. In terminating her duties as editor, how-

ever, Mrs. Adams has agreed to continue contributing
fo the Bulletin as a roving, international correspond-
ent. She will report on trends in science and politics
in Europe and Western Asia. The Bulletin's policies
and standard of excellence will continue unchanged
under the supervision of Dr. Rabinowitch.
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against the Soviet Union might have sufficiently dis-
armed the Soviets that they would have become sus-

ceptible to our pressures. However, the buildup of So-
viet forces in the sixties has been such that we must
carefully consider how the Soviets might employ their
residual forces. As a result, any projection of a nuclear
war and any plan for conducting such a war must rest
on a highly subjective assessment of enemy responses.
Of more immediate concern, in an engagement such

as that in Vietnam, we should now be painfully aware
that relying on military analyses which ignore the or-

ganization and psychology of the foe and of the popu-
lation he desires to control is likely to be the basis of
continuing self-deception. It has become almost a
bromide that in Vietnam "the political factor is domi-
nant." Yet, consider the unsatisfactory set of mechani-
cal indicators of military performance-and the incon-
sistent way in which these mechanical criteria are ap-
plied.
To be sure, neither these specific criteria nor overall

performance in Vietnam should be blamed on serious

analytical efforts. Vietnam reflects more the absence
than the failure of analysis. From the standpoint of sys-
tems analysis, it represents almost an anthology of clas-
sic errors. Sub-analytic urges of a highly traditional sort
have encouraged conceptualizing the war as one of attri-
tion-and of manpower attrition at that. The existing
indicators reflect this faulty image. To choose a single
example, the use of "body count" has been intended
to provide hard evidence of enemy mortalities-though
some question persists regarding the count's accuracy.
(The circumstances are hardly such as to invite careful
statistical procedures.) Nonetheless an estimate can
be made of relative casualties, and this is presumed
to be a revealing figure.

Several questions may be raised. First, why is the
ratio of casualties supposed to be dramatically reveal-

ing, yet the ratio of costs (in Vietnam alone) has no

significance at all? (On other issues such as ABM de-

ployment, cost ratios are presumed to indicate what is

worthwhile or not worthwhile for Americans or for

Russians.) Currently in Vietnam cost ratios may favor
our opponents at something like 15:1, a level which

certainly has been regarded as precluding other lines
of activity. While in this case we may prefer to ignore
cost ratios, we would be ill advised to assume that other
members of the international audience are similarly
ignoring these unfavorable ratios.

Second, more is involved than sacrifices alone. It is

apparent that when something is sufficiently important
to us we are prepared to jettison calculations on cost

ratios. Since their undertakings are important to them,
our opponents in Vietnam may be equally prepared to

disregard casualty ratios. They may be buoying up their

spirits by contemplating cost ratios, and gloating over

the number of dollars it costs us for each dollar that they
invest. For example, a table which appears in The People
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of Vietnam Will Triumph! U.S. Aggressors Will be De-
feated! (Peking: Foreign Languages Press, 1965) indi-
cates the brilliant victories against the imperialists
through the destruction of planes, ships, vehicles, trains,
and structures. One moral is clear: the valuations placed
by each side of the outcome are more important than
ratios, per se. High valuation of an objective may make
unfavorable cost ratios inconsequential, whereas low
valuation may make the cost favorable ratios wholly
unsatisfactory.
Third, ratios alone are a poor indicator of overall

sacrifices. Even in terms of casualties it is scale rather
than loss ratios that is critical. It is absolute losses that .

determine how long the insurgent forces can maintain
the size, cohesion, and effectiveness of their units. To
analyze staying power is a tricky problem involving esti-
mates of motivation, dedication, and inherent capacity
of enemy manpower. And these too are essentially soft
factors.

Similar issues crop up with respect to European de-
fense. Differences regarding strategies both within the
United States and among the members of Nato reflect
in large part different assessmerits of the potential foe.
The present complacence in Europe reflects the posi-
tion, held more strongly there than here, that the So-
viets are just not very aggressive and the detente is here
to stay. An earlier, widely advertised European opinion
regarding a strategy of immediate nuclear response re-
flected a-particular view of Soviet character and Soviet
ambitions. It was held that the Soviets would put sufh-
cient credence in the threat to be deterred. The Ameri-
cans have been more inclined to fear that the Soviets
could be adventurous, and, since this was a possibility,
we are more eager to obtain capabilities that we would
not be afraid to use or that would not neces-

sarily crumble. Part of European resistance to the

buildup of conventional forces, and European disin-
clination to accept American manpower and equipment
estimates, reflect a vastly different picture of the con-

sequences of an engagement in Central Europe. Euro-
pean experiences with multi-national forces have not
been reassuring. Some Nato members recall that Allied
forces on the Western front in 1940 were equal in num-
ber to the German forces, yet they were simply swept
away. With basic disagreement regarding the potential
of one's own side and the foe, it is hardly surprising
that different strategic judgments are reached.
At a higher level of violence, suppose the United

States were forced to consider retaliation against Soviet

territory-because of an invasion of Europe, for exam-

ple. Should a time-urgent attack be inaugurated against
the main elements of the Soviet strategic forces or

should one start with very modest, essentially demon-

strative, attacks, hoping that the Soviets will cease

their provocation? Perhaps the critical element is wheth- .

er one believes that a heavy time-urgent attack would

automatically trigger Soviet retaliatory forces against
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our cities-and whether a much lower-level attack would THE INHERENT RISKSor would not elicit the same Soviet response. These What this discussion has tried to establish is the ex-questions are difficult, not only because Soviet inten- panding risk of applying the semi-orthodox methods oftions remain obscure and little light is shed on them
by Soviet declarations, possibly issued with intent

systems analysis as one moves up the ladder from low-
level decisions and instrumental capabilities to problemsto deceive, but also because the Soviets themselves maynot know how they should behave in such a contin-
which increasingly involve the total society. The
chances that really excellent studies may result in mis-gency. Knowing your enemy becomes particularly chal- leading policy decisions increase greatly. But technicallenging if the enemy does not know himself.

Strategy depends on the image of the foe. At one
studies are not one's sole support; they ought to be
fully supplemented by additional studies on policy is-time the accepted image of the Soviets seemed close to sues taking into account a wider range of factors. The"commie rats who only understand force." Since the

Kennedy years it has become more fashionable to ac-
point of danger, the point to be carefully watched, but
also the point of maximum Opportunity, is the one at

cept an image in which the Soviet opposite numbers
of our more optimistic officials are just as urbane, as

which the transition occurs from analytical studies to
decisionmaking.civilized, and as intent on the eradication of differences. Even in this phase the role of traditional analysis isNeither of these images, however, would seem fully to not negligible. Their function is to see that apprecia-represent the character of Soviet society. Soviet behav- tion of the technical factors is not washed away in whatior, no less than our own, is subject, not only to gradual

alteration over time, but to oscillation as well. For the
may become the emotional catharsis of policymaking.

Nonetheless, there are dangers in a partial view, how-foreseeable future, we would be as ill advised to base ever well grounded in logic. On the big issues a so-our policies on the belief that the Soviets are inherently ciety's response may be erratic, even compulsive, but
peace-loving, as on the premise that they are inherently the elements of change are likely to be interdependent.and ideologically aggressive, The analyst's habits of mind, stressing the disentanglingSuch shifts in the assessment of the foe are likely to or separating-out of supposedly independent factors,have considerable impact on decisions-even research may here be irrelevant under conditions that the pre-and development decisions. For example, certain types mise of ceteris paribus does not apply. Realism about
of weapons development have been rejected because of policies frequently demands that we recognize when
the intuitive feeling of the decisionmaker that such hypothetically separate elements are hopelessly en-
capabilities would create arms control difficulties and tangled. At such times, the analytical intelligence may
intensify the arms race. There is, of course, nothing point to more options than really exist.
inherently wrong with basing decisions on such values. When the nation is caught in some situation, an
What is desirable, however, is that decisions not be analyst may study certain alternatives with the intent
made intuitively, and that political assumptions be to improve our position-while assuming that we can
analyzed explicitly-in relation to the relevant data and back off, if the attempt fails. In such cases the analyst,
conditions-rather than accepted implicitly. Higher- in his search for options, both exaggerates flexibility
level analytical efforts normally suggest specific deci- and underestimates how the actual exercise of an option
sions which should be scrutinized on the basis of their may reduce flexibility. When a nation is embarked on
political implications. Yet, in moving from a techni- some course of action, the sucking-in process may be
cal analysis to a political decision, it is clearly desirable intensified by the search for improvements. Certain
to go through additional stages of analysis. Before a policies-the bombing of North Vietnam, for example
class of capabilities is rejected as destabilizing, for exam- -cannot be taken up and discarded on an experimental
ple, careful analysis should convincingly demonstrate basis. These are not tools alone, but commitments that
that the arms balance would indeed be upset. influence society's subsequent behavior.
There is a temptation to fuzz up analysis at such con- That means and ends may be inseparably linked

troversial points. In political debate one does not wish should come as no surprise to those who are as alert
to admit the existence of speculative imponderables. to the systemic as to the analytic aspect of systems anal-
One prefers to imply that one's opponents are commit- ysis. That there is a momentum inherent in political
ing incompetent errors because of an inadequate meth- processes is perhaps less obvious, but it illustrates the
odology. Unfortunately, systems analysis has provided ultimate need for grappling with the soft elements.
something of a facade of pure objectivity for political Happily, analysis remains in its infancy. There is much
debate. While insiders know better, systems analysis has to be learned regarding how better to take the soft
been presented to the public as an instrument that factors into account. To the extent that such factors
somehow "solves" problems. The upshot has been to cannot be taken directly into consideration, we are
obscure the unavoidable role of political imponderables forced to reiterate the final dependence on the sophisti-
in decisionmaking, and to discourage analysts from deal- cation of those decisionmakers who eventually employ
ing explicitly with these imponderables. the analyses.
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REPORT OF
SUBPANEL ON COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY

SUMMER CONFERENCE
WOODS HOLE - 1969 - JULY 14 - 18

This Subpanel was a study group of the main Computer Export Panel

The members of this Subpanel are listed in Appendix A.

The group reviewed papers prepared by other groups listed in

Appendix B. It was decided that this group should consider all of

these but attempt to prepare a new approach ther than make minor

modifications of previous studies.

The panel considered the poss tie of

Eastern European nation RuWore sary

to build a high lev hnology. It was concluded that they

will ultimat particularly as Western European technology

improves an ons can only be to slow or impede while continuing

to move ahead in our own technology. From this the following

objectives were formulated.

Basic Objective: To limit Eastern Europe's and the Soviet Union's

ability to mass produce reliable computer systems.

To implement this basic objective, we have developed the following

guidelines to determine the items whith should be restricted in exp :
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Selling computers transfers some technology, particularly

in design, but it is felt that the technology transferred by

this means is not critical. This also applies to circuit

components available on the open market.

2. Licensing (technical aid contracts and subsidary manufacturing

agreements) represent the most important method for transfer

of critical technology. Long term visitation and exchange

1

for training are particularly vital in the of transfer

of technology

censing will occur.While limiting licensin3.

ehn withheld to the extent

RIN»
Therefore,

feasibleOS

4. Technolo manufacture may alsoer than computer

be applicable to computers, i e, telephone equipment,

television, magnetic tape recording, etc. The constraints

listed for computer technology should also apply where

applicable.

We should maintain our present lead in computer technology.

The committee adopted as its working hypothesis that processes,

inanufacturing equipment, tesiing equipment and quality

5.

control methods less than three years old should'not be licensed
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or sold. Manufacturing facilities older than three years

may no longer be available (for sale) and create pressures
for obtaining later equipment. Because of the time to

deliver, install and make operational, the three-year-old

equipment will represent four or five years delay in

technology. The time from which the three years is

measured is defined as the initial comm production

use of the manufacturing facility,
In view of the above items6. 'roup ends that the

denial of critical' te licensing, or technical

aid co

7. <All equip ocesses and technologies used exclusively
for production of military computer systems should be

embargoed.

The group feels that an additional way to establish the technologies

that are critical is to require that all technology and items listed

above must be made available for licensing to all U.S, companies

at the same time they are available to the Eastern European countries

and Russia. This idea has not been fully considered, nor has it been

examined for legal and other implications.

As Western Europe and Japan develop their indigenous computer

technology, either through U.S. subsidiaries, licensing from U.S.
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computer and component manufacturers, or their own research,

control of the flow of technology will become increasingly difficult.

The group attempted to list those computer elements and technologies

which should be considered. These were listed under the processors,

memories, peripherals and manufacturing. For future reference

these lists are shown under Attachment C.

Using the above objective and guideline all Of the on the lists

were studied and it was decid items listed on Attachment D

should not be licensed or the olog transferred by technical aid

agreement.

Because of the pid changes in advancing technologies, it is

recommended that this list be reviewed and updated periodically.

G. A. MITCHELL
Chairman
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APPENDIX A

Reports Studied

1. "Export Control of Data Processing Equipment to Bloc Countries"

Paper IV Computer Technology Colloquium

Matthew G. Degnen - Chairman, Institute for Defense Analysis

2. "Export Controls of Computers to the Soviet Bloc"

R. A. Finkler - Institute for Defense Analysis

ters andAn Economic Analysis of the Export Co ral3.

Computer Technology to Com nis 3!

Rolf Piekarz
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APPENDIX B

LIST OF SUB-PANEL MEMBERS

Mr. Gerald A. Mitchell Chairman
Western Electric Company, Inc.
6200 E. Broad Street
Columbus, Ohio 43213

Dr. Jack Hilibran
Manager of Special Projects
R. CLA,
Somerville, New Jersey
Dr. Sidney Rubens
Federal Systems Division
Univac Park

Department of State
S.C.I, Room 782

St. Paul, Minnesota

Dr. Oz Ganley

Washington,

Mr. Gerald
I.B.M, Buildin 5
Fishkill Facilit
Hopewell, Junction, New York

Mr. Gil Koskey
Univac Corporation

Mr, Ron A, Finkler (part time, Monday)
Research Staff Member
I.D.A., 400 Army-Navy Drive
Arlington, Virginia 22202

Mr. Rolf Pickarz (part time, Monday and Tuesday)
Resear ch Staff
I,D.A., 400 Army-Navy Drive
Arlington, Virginia

Mr. Timothy Stone (part time, Monday and Tuesday)
C.I.A., P.O. Box 1925
Main Station
Washington, D.C. 20013
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Mr, William Lurie (part time, Wednesday)
General Electric Company

Mr. Kenneth Olson (part time, Wednesday)
Digital Equipment Company
Maynard, Massachusetts
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APPENDIX C

Items Studied

1. Electronic Components

Discrete

Diodes

ryProcessors
4

Transistors

Logic Type

Power Type

Bipol

aturating Types

Gate Level

Speed

MOS

Diode Arrays

Film

Tantalum

Resistors

Capacitors

Thin Film Techniques

Thick Film Techniques

Beam Lead Devices
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2. Interconnections

Flip Chip

Beam Lead

Wire Bonds

Screened and/or Evaporated Ceramics

Plug-in Connectors

Single Layer and Multilayer Printed Wiring Boards.

Wire Wrap

Mass Soldering

Spot Welding

Ultrasonic Weld ing

Flat Ca 1

Power:

3.

a

hermal Dissipation

Conduction

Metal

Liquid

Convection

Evaporative

Structures

Ground Plane Systems
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APPENDIX C
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(page 3 of 5)

Memory

All of items listed under processors plus:

Components

Cores

Plated Wire

Magnetic Thin Film

Optical Stores

Read Only Memory
\A\\\STransfornte

MOS

Diodes

Capacitor

Twistor

Dd \\

Semi-conductor Memory Cell

Peripherals

Extended Memories

Cores

Wire

Optical

Magnetic Tape

Drum

Disk

Magnetic Tape Strip
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(conti. )
(page 4 of 5)

Input /Output Terminals

Teletype

Card Readers/Punch

Graphic Terminals

Plotters

Modems

Printers

Page Readers

Optical Character Readers

Film Input Q\\ y
Paper Tape Reader

Magnetic Tapa

Convertors A/D and D/A

Transaction Terminals

Technology

Materials

Design

Manual

Automated

Processes
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Manufacturing

Equipment
af :

ji
:

a :

:

Material

Quality Control

Testing

Performance

Reliability

Equipment

Strategy

Diagnostics

Application Specif

Methods. dkroc developing applications, specifications

and fedakkNy utilize new inventions and technologies in
N

computer manufacture.
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Items or technologies not to be licensed or technology transferred by
technical aid agreements.

Beam lead manufacturing technology

Flip Chip manufacturing technology

Photo resist technology

"Fly's" eye lenses

Step and repeat machines

Computer controlled pattern generators, oft e and hardware

Mask making techniques and tools

Diffusion furnaces under t ree ear 'old'

Crystal pullers under ars ld

Mask alignmen tooli

NAN
Evaporato three' years

under three years old

Sputtering machines under three years old

Chrome masks and chorme mask technology

FET 1/C technology

Technology for semiconductor devices with F; > Ighz

Displays, oscilloscopes, recording or pulse generating

-equipment capable of resolving rise times of two nanoseconds

to accuracy better than t one nanosecond

SIN technology

Hermetic pellet technology
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Software for computer controlled test sets

Tantalum thin film technology

Simultaneous multiple wire attachment technology
Ceramic board screening tighter than 8 mil lines with 8 mil spacing
Ceramic board multi-layer metalization

Photo-resist techniques for Ti-Au on ceram

Multi-layer printed circuit board te

Software for automatic wire
pment

boards

eq

Software for test patt

Multi-layer tac

Rando
access time in secondstechnology with size/speed PONSin bits

10 bits/sec.

Random access memory systems with size/speed greater than 10!! bits/sec,
Computer quality magnetic tape manufacturing technology and tooling

Magnetic plated wire manufacturing and test technology

Magnetic tape head manufacturing and test technology

Magnetic drum manufacturing technology

Flying heads technology for disk and drums

Magnetic strip memory units and technology

Manufacturing technology on graphic high grade terminals including:

greate

CRT's operating systems (O,S.) and electronics
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(conti. )
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Plotters capable of precision better than 2 mil per ft.

Automatic memory core testers

Testing techniques and machines for testing core arrays

Automatic equipment for assembling cores into an array before stringing

Techniques or machines for automatically stringing two or more

wires through core arrays

Techniques for wire coating and

Techniques for punching memo

n on memoriesote

mater) e unfired state

Critical techno of plated wire magnetic memories:

1. Wi d surface preparation equipment and techniques

ds for attaining high-yield, low-magnetostriction2. Plati

alloys

3. Automatic plated wire testers

4, Wire-array testers

5, Techniques for inserting and attaching plated wire in arrays

6. In general restrict all plated wire technology for the next

year or two

Magnetic Film Memories Technologies

1. Pure homogeneous magnetic materials, appropriately alloyed,

for evaporation or sputtering
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2. Technique for monitoring and controlling the depositor to attain

non-magnetostrictive material

Temperature control specifications of the substrate

4, Techniques for fabrication of thin glass substrates

5. Techniques for deposition of pin-hole-free insulation

3

In general, all planar magnetic film technology should be6.

restricted for the next two to four years.
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'The Numbers Problem

The first issue addressed was the numbers problem: How many and what

kind of people do we need to educate? Two approaches were used in attacking

(2) reasoning by analogy with other fields.

The first approach assumed the existence of about 10,000 computers in the

United States in the 1975-1980 period (these are machines that need the support

of computer professionals). A further assumption was that the number of com

puters and the staff needed to support them would "plateau" thereafter. This

this problem:

(1) extrapolation of equipment~support requirements.

provided a base for the manpower computation.

With due consideration for the "mix" of large, medium and small installa-

tions, a support group of about 600,000 professionals was deemed necessary.

The long term, steady-state condition (about 30 years from now) assumed that

these people will all be college trained. Then, assuming a working life of

30 years, the replacement rate will be about 20,000 per year.

The current college-educated "professional" population in the computer

industry is believed to be about 100,000. This number is so far below that

needed to competently staff the nation's computer installations that even a

730,000 per year influx of trained people would be desirable. Such a "produc-

tion" rate, of course, is not currently possible. This number is presented

only to support our contention that a 20,000 per year rate is a reasonable

national goal,

The second approach to the "numbers game" adopted was to estimate the

support population in relation to other, better understood and more mature,

disciplines. Compared to the 40,000 engineering graduates per year (from all

engineering disciplines) our chosen target of 20,000 per year seems reasonable.
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* Compared to the 10,000 medical doctors per year and the 20,000 nurses per
A :

year, the anticipated rate retains its plausibility. \ ct

a:

We, of course, understand the fatuity of attempting to make these kind

of predictions for periods beyond the next five years. 1 Our chief concern

4s that we are not overstating the need. We believe we are not.

The Mix of Graduates

Twenty thousand graduates per year is the goal. What kind of training

should they have? What is the "mix" of degrees? These were the next issues

addressed.

Many factors. 4influenced the assessment of the proper proportions. In

net, it is the judgment that the 20,000 per year should be broken dow as

follows:

500 PhD's/year
.3,500 Master's/year
16,000 Bachelor's/year

The Educational Path

As mentioned above, Computer Science is seen as a single, coherent

academic discipline. We reject the notion that "theoretical" Computer

Science and "practical" Computer Science are so different that they cannot

share the same base. For that reason we recommend that there be, in any

university, a single Computer Science "track". An undergraduate "core"

curriculum (with electives) will produce @ bachelor-level graduate who has a

thorough grounding in the fundamentals of his field. Graduate study will lead,

inevitably, to deeper understanding and greater accomplishment.

Single-tracking the Computer Science student creates a number of serious

problems as to the content of the core curriculum. We understand the

complexity of the issues raised and do not, here, propose or recommend any

curriculum. We are convinced, however, that the benefit of not having a
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5. It is recognized that the need for professionals in Computer

Science is a national one and, therefore, all effort should be made to provide

support for the development of bachelor's and master's programs with the

widest possible geographical distribution.

6. In the rapidly changing field of Computer Science and computer

related activities, up-to-date information on research is needed and is hard

to get. Under NSF sponsorship, the Southern Regional Education Board has

prepared surveys of college and university educational activity in the

sciences, but apparently no agency is doing anything similar for

research in this field. At the same time, graduate departments have a great

need for, but possess very little information on what research in compute
+

sciences is being sponsored; who does the research, who sponsors it, and at

what levels.
In a relatively stable field like mathematics, a strong need has been

felt for up-to-date information about the nature of education and research

in the field, and the amounts and sources of its funding. These needs resulted

in the NSF-sponsored Survey of Research Potential and Training in the

Mathematical Sciences (ec. 1957), and the reports of the Ford Foundation-sponsored

Survey Committee of the Conference Board of the Mathematical Sciences (c. 1967).

The latter committee apparently will maintain a continuous inventory from now on.

We recommend that support be provided for a continuing research and man-

:

power committee whose mission would be to maintain a continuing national

inventory of research activity and manpower needs in Computer Science.

:

7
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2, The number of h's required to teach Computer Science courses can

be estimated as follows. The term "unwashed" refers to students taking

Computer Science courses who are not Computer Science majors. There are

about 6,000,000 students enrolled in four year colleges and we assume that

each of them will take at least one Computer Science course during their

undergraduate years.

om; arena)
a. Dnweoned 5000 classes/year6.000.0006

sem X 150/class
\ ae

6000-classes/year

ec. MS 2800 classes/year

2 x 15,000x 6 classes/yr
30 stud/class

(Moo
b. BS

2 x 3500 x 8 classes/year
20 stud/class

ad. Phd 300 classes/year2x 500 x 6 classes/year
20 stud/class

\A
The total number of classes per year is 1h ,000. Assuming each faculty

member teaches two courses per year, -7;000 faculty are required in Computer

Science. 1,900

3. We next compared Computer Science with mathematics. Currently,

mathematics is producing about 1000 h's per year and most of them are

absorbed (with great difficulty) by universities and colleges. If we estimate

that in the future two to three times more students will be taking mathematics

courses rather than Computer Science courses, we conclude that we should be

producing 300-400 Computer Science h's per year to maintain the Computer

Science faculty. This would suggest that the average production of PhD s

O should be from 600-800 per year.
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C
4, We calculate the yearly dollar cost to educate all students in

Computer Science as follows.
Y :

4.

af
t 0 (6,000, 000/4) N

1ofyear 1.5MQe Unwashed hours (100 batch) $

{okb. Bachelor (CS) hours = 25, + (3 x 15%)
h5K $ 1M$1000/yr(1 = )200,,

oO =c. Master (CS) hours = 1 b (2 x 3500) $ 14M(2 - *)200, $2000/yr

a. PhD (CS) hours
$4000/yr 5K 2M20 machine

(500 x 2)
2 AAO

TKV
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should be available which are specifically planned to provide the knowledge

necessary to carry out these computer system design activities. By analogy

should be at the graduate level, leading to a master's degree; that they
with the engineering situation, it seems clear that these educational programs

should build on a relevant bachelor's level education; they should be
+

specifically planned professional master's programs; and that

they should consist of courses at the level of scientific generality offered

to beginning doctoral candidates, i.e. 3 should not be vocational type courses.

Initially, the bachelor's level education of those entering this master's

program will probably consist of a degree in engineering; physics, mathematics,

etc. with a minor in Computer Science. As the number of Computer Science

baccalaureates increases, a larger proportion of the students entering the

master's program will have a deeper preparation in Computer Science that will

It is recognized that there may be a master t program in other academic

:

bring about improvements in the quality of the progran.

areas which accent computers and their applications. It is felt that these

programs should be designed py and largely be manned from within these academic

areas. The Computer Science faculty should be used to teach the Computer

Science courses included in these applied programs.
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Attention was turned to a different view again: what sort of person

does an employer look for and hire? We listed these specifications:

1) A certain gleam in the eye, vaguely defined as motivation.

2) Some knowledge of the mechanics of computing; e.g., the applicant has

run some computer programs.

3) Problem solving

4) Commnications skills (in both directions)

5) Ability to be self-critical.

6) Elementary knowledge of statistics (this last is weak, or optional)
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:

Resources (A.J. Perlis, J. Giese, B. Gilchrist, J.W. Graham, J. Rowe)

We have a punber of figures and tables which might be of interest,

In education, the University of Waterloo has chosen to commence with the

Bachelor of Science program in Computer Science and to develop from that

upward to the MS and PhD programs. In the United States development in the

opposite direction has generally been followed. It is recognized by Waterloo

that the first approach is a somewhat more difficult path to follow, it

being more difficult to upgrade a bachelor's program than to downgrade a

PhD program.

This committee strongly feels, and this is the first recommendation,

that major educational efforts should be spent in the development of

Bachelor of Science programs in Computer Science in the USA over the next

few years. Furthermore, the committee concurs with the Waterloo experience

that the program should include significant amounts of practical, hands-

on experience with real computer systems problems. Hence the committee

feels, and this is a second recommendation, the BS program will be greatly

aided by and should include laboratory courses and/or cooperative ventures

with industry and government during the school semesters or over summer

periods. The committee does not feel that the development of MS Programs

has the same priority as the two extremes, BS and_ PhD. Indeed, the MS program

contains material only superficially different from the BS program and serves

mostly as a springboard for those switching fields and as consolation prizes

for those unable to complete PhD programs, The committee next considered the

needs of the non-computer scientist being educated in the universities, since

:
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it became clear it would not be feasible to educate as many specialists

as one might need in this field in the next 10 years.

The first calculation we made we call the Waterloo computation. At

Waterloo there is an IBM 360/75, costing 125K per month. Student jobs

account for 1/10 of the system time on that machine or if you will costing

about 12.5K per month, Considering cost inthe support or overhead equal

to that of hardware we have a cost of $25,000 a month for student jobs.

Considering a productivity of four, acks at the machine per problem, this

means that that system is capable of sbsorbing 25,000 problems per month.

Consequently, given a student population size and a number of problems one

can come up with various estimates as to what it costs to provide under-

C) graduate computer experience for the non-computing specialist, i.e., someone

who does problems of a relatively small size. We came up with one figure

assuming 25,000 students in the university of one dollar per problem per

student per month. The size of those problems is such that their programs are

limited to one second of cpu time and the students are not charged for

disc file time but they generally do not include much file work.

Over a ten month academic year & system of this kind could support students

giving them 10 problems over an academic year at a cost of 10 dollars per

student per year in a 25,000 student population which almost reaches the

student population of the largest universities we have ann the United States

today. Now this figure is substantially below the figure in the Pierce report

which runs closer to 50 or 60 dollars per year. That means if we wish to

For that cost the productivity is & day 100,000 runs per month.

:

C ; attain the Pierce report figure we could have the student doing 50 problems

per year, which is probably much too heavy a load for non-computing specialists:
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For the Master of Science program, a figure of 5 million dollars per

year in hardware costs was obtained.

The total cost in hardware is 29 million dollars per year. One of the

figures that we used was that the EDP industry would be taking in about

100,000 people per year. What percentage of these should be PhD's?

Figuring that one percent should be PhD's we get a desirability of producing

a thousand PhD's a year, Our feeling on the matter was that by 1975 we might

be able to produce 1000 PhD's in Computer Science, but that we would not be

able to produce 1000 h's per year by 1975. If you can get up to about

300 by 1975 this would be about what we could expect. It seems to double

5

about every two years.

From whence comes this figvre of 15,000 BS students per year? Is

it attainable? "At the present time in engineering and mathematics the

output per year is of the order of 50,000. Now assuming there is no major

change in size of total undergraduate enrollIment in engineering and science

schools but that quality Computer Science undergraduate programs do come into

being, how many of the 50,000 per year could we expect to prefer an education

in Computer Science? We believe that without a great deal of heavy advertising

or pressure of any sort, 20-30% of the undergraduate enrollment in mathematics

and engineering programs would shift into Computer Science programs, if there

were existing quality undergraduate programs in Computer Science. Furthermore,

the percentage is probably conservative. That means of the 100,000 per year

that are required in the EDP area, 85,000 are probably going to have to remain

or be non-Computer Science baccalaureates, We also made an estimate of Computer
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h. Conservatism of this estimate.

&. The assumed static "cs" employee pool is about - 300,000 0.25%
200,000,000

of the total U.S. population,

b. 19,000 graduates per year is about half the number of engineering

grads (40,000) per year. That doesn't sound unreasonable.

Computer technology should be about as widely appliable as

engineering.
t

e.. For comparative purposes consider the fraction of our manpower

resources devoted to medicine and associated subjects. We

produce about 9,000 physicians per year. They mst be backed
Kade

up or supplemented by about: 18,000 nurses, technicians, dentists,

and various forms of physiologists, etc. As a guess, about

27,000 graduates per year are devoted to problems to health.

" You might argue that since medicine absorbs a fairly

fraction of our economic output, and since computing is

J (or will be) involved in all of man's activities, including

medicine, perhaps the output of Computer Science graduates could

safely be increased to the level of medicine (and associated

graduates) or 27,000 eventually.

a. Some Computer Science enthusiasts assert that the growth of

Computer Science may be 100,000 per year.

In a steady state process, with & thirty-year working life,

this would lead to a CS employee-pool of

30 x 100,000 = 3,000,000
> :
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The above programs were influenced by the "Preliminary" recommendation

of the ACM Curriculum Committee but not by their final report "Curriculum 68",

However, if we assume that there has been a linear increase in the number of

degree programs, we get the following estimates for majors and graduates for

June 30, 1969.
Computer Science

# programs ho

# majors 3000

(1968-69) # graduates 750

Shortages of faculty candidates have no doubt slowed the development and

initiation of many planned programs.

Because of one or two very well advertised bachelor's degree programs in

small institutions, some have begun to believe that there are many such

programs being attempted at such institutions. This is definitely not the

case. In fact only 7 of the estimated 83 bachelor's programs (of all types)

in operation as of June 30, 1967 were in institutions which did not offer at

least a master's degree and had at least 10,000 students enrolled.

Of the 30 bachelor's degree programs reported in Computer Sciences going

as of June 30, 1967, 23 different states are represented. Approximately two

Compute Science Department
out of three of thes programs are housed in

Aor a joint departmen its name (e.g. Information an omputer Science)

In 1970 there are approximately 40 Computer Science Departments. Almost

without exception these are located at well-known state and private universities.
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Possible Trends in Bachelor's Programs in Computer Sciences. The ACM

Curriculum Committee did not address itselfyo how the "Curriculum 68"

recommendations could be used to structure a degree program for those who

will work in the business community. This was deliberate. At the time it

was felt that the needs of the "data processor" were incompatible with those

of the "computer scientist" or at least that the intersection of the needs

and interests was very small. It is quite possible that the recent develop-

ments which have led to much more complex hardware, and consequently soft-

ware, systems have greatly expanded the intersection of interests. At least

that was the feeling of some who participated in the conference whereas

others maintained that all previous discussion (and the conference included)

had not come to grips with the needs of the large majority of computer

personnel who work in the business area.

To this end still another committee of ACM was appointed in 1965 to

study and make recommendations for Computer Education for Information Proc-

essing Systems in Organizations. Dr. Dan Teichroew, University of Michigan

4s Chairman of this committee. A preliminary report is expected to be

published in 1970. The activities of this committee supported by anare

NSF grant to the Association for Computing Machinery.

A proposed undergraduate Computer Science program was presented at the :

conference by Dr. Alan Perlis of Carnegie-Mellon University, which looks

promising and is one of the first attempts to satisfy this "need of the

majority" within a Computer Science framework. The main "different" features

of this proposed program are that three courses in Operations Research and

a course in Administration and Finance are required.
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Computer Science at. the University of Waterloo
*

(J.W. Graham)

History ala Philosophy. Computer Science courses have been taught

at the University of Waterloo since the academic year 1959-60. They were

actually taught before the university installed its first computer. It

was not until 1964 that a program in Computer Science and a philosophy

of operation of that program became evident in any formal sense.

At the present it is felt that although Computer Science is starting

to get as a coherent pody of knowledge it is still not at the stage

where it can be taught as a complete undergraduate discipline and be

considered as a basic body of knowledge such as mathematics. It is

felt by the Faculty at Waterloo and by many others jn the field [4]

tha
:

e.g. [6] , refer to references found at the
Numbers in square prackets,
end of this subsection.



A Professional Master's Program at Stanford University (E.J. McCluskey)

In response to the demand for a professional degree for students

interested in the design of hardware-software computer systems, a special

degree program has been devised. Students may enroll in either the Com-

puter Science or Electrical Engineering Department. For Computer Science

students the degree obtained bears the designation Master of Science in

Computer Science: Computer Engineering. In Electrical Engineering, the

degree designation is Master of Science in Electrical Engineering: Computer

Engineering. Students should indicate a preference for this degree when

applying for admission.

A program in Computer Engineering should include h2 units of work,

of which at least 36 must be graded. These will normally come from the

following courses: CS 135 Numerical Methods (or both CS 137 and 138

Numerical Analysis), CS 109 Assembly Language Programming, CS 111 (EE 181)

Introduction to Computer Organization, CS 112 (EE 182) Digital Computer

Organization (or both EE 281 Theory of Switching and EE 282 Logic Design),

CS 140A, B (EE 28,,B) Systems Programming, CS 144A Data Structures, CS 246

(EE 386) Operating Systems, CS 206 Computing with Symbolic Expressions, CS 150

Introduction to Combinatorial Theory (or CS 155 Com rete Mathematics, or

some course in discrete mathematics), OR 252 Operations Research, CS 298

Software Engineering Laboratory (or 6 units of CS 293 Computer Laboratory

or 6 units of HM 390 Special Studies), and EE 380 Seminar on Digital System,

This program is open to students with a scientific bachelor's degree

(a BS in Mathematics, Statistics, Physics, or Engineering); or with a

degree having a mathematical background (courses in calculus, a knowledge of

linear algebra, and probability). Some knowledge of programming will be required.
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Computer Science and Related Depree Programs in U.S. Hirher Education (J.W. Hamblen}

The number of institutions reporting various degree programs, their

total faculty, ;numbers of majors, both undergraduate and graduate, and the num-

ber of degrees awarded during 1966-67 are reported in Table 1. These numbers

were obtained in an inventory conducted by the Southern Regional Education

Board (SREB). Best estimates for each heading are also given. These estimates

were obtained by applying the overall extrapolation ratio of 1.25 to the

reported totals. This is probably a little high for the higher degree levels

but the estimates are likely to be within 10% of the true values on the

high side.

In 1964-65 the institutions of higher education projected that they

would have 18,807 undergraduate majors and 5318 graduate majors during the

academic year 1968-69. However, the estimates from Table 1 show that by

1967-68 the undergraduate figures had already been exceeded (22,161) and

that the number of graduate majors (4936) was fast approaching the 1968-69

projections, These comparisons are sunmarized in Table 2. slong with data

gathered by the Southern Regional Education Board (SREB) on the number of

students actually enrolled in 196h-65.

Table 3 provides a comparison with the population estimates of going

programs during 1964-65, those projected by the institutions for about

1967-68, and the 1966-C# estimates. This table shows that except for the

associate degree programs, which had already in 1966-67 exceeded the pro-~

jected figure (188) for 1967-68, the numbers of new degree programs were

lagging behind the numbers projected by the institutions. It follows

then that the programs in existence during 1966-67 were accomodating many

more majors than was originally anticipated by the institutions when they

made their projections for 1968-69.
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Book Reviews

Outside the Laboratory
The Politics of Pure Science. DANIEL S.
GREENBERG. New American Library, New
York, 1968, xiv + 303 pp. $7.95.

. The dramatic success of the mobili-
zation of science led by Vannevar Bush
in World War II brought about a strik-
ing change in the status of science as a

component of our culture. In the fol-
lowing two decades the investment of
the federal government in the applica-
tion of science to national needs

bloomed, and the United States became
the technological giant of the world.

Concurrently, federal support for the

general advancement of the sciences
followed a corresponding pattern of
growth. Through numerous agencies
and various methods designed to pro-
tect the traditional freedom of the in-
vestigator. the federal government be-
came the patron of "pure" scientific
research on an unprecedented scale,
Few would question that this new

relationship between the government
and scientists in the private domain
was responsible for the remarkable

flowering of research in the United

_
States and the consequent emergence
of this country to a preeminent posi-
tion in science, Nevertheless, the very
success has brought with it some com-

plex problems. What is a rational basis
for dividing limited funds among the

worthy disciplines? Which giant accel-
erator for modern particle physics
should be built? Where should it be

installed? How can definitive contracts
be reconciled with flexibility to exploit
unexpected opportunities? These are

examples of questions which demand

the highest statesmanship in their

resolution.
As its title implies, The Politics of

Pure Science, by Daniel S. Greenberg
[news editor of Science], attempts to

deal with the ways in which such ques-
tions have been addressed rather than

with the substance of science itself.
The first chapter describes the make-

up of the "scientific community" in

752

this country. At the outset the author

eXpresses his view that emphasis on the
existence of an elite scientific "estab-
lishment" can mislead more than en-

lighten. Having offered this view, he
thereafter adopts the contrary position.
The transition is made quickly.

Therefore let us begin with a paradox:
There is no American Scientific Establish-
ment. Yet Harvard, MIT, Caltech, and the
University of California are its Oxbridge.
Two World War II research centers, the
MIT Radiation Laboratory -and the Los
Alamos Scientific Laboratory, of radar and
atom bomb fame, respectively, are its
Eton. The Cosmos Club in Washington is
its Athenaeum, the physicists are its aris-
tocracy. The National Academy of Sci-
ences is its established church, and the
President's Science Advisory Committee is
its Privy Council.

The financial resources, personnel, and
institutions making up the community
are then enumerated.
All responsible professions seek to

maintain their standards, protect their
values from uninformed attack, and

present their cases to the public. Jour-
nalism's spirited defense of the essential

importance of the freedom of the press
is an outstanding example. The second

chapter of this book is devoted to these

aspects of "pure" science. It is entitled

"Chauvinism, xenophobia, and evan-

gelism," words which the author uses:

liberally throughout the text. Such un-
fortunate hyperbole, which beclouds ob-

jectivity, tends to characterize the book.
The third chapter recalls the finan-

cial poverty of science and the lack of
interest on the part of the government
prior to World War II. Chapter 4 de-

scribes the embryogenesis of the Office
of Scientific Research and Develop-
ment and of research on the atomic
bomb in the early days of the war.

Next is a short chapter on the mobili-
zation and activities of the OSRD. The
author notes that, "Since the work of
OSRD was climaxed by victory in the

greatest of wars, events took on the

effect of ratifying the wisdom of the

manner in which OSRD operated.

OSRD could look back over its incred-
ible five-year history and pick out
examples of brilliant performance and

foresight." However, he accompanies
this statement with this footnote:

There were a few dissenters, but their .

voices were poorly heard and the validity
of their plaints is difficult to assess. For
example, two months after the war ended,

. @ group of Minnesota researchers de-
clared, "When the true record is written,
the waste, inefficiency, ignorance, and ob-
tuseness in utilizing scientific knowledge in
the recent war will be apparent to all."
(Hearings on Science Legislation, , Sub-
committee of the Senate Committee on
Military Affairs, 1945, p. 963.) The record,
as written so far, fails to substantiate this
doleful prophecy; nevertheless, it is not
unlikely that the official OSRD histories,
as well as the memoirs of OSRD's figures,
tend to pass over whatever blemishes did
exist.

This technique of accompanying a
Statement with a contrary footnote is
used frequently in the book. The pur-
pose of this device is not clear, but if
the goal was balance, it was not suc-
cessfully achieved.

Chapter 6 reviews the efforts, during
the transition to peace, to establish a
central agency for government support
of basic research. These foundered on
the issue of control by scientists versus
the accountability of the government
for the management of public funds.
The gap was filled by the military-
most notably the Navy, through the
Office of Naval Research. In the fol-
lowing chapter, the author discusses
activities and events concerned with
the development of the relationship be-
tween the government and the private
scientific community in the decade fol-
lowing the war. The patterns estab-
lished during that period have, by and

large, continued to the present. The
author refers to these patterns and
mechanisms as the "government of
science," and the next chapter is
headed by that title. It is devoted al-
most exclusively to the plaint arising
from the chemists in the early 1960's
about the neglect of their field, which
led to considerable activity within the

National Academy of Sciences, cul-

minating in the Westheimer report.
There follow three chapters devoted

to what might be considered case

studies selected to illuminate the opera-
tion of this "government of science."
The first of these is entitled "Mohole:
The anatomy of a fiasco." The project
to drill a hole through the earth's crust

was hardly a model of careful planning,
wise decision-making, or good manage-

SCIENCE, VOL. 10



ment. The author devotes somewhat
more than 10 percent of his book to a
detailed revelation of the project from
its whimsical beginning as an offshoot
of the activities of the American Mis-
cellaneous Society, through early prog-
ress, complex and contentious troubles,
and final collapse. For one wishing to
prove that the "government of science"
is not without its imperfections, a more
devastating story could not have been
chosen, and no opportunity was lost in
this telling.
The next two chapters, together mak-

ing up just under 20 percent of the
book, might have been one, since they
really tell one story. Their titles, "High
energy politics" and "MURA's last
stand," indicate the subject. They ex-
amine how the questions of what and .

where have been resolved in the field
of high energy physics in the past sev-
eral years, presenting details of the
story of the partnership of the Mid-
western Universities Research Associa-
tion and the Congressional delegations
from its region, aimed at saving their
plans for a very large installation. In-
cluded is a highly intimate and reveal-
ing scene in the White House.
The book ends with a chapter entitled

"The new politics of science." Using
as case studies the increasingly restric-
tive conditions being placed on recipi-
ents of NIH grants by pressure from
Congress, and the events leading to the
decision to place at Weston, Illinois,
the 200-Bev accelerator designed by the
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory at
Berkeley, the author describes the new
atmosphere developing in federal sup-
port of science. This climate is one in
which emphasis is placed on greater
relevance to national goals and prac-
tical needs, tighter controls by the gov-
ernment on detailed accountability of
expenditures, more concentration in
full-time government employees of the
power of detailed selection of research
activities and objectives, and increased
attention to the distribution of the
funds throughout the nation.
At the close Greenberg asks a

question: "In a world plagued by
misery, is it decent for fine minds and

great wealth to be dedicated to the
interior of the atom and the mysteries
of the planets? Or, as the ideologists of
pure science would contend, does the
unfettered spirit of inquiry provide the
surest way to knowledge and salva-
tion?" The gist of the book is that a

simple "yes" in response to both parts
of this question would merely demon-
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strate the responder's "chauvinism,
xenophobia, and evangelism."
The reviewer finds it difficult to give

an overall description of the book. It
is not a very careful history which
avoids presumptive interpretation. Nei-
ther is it a deeply penetrating and con-
structive critical essay. Perhaps it might
be best described as a historical novel,
written in the reportorial style, with
titillating tidbits liberally dispersed
among important facts. The cast is
drawn from the roster of prominent
men in the councils of science, Not
only are the actions of the characters
chronicled, but they are given the op-
portunity, here and there, to place
their wit before their wisdom. By impli-
cation they are also provided with
emotions and motivations. All this
lends the book a lively and interesting
readability. But assessing motives on the
basis of actions is a hazardous business
at best, and the reviewer found himself
disturbed by a style that seemed to
suggest the least generous interpreta-
tion. For example, the author uses the
term "machinations" repeatedly to de-
scribe the successful advocacy of a pre
sumably worthy cause. It must be as-
sumed that he is aware that the word
connotes crafty planning of evil
'schemes. The overall effect is to de-
mean, and few men or institutions went
into this book but came out poorer.

Frank T. MCCLURE
Applied Physics Laboratory,
Johns Hopkins University,
Silver Spring, Maryland

Pacific Anthropology
Polynesian Culture History. Essays in
Honor of Kenneth P. Emory. GZNEVIEVE
A. HIGHLAND, RoLaAND W. Force, ALAN
Howarp, Marion KELLy, and YOsIHIko
H. SINOTO, Eds. Bishop Museum Press,
Honolulu, Hawaii, 1967. xx + 594 pp.
illus. $16.50. Bernice P. Bishop Museum
Special Publication No. 56.

The essays collected in this festschrift
address a very wide variety of subjects
in the general topical area of Polynesian
anthropology and display a range of
methodological approaches. There is a
certain broad uniformity of outlook as
a result of the fact that the contributors
represent a kind of general grouping in

Polynesianist circles, holding in com
mon a collection of general attitudes on
a number of points of theory and inter-

pretation. Many distinguished academic

Polynesianists are not to be found
among the contributors.
The organizational scheme of the vol-

ume utilizes two major but not mu-
tually exclusive principles: one set of
papers is grouped according to anthro-
pological subdisciplines (linguistics and
archeology), and the remainder accord-
ing to the geographical subdivision of
Polynesia to which they refer (General,
East, West, Hawaii, and Outliers).
While this scheme reflects the discipli-
nary interests and the geographical
areas in which K. P. Emory has
worked, it does not facilitate use of
the volume.
The majority of papers are of a de-

scriptive or analytic nature, dealing with
narrowly defined aspects of specific
Polynesian cultures or pan-Polynesian
traits. For example, there are a discus-
sion of the bird-man motif in Polynesian
material culture by Barrow, one of sea
creatures and spirits in Tikopia by R.
Firth, and a well-written survey of
Polynesian-origin theories by Howard.
These are contributions of the type
normally found in the Journal of the
Polynesian Society or similar regionally
oriented publications.

Contributions possessing clear impli-
cations for anthropological method and
theory are the all-too-brief paper by
Finney on Polynesian navigation and
the linguistic papers by Elbert, Grace,
and White. Finney's field experiments
on Polynesian navigation techniques are
a welcome indication of unorthodox
and highly practical thinking in an area
of specialization not noted for innova-
tion. His work has produced the best
data yet on a subject that has suffered
from repeated rehash of the same tired
historical material. The test analyses
presented by Elbert and Grace, and
White's study of the word tabu, clearly
illustrate the hazards involved in utili-
zing quantitative linguistic techniques.

Other contributions are light-weight,
low-powered, or misleading. Mead's
impressionistic piece on hypertrophy
and heterogeneity in Polynesian culture
might have been stimulating 30 years
ago. Sinoto, perhaps Emory's closest
associate, has contributed an archeo-
logical article on fishhooks that contains
little information he has not presented
in better form and detail elsewhere.
Those familiar with the literature on

Polynesian origins will note, in Green's
article on that subject, that concepts and
theories, initially anathematized, be-
come suddenly attractive once they can
be credited to the right people.
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Sing Sing Holds 'Commencement' for 13 Inmates
By JOSEPH NOVITSKI
Special to The New York Times

OSSINING, N. Y., May 17- Rev. Terence J. Cooke, Arch- and historic day," said Arch-The big, black-on-white sign jbishop of New York, to the bishop Cooke, as he delivered: ing programming to convicts

Senator Jacob K. Javits, the wooden pews of the auditorium
keynote speaker, and the Most

draped over the front of the'9-acre complex rising on the the benediction closing the!'Sing Sing prison auditorium : bluffs above the Hudson River
stage said "Commencement." ifor the ceremonies.
It marked a new beginning for News photographers and
12 inmates graduating today 'cameramen were also permitted
from a computer programming for the first time in Sing Sing's Struction at Sing Sing begancourse taught within the walls. history to take pictures of con- last November when 14 inmates"This .is the first time I'v2 'senting inmates' full faces. But were selected from 33 appli-ever had a profession," said reporters were requested notjcants to take the weekly Sat- they were pleased with the re-Marion S., the 39-year-old vale-: to question the inmates on their! urday classes given by instruc-
dictorian.
The graduation ceremonev in last names of prisoners present. had passed a three-part apti-the dun-brown prison auditor-

ium was not constricted bybars or prison regulations."We broke a lot of rules torium windows, almost hiding transferred to another prison
today," Warden John T. Deegan the bars. The prison band and one dropped out.
said. Mr. Deegan permitted played "My Mother's Love" for
women, almost all relatives of the occasion, and a buffet for
the day's graduates,
buildings within the walls of mate called the ceremonies
Sing Sing for the first time,
and opened his baseball field
for the prison's first helicopter til we graduate," he explained.
landing.

Javits and Cooke Attend
It was the first time Marion 'of the seven-month pilot pro-S. had seen his wife, exceptigram, conducted by the Elec-

through the wire screen that jtronic Computer Programming
Separates inmates from visit-
ors, since he had entered Sing 'school with headquarters in
Sing.
The helicopter flight brought parole recently and left the;

inside;

jcriminal backgrounds, and the tor Michael Cappi after they
were not released.
The warm spring sunlight pleted high school. Since thecame through the high audi- course began, one inmate was

'150 persons was served. An in-

"boss."
"We won't eat this weu un-

7 Graduates Take Jobs

t

Institute, a computer training

York, were released onNew

igraduation for programming

The remaining ten inmates
are all eligible for parole with-

Two of the twelve graduates

"Today is a very wonderful

ceremony.
Started Last November

Computer programming in- York State Correction Commis-

tude test. All had to have com- sive impact," Senator Javits

Sydney Davis, president of
the programming institute, ex-
plained that the idea of teach-

came to him when he read of
the many high school educated
inmates in the country. New

siner Paul McGinnis and
Warden Deegan agreed to try
the program, and both said

sults.
"What happened here at

Sing Sing can have an explo-

told the graduates, "I hope
every man here will consider
himself an apostle of the new
way." 4

wull

jobs

in a year, and they will be
given computer programs to
write at Sing Sing for the
state while serving their sen-
tences.
The graduates, who wore

-

prison-gray pants, white shirts
and black ties-except for the
two parolees, who wore busi-
ness suits-were watched by
20 inmates chosen to begin
the second computer course
tomorrow. Sixty-seven relatives
friends and guests, sat on the
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: : Looking around to buy a
home in Northern Virginia?
-Are you tired of driving
around to see what resale
Rouses are on the market?
Does looking at a file of
Multiple Listing Service
cards confuse you?
Well, the millennium may

not be 'here but the North-
'ern Virginia Board of Real-!
tors is investing $108,000 a
year to give buyers and sell-
ers the services of a talk-
ing computer.
Simply, the new computer

service doesn't do anything
-that a prospective home
buyer or real estate sales
person couldn't accomplish
by looking at thousands of
multiple listing cards But
the computer does it faster

ae, +

and saves all the card flip
ping.~ Northern Virginia Real-
tors, now tuned into a com-
;puter in suburban Detroit,
'can dial a push-button tele-
-phone - with the aid of all
sorts of code numbers
and come up with the listed
houses that satisfy the
eranked-in (by code, again)
requirements of any particu-
lar buyer.
For instance, those re-,

quirements might include a
split-level style, priced
about $38,000, with four bed-
rooms in the Annandale
area, plus a basic stipulation
for quick occupancy, a base-
ment, central air condition-
ing, a separate dining room
and a fireplace.
- If one or more houses fill
that bill, within a few thou-
sand dollars of the price,
the code numbers come
back on the telephone
hookup and the Realtor or
his sales person can look up
the specific houses on a
master book of current list-
ings published in the Multi-
ple Listing Service of North-
ern Virginia.
"This is the first compu-

terized multtLple listing serv-
ice in the eastern region
'and only the second in the
country, outside the Detroit
area," said Edward R.
Briggs, president of the

Computer Answ

NVBR. He pointed out that
the computer service now is
available to 385 brokers in
164 member firms with a
total of more than 1400 sales

. persons.
Currently, the Northern

Virginia group has listings
of 3000 houses. These multi-
ple listings usually peak at
about 3500 in June and slack
off to about 2500 in some
-midwinter months.
We are tuned into a

Realtron Corp. computer in
Detroit," said Robert J.
Salem, chairman of the
NVBR computer -committee
for three years. "Now our
people can use any touch-
tone telephone to feed a
home buyer's requirements
into the computer and get
the answers from the IBM
7770 audio response unit. If
the requirements cannot be-
matched with an available
house, the computer tells us
that too."

>

ers to Realtors

:

bu

4
:

3

Jane Rose of Realtron was
on hand this week to ex-
plain the new computer sys-
tem to groups of Northern ~
Virginia sales persons. Mrs.
Rose pointed out that the
computer service works in
tandem with multiple listing
ecards and normally can
bring back a maximum of 10
responses.
"This is only a tool," she

emphasized, "and it does not
replace the sales person.
But it is designed to save
time of both the sales agent
and the prospective buyer.
"For instance, if the buyer

wants a $40,000 house and
the available listings can
fulfill all his requirements
except the exact price, we
will get answers that refer
our sales persons to cards of
houses priced anywhere
from about $36,000 to
$46,000. In that event, it be-
comes a matter of compro-
mise for the buyer. He can

Photo by Warren Mattox

+ Jane Rose Instructs Realtor Group in Computer Techniques

revise his requirements
downward or his price up-
ward - if no $40,000 or less
house is available,"
Althogether, there are 10

telephone lines plugged into
the computer from the
Northern Virginia. area, Get-
ting the answer takes only a
few seconds. It was esti-
mated that 44 calls can be
handled at the same time
and 8000 calls were handled
in one recent day.
So far, the Northern Vir-

ginians are the only Real-
tors in this area to adopt
the computer adjunct to
multiple listing. But there is
the possibility that the
Boards in Montgomery and
Prince George's County may
follow suit. Since the Wash-
ington Board does not have
a multiple listing service, it
is not likely to become a
part of the computer
hookup.
"One of our area's top

See COMPUTER, C2, Col. 1

FYBS
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Talking Machine
t

Serves Salesmen. 1

COMPUTER, From Cl
Sales persons was frankly
skeptical of the new serv-
ice," pointed out Salem, he should get $40,000 for his
"but she waS won over
quickly on an actual test in
which she listed a buyer's
requirements for a house
that she was not able to sup-
ply. The system came up
with an answer by turning
up a house that she did not
know to be listed-"
To keep the information

current, Virginia Realtors
will update information
daily - adding houses
newly listed or taking out
those that have been sold.
"Another service," . added
president Briggs, "is that
the computer can quote
comparable prices for the
preceding 12 months, hased
on area and similarities of
other houses sold, to assist

erties consistent with accu
rate market conditions." +

By that Briggs was saying
that the seller who th nks

home because a neighbor
advertised his house a few ol
months earlier for about
$40,000 and sold it, may be hy
unaware that the seller ac- t
cepted an offer considerably
lower.
have the actual sale price of
the comparable home - not
the asking price.
Northern Virginia Real-

tors admitted that the new

1

computer service has some
bugs that are being killed
from day to day. But they :

all seem to be happier than. ay

a three-year-old child with a
new toy. And they value
their new computer more
than a toy because they are
confident that it will help
them to sell more houses
faster and make more

The computer will. es

lq

:
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t

sellers in pricing the prop- money.
:

:
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The Subcommittee is proceeding with the evaluation of the hearings on
Government management of data processing held in culy. Because of the can-
plexity of the matters under consideration, a further period will be required
to prepare the Subcommittee's report. Meanwhile, ertain facets of data
processing usage merit immediate attention, not only by appropriate offi-
clale of the Government, other large usere, but by the data processing
manufacturing industry as. wells

1. There is a need for specific problem definition in the date
processing standardization effort.

During our hearings, practically every witnese agreed to the vital
importance of "compatibility and standardization. te Over the years, this
term has achieved almost universal usage to descrLbe a hazy, uncharted
problem area in computer usage stemming from differences in data system
design and manufacture. Within the perimeter of thie almost meaningless
term lie countless problems of differing character and importance to which
the term "standardization" has varying meaning and application.

We huve followed, up to this point, a "grab bag" in attempting
to deal with these problems. While we have identified certain areas or
difficulty that compromise computer usage, the order and magnit ude of our
effort has not been controlled by a disciplined order of priority. Nor are
we exacting in the definition of the
we seek to achieve.
ardization" -- whatever this term may mean --

terms we use or of the ultimate goal
We have assumed without sufficient basis thet "stand--

ig an overall solution to this
entire problem area ?

acceptable more practical solution.
although this approach might be either difficult,

impossible or outweighed by some more

It follows then that our efforts to increase data processing effective-
ness and efficiency require:

(a) Appraisal of the entire computer environment to identify as
best we can those aspects of computer systems where varienees in design
or usage compromise utilization;
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(b) defining as specifically as possible the ultimate objective
sought to remedy these specific problems;

(c) defining the term "standardization" as this concept may
apply to these varying problems;

(a) inclusion within the standardization concept of some practical
means of evaluating the need for and the economic value of software and
hardware developments that would alter previously adopted standards or
affect data processing compatibility;

(e) determining whether "standardization" is essential, simply
desirable, or undesirable as a means of solution, and considering
possible alternative courses of action as a more practical means to
achieve the objective sought.

@, The staudardization effort must be altered to optimize results,

The data processing standardization effort operates within the traditional
concept followed by American industry for decades. In most instances, in other
areas the standardization effort consists merely of recognition of what has
already, through usage, become a de facto standard.

In data processing, the principal thrust should be to determine and

develop standards in anticipation of usage. In most instances, in data
processing, the potential for benefit has passed by the time a de facto
standard exists.

3

Considering the structure of the standardization effort, as well as the
intricate network of organizations with varying interests which are often in
conflict, it ie understandable why there are problems in achieving results
sufficiently early in any particular phase of the "state of the art" go that
users, as well ac manufacturers, can receive some benefit from them.

Whatever the cause, the standardization effort is "cresting" too late
to meet demand. The delays are unacceptable no matter how understandable
their causes may be.

A critical reevaluation of the entire standardization effort must be made

to invigorate and speed up the process so that the effort can be as effective
as possible in the solution of those problems that can be properly and practi-
cally dealt with through standardization,

3. Independent criteria identifying the characteristics of a new

generation common computer language must be developed.

IBM has announced PL/1 will receive primary support in future company

software development -- COBOL and FORTRAN only to the extent necessary to
maintain industry-accepted standards. There is considerable sentiment among

those well-versed in COBOL and FORTRAN and not in the employ of IBM that
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there is little value in PL/1. IBM claims the need for a machine-independent
language that will also lessen the demand for programmers. To those uninitiated
into the complexities of COBOL data handling, PL/1 has a definite charm in
ite relative simplicity despite the fact that, at least at present, there may
be no advantage in compiling and operating time -- the basic measures of
language efficiency.

Because of IBM's dominant position and the fact that new users most
likely will accept the apparent advantages of PL/1 (compatibility and standardi-
zation problems normally are not as apparent in the initial stages of data
processing usage ) , it is reasonably predictable that in the absence of any
forceful, affirmative effort, PL/1 could, by default, become the de facto
language of the next generation even though it may be less than the best.

USASI hae undertaken a pre-standardization effort regarding PL/1. But,
such efforts are premature for there is no general independent criteria reflect-
ing user requirements and computer capabilities within the "state of the art"
to use as a measure in evaluating the acceptability of thie as a new generation
language. +

Comparisons with COBOL and FORTRAN are not sufficient. Although advantages
may be shown, these may not be of a nature or degree sufficient to qualify PL/1 -

as the next generation language. Furthermore, to the extent that any language
can be machine-independent, this quality in PL/1 remains to be proved. Other
preliminary questions must be answered; for example, the existence of effective
alternatives to standardization, whether the next common language (assuming the
applicability of the standardization concept) should and can be of a higher
order of standard COBOL and FORTRAN, or whether optimum user benefit requires
adoption of a fundamental new approach to language development.

Assuming the validity of applying the standardization concept to computer
languages and following development of general criteria necessary or desirable
in-a new generation language, then a truly effective and meaningful evaluation
could be made of as well as any other proposed languages or combinations
thereof. Under these circumstances, it would then be reasonable to expect IBM,
under improved USASI procedures, to adopt changes in PL/1 (including the name

of the language) deemed necessary to meet the general eriteria. Also, other
manufacturers, as well as principal user groups, could be expected to either
participate in this standardization effort or accept whatever conclusions that
may be reached.

It is unlikely that development of language criteria can take place within
the structure of USASI, the National Bureau of Standards, or any of the manu-

facturer or user oriented organizations. For optimum results, a more detached

approach would probably be best. Second, the effort should attract the best
minds in the entire data processing community. All of the key people that are
needed are not included in the membership of these organizations. For this
reason, the Executive Branch should determine the feasibility of establishing
a quasi-formal working group or, in the alternative, solicit the interest of
some organization such as the National Academy of Sciences to participate in
the identification of new generation language criteria.
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4, The Bureau of the Budget must push completion of the Federal
Government's software inventory.

It has been assumed for years that standardization would bestow countless
benefite upon the Federal Government, particularly in the software area. Super-

ful evaluation in this area.

ficially, at least, the possibility of broad interchange of programs and data
offers considerable promise. Undoubtedly, there would be advantages. But
their nature and scope have not been authoritatively determined. A comprehen-
sive inventory of Government-owned software is essential in making any meaning

In addition, an inventory of Government software is needed as a data base
for Federal Government policies relating to the procurement of next generation
languages. Economically, it may well be that despite the availability of a
more effective, modern language, numerous applications in the Government would
for years be best served through maintenance of older generation languages.
But to make the necessary cost analyses, we must know what software we now
have, Therefore, development of the Government's software inventory as part
of our data processing information system should be given the highest priority.

In varying degrees, work is under way on many aspects of these problems.
In some areas, however, little if anything is being done. Our purpose is to
emphasize and invigorate these efforts in a more orderly manner. Literally
billions in capital investment and in operational efficiency are at stake.
And, we must do the very best we can to provide for optimum data processing
usage, not only in the Federal Government, but throughout the national econony,
In July, 1966, the President stated the problem in these words:

$

"Computers will enable us to achieve progress and benefits
which a decade ago were beyond our grasp. The technology is
available. Its potential for good has been amply demonstrated,
but it remains to be tapped in fuller measure."

This effort towards optimum utilization of data processing has the..
strong unyielding support of the President and the mandate of Congress.
We believe it merits the support of the entire data processing community.

Sincerely,

Jack Brooks
Chairman
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FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION FCC 66-1004

Washington, D. C. 20554 90954

In the Matter of )

Regulatory and Policy Problems Presented) DOCKET NO. 16979

by the Interdependence of Computer and
Communication Services and Facilities )

NOTICE OF INQUIRY
Ey the Commission: Commissioner Wadsworth absent.

I. Preliminary Statement

l. The modern-day electronic computer is capable of being program=
med to furnish a wide variety of services, including the processing of
all kinds of data and the gathering, storage, forwarding, and retrieval
of information -- technical, statistical, medical, cultural, among
numerous other classes. With its huge capacity and versatility, the
computer is capable of providing its services to a multiplicity of
users at locations remote from the computer. Effective use of the
computer is therefore becoming increasingly dependent upon communica-

tion common carrier facilities and services by which the computers and

the user are given instantaneous access to each other.

2. It is the statutory purpose and responsibility of the Commission

to properly regulate interstate and foreign commerce in communications
so as.to make available to all the people of the United States a rapid,
efficient, nationwide and worldwide communications service with adequate
facilities at reasonable charges (See Section 1 of the Communications

Act of 1934, as amended). Thus, the Commission must keep fully informed

of developments and improvements in, and applications of, the technology
of communications and of related fields. (See Section 218). Moreover,
the growing convergence of computers and communications has given rise
to a number of regulatory and policy questions within the purview of the

Communications Act. These questions require timely and informed resolu-
tion by the Commission in order to facilitate the orderly development of
the computer industry and promote the application of its technologies in
such fashion as to serve the needs of the public effectively, efficiently
and economically. To this end, the Commission is undertaking this
inquiry as a means of obtaining information, views and recommendations

from the computer industry, the common carriers, present and potential
users, as well as members of the interested public. The Commission will
then be in a position to evaluate the adequacy and efficacy of existing
relevant policies and the need, if any, for revisions in such policies,
including such legislative measures that may be required. It will also

enable the Commission to ascertain whether the services and facilities
offered by common carriers are compatible with the present and antici-
pated communications requirements of computer users. The Commission

will then be in a position to determine what action, if any, may be

required in order to insure that the tariff terms and conditions of
such offerings are just and reasonable and otherwise lawful under the

Communications Act. (See Section 201(b) and Section 202(a).)
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II. Emeraino Comouter Enterprises

3. A brief review of the more important types of computer enter=
prises now emerging will serve to illustrate the growing convergence
and interdependence of communication and data processing technologies.

4. First of all, there is the so-called in-house use of computers.
Banks, aircraft manufacturers, universities and other types of institu-
tions frequencly own or lease computers primarily for their own use.
In the past, the batch processing technique has generally been employed
to satisfy the needs of the in-house users. Recently, however, time-
sharing systems have been installed, particularly at universities and
hospitals following the example of pilot Project MAC at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. Because more than enough capacity exists to
satisfy normal in-house needs, be they mathematical computation, data
processing, simulation, or storage and retrieval, the idle or excess
capacity is readily saleable to others. Banks and aircraft manufactur-
ers have already made such time available to persons outside the enter-
prise. Economies of scale may well lead to larger and larger machines
with consequent incentive for in-house computer owners to sell computer
time to the general public. Efficient utilization of these computers
implies organization of time-sharing systems. It likewise impliesincreased use of communication channels obtained for the most part from
communications common carriers pursuant to tariffs filed with this
Comnission or state regulatory commissions, depending upon the intra-
state or interstate nature of the channel.

5. Secondly, several of the major computer manufacturers maintain
computer service bureaus. They sell computer time to customers and
usually operate on a batch process basis. However, conversion to time-
sharing is proceeding rapidly. The potential for providing the computerwith general economic data to compliment specific company or industrydata, has led to the establishment of data banks which can be used for
such purposes as economic forecasting, product marketing analysis, and
more specialized uses such as legal and medical reference libraryservices. Multiple access to such data banks isagain dependent on
communications links obtained from common carriers under applicabletariffs.

6. Additionally, there are hundreds of non-manufacturing firmswhich offer a wide range of data processing and specialized informationservices. These services may be provided on either a batch processingor time-sharing basis. Many of these concerns are local in scope, butothers are equipped with multiple access computers and are endeavoringto develop national time-sharing systems of which communication channelswill be an integral part.
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BL there are some very highly specialized
Services currently being offered. An example is the stock quotation
service. For a number of years, brokers and financial institutions
throughout the country have been supplied with up-to-the-minute
prices and quotations on securities and commodities through central
real-time computers. The service enables a broker to query the
computer's store of market data and receive the information on a

print-out or visual display device. It has been proposed that the

computers be programmed to provide capability for storing and

processing buy and sell orders between individual brokers. In both

instances, private line circuits leased from common carriers under

applicable tariffs supply the connecting link between the computer
and the brokers.

computer

8. Other specialized computer services combining data processing
and communications include a hospital information service, a coordinated
law enforcement service utilizing computers to tie together the law
enforcement efforts of a number of local authorities, and various kinds
of reservation services.

9. Most, if not all, of the major computer manufacturers offer
for sale or lease computers which can be programmed for message and

circuit switching in addition to their data processing functions.
There are a number of operational computerized message switching
systems owned by large corporations in diverse fields. Most of these

systems replaced electro-mechanical switching units provided by the

communications common carriers. Motivations of increased business

efficiency and maximization of the capabilities of the computer are

apparently leading tovard the acquisition by large corporations of

computer systems. These systems permit data processing and message

switching to be effectively combined with communication channels

linking remote locations to form a real-time data processing and

communications system.

III. Computers and the Common Carriers

10. The communications common carriers are rapidly becoming

equipped to enter into the "data processing" field. Common carriers,
as part of the natural evolution of the developing communications art,
are making increased use of computers for their conventional services

to perform message and circuit switching functions. These computers

can likewise be programmed to perform data processing functions. For

example, Western Union is establishing computer centers, not only for

its public message and Telex systems, but eventually to provide as

well a variety of data processing, storage and retrieval services for

the public. The first such computer centers, planned by the company

as part of its "national information utility" program, was opened
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March 16 of this year in New York City. This center, and others to
be established in key cities, will be programmed to offer time=sharing,
information processing and data-bank services. Western Union's plan-
ning looks to the establishment, through a national, regional and local
network of computers, of a gigantic real-time computer utility service
which would gather, store, process, program, retrieve and distribute
information on a broad scale. This company will also arrange to design,
procure and install all necessary hardware for fully integrated data
processing and communications systems for individual customers, and
provide the total management service for such systems.

ll. The Bell System has not yet indicated any plan to provide a
similar information service, or to offer local data processing services
to the public. However, it is implementing a program to convert all
central offices from electro-mechanical switching systems to electronic
switching. Similar conversion programs are being undertaken by other
carriers in the industry. Interface, terminal and outstation equipments
are being developed by the industry to match computer systems with
communication channels. It might be observed here, that the Touch-Tone
telephone instrument has significant potential as a computer input de~
vice, utilizing the telephone switched network. After a connection to
a multiple access computer is completed in the regular manner, the same
buttons can be pressed to enter information into the computer or to
query the computer and get back a voice answer. A number of systems of
this type are now in service.

12. International carriers have recently proposed new computer
message switching and data processing services. One such carrier
offers a service to air lines under which it switches messages between
and among the various leased circuits connected to its computer. In
addition, it plans to employ the same computer to store and supply
up-to-the-minute seat inventory information with respect to flights of
those air lines subscribing to this additional service, through communi-
cation facilities connected to air line offices and agencies on an on=line real-time basis. Other carriers plan to introduce similar service
offerings.
IV. Discussion of the Problems

12. The above review, although by no means exhaustive, is illu-strative of the convergence and growing interdependence of the computerand communications. This convergence takes a variety of different
forms and applications thereby making it difficult to sort them into
simple discrete categories. It is impossible at this time to antici--
pate fully the nature of all of the policy and regulatory problemsthat future developments may generate. Nevertheless, it is desirableto focus on those problems that are presently definable within the
existing state of this burgeoning industry.
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14, Communication common carriers, whose rates and services
are subject to governmental Yepulation, are

employing computers as a circuit and message switching device in
furtherance of their undertakings to provide communication channels
and services to the general public, There is now evidence of a trend
among several of the major domestic and international carriers to
program their computers not only for switching services, but also for
the storage, processing and retrieval of various types of business
and management data of entities desiring to subscribe therefor in
lieu of such industries providing this service to themselves on an

in-house basis or contracting with computer firms for the service,

15, Accordingly, we find communication common carriers grafting
on to their conventional undertaking of providing communication channels
and services to the public various types of data processing and informae
tion services, One such carrier has, in fact, committed its future to
using its combined resources of computers and communication channels
to meet the information requirements of the business community and

other professional and institutional segments of our society by the

establishment of a national and regional centralized information system,
AS @ consequence, common carriers, in offering these services, are, or
will be, in many instances, competitive with services sold by computer
manufacturers and service bureau firms, At the same time, such firms
will be dependent upon common carriers for reasonably priced communica«

tion facilities and services,

16, As previously indicated, a large number of non-regulated
entities are employing computers to provide various types of data

processing and specialized information services, The excess capacity
of the in-house computer is made available for a charge to others; in
other instances computer service bureaus sell computer time to a number

of subscribers on a shared=time basis; and in still other instances,
highly specialized information and data bank services are provided,
At an ever increasing rate, with the development of time-sharing tech-

niques, remote input and output devices of the users are linked to the

computer by communication channels obtained from common carriers. The

users located at the remote terminals are served so rapidly that each

is under the illusion that he alone has access to the central processor,
The flexibility of the computer makes possible, in addition to data

processing services, message switching between various locations of

the same customer, or between several different customers, This allows

the data processing industry to engage in what heretofore has been an

activity limited to the communications common carrier,

17, Common carriers have thus far taken different approaches to

the question of the applicability of the regulatory provisions of the

Communications Act to their computer service offerings, Notwithstand«

ing that various aspects of such offerings appear to involve activities,
such as message switching, which historically have been regarded as

common carrier activities subject to regulation, no consistent policy
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is established and followed with respect to the filing of tariffs by
carriers to cover those offerings. This is understandable consider=
ing the competitive activities of a similar nature by non=regulated
entities as well as the apparent difficulties in classifying the
various elements of a computer service into discrete communication
and non-communication compartments.

18. From the common carriers' standpoint, regulation should
extend to all entities offering like services or to none. It is
urged that the ability to compete successfully depends onthe flex=
ibility required to meet the competition; and that the carriers would
be deprived of this flexibility if they alone were restricted in their
pricing practices and marketing efforts by the rigidities of a tariff
schedule. Thus, we are confronted with determining under what circum=
stances data processing, computer information and message switching
services, or any particular combination thereof whether engaged in
by established common carriers or other entities -- are or should be
subject to the provisions of the Communications Act. We expect this
inquiry to be of assistance to the Commission in evaluating the policy
and legal considerations involved in arriving at this determination.

Ve. Communication Tariffs and Practices

19. The interdependence between data processing and communication
channels is bound to continue under the impetus of remote processing
in combination with the growth of time-shared computer systems and
services. In the past, the relationship between the relative cost of
the two segments was of little concern. Data processing was expensive
and in a relative sense higher than its communication counterpart. The
trend toward lower EDP costs resulting from larger computer systems,
has tended to shift the relative cost positions. Indeed, there is some
indication that in the near future communication costs will dominate the
EDP-communications circuit package. It is natural, then, that the
computer industry finds its attention devoted increasingly to communica=
tion tariffs and regulations, in its search to optimize the communication
segment of the package. In fact, fears are expressed that the cost of
communications may prove to be the limiting factor in the future growthof the industry.

20. While the charges of the carriers are of prime importance,
including the question of minimum periods of use, other tariff pro=visions and restrictions should also be scrutinized. Such tariff
provisions as those relating to shared use and authorized use maywell be in need of revision in light of the new advanced technology.Likewise, any restriction on the use of customer owned or provided
equipment, including multiplexing equipment, must be reviewed fortheir effects on burgeoning industry

:
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2l. This then is another area of concern. Are the service
offerings of the common carriers, as well as their tariffs and
practices, keeping pace wit!: the quickened developments in digital
technology? Does a gap exist between computer industry needs and
requirements, on the one side, and communications technology and
tariff rates and practices on the other?

VI. The Problem of Information Privacy

22. The modern application of computer technology has brought
about a trend toward concentrating commercial and personal data at
computer centers. This concentration, resulting in the ready
availability in one place of detailed personal and business data,
raises serious problems of how this information can be kept from
unauthorized persons or unauthorized use.

23. Privacy, particularly in the area of communications, is a
well established policy and objective of the Communications Act.
Thus, any threatened or potential invasion of privacy is cause for
concern by the Commission and the industry. In the past, the
invasion of information privacy was renderet difficult by the scattered
and random nature of individual data. Now the fragmentary nature of
information is becoming a relic of the past. Data centers and common

memory drums housing competitive sales, inventory and credit informa-
tion and untold amounts of personal information, are becoming common.
This personal and proprietary information must remain free from
unauthorized invasion or disclosure, whether at the computer, the
terminal station, or the interconnecting communication link.

24, Both the developing industry and the Commission must be

prepared to deal with the problems promptly so that they may be
resvlved in an effective manner before technological advances
render solution more difficult. The Commission is interested
not only in promoting the development of technology, but it is
at the same time concerned that in the process technology does
not erode fundamental values.

VII. Items of Inquiry

25. In view of the foregoing, it is incumbent upon the Commis-
sion to obtain information, views and recommendations from interested
members of the public in order to assist the Commission in resolving
the regulatory and policy questions presented by this new technology.
Accordingly, such information, views and recommendations are requested
in response to the following items of inquiry:
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Describe the uses that are being made currently and

the uses that are anticipated in the net decade of
computers and communication channels and facilities
for:
l. Message or circuit switching (including the

storage and forwarding of data);

2. Data processing;

3, General or special information services;

4. Any combination of the foregoing.

B. Describe the basis for and structure of charges to
the customers for the services listed in A above.

The circumstances, if any, under which any of the
aforementioned services should be deemed subject
to regulation pursuant to the provisions of Title
II of the Communications Act.

C.

1. When involving the use of communication facilities
and services;

2. When furnished by established communication common

carriers;
3. When furnished by entities other than established

communication common carriers.

Assuming that any or all of such services are subject
to regulation under the Communications Act, whether
the policies and objectives of the Communications Act
will be served better by such regulation or by such
services evolving in a free, competitive market, and
if the latter, whether changes in existing provisions
or law or regulations are needed.

E. Assuming that any and all of such services are not
subject to regulation under the Communications Act,
whether public policy dictates that legislation be
enacted bringing such services under regulation by
an appropriate governmental authority, and the
nature of such legislation.



Whether existing rateemaking, accounting and other regulatory
procedures of the Commission are consistent witn insuring fair
and effective competition between communications common carriers
and other entities (whether or not subject to regulation) in the
sale of computer services involving the use of communications
fecilities; and, 1 not, what changes are required in those pro-
cedures.

G. Whether the rate structure, regulations and practices contained
in the existing tariff schedules of communications common
carriers are compatible with present and anticipated require~
ments of the computer industry and its customers, In this
connection, specifie reference may be made to those tariff proe
visions relating to:

Le interconnection of custoner-provided fscilities (owed or
leased) with common carrier facilities, including prohibi-
tions against use of foreign attachments;

2. Time and distance as a basis for constructing charges for
services;

3. Shared use of equipment and services offered by common

4. Restrictions on use of services offered, including prohibi-
tions against resale thereof.

H. What new common carrier tariff offerings or services are or will
be required to meet the present and anticipated needa of the
computer industry and its custonmerse

1. The respects in which present-day transmission facilities of
ecomnon carriers are inadequate to meet the requirements of com=

puter technology, including those for accuracy and speed,

J. What moasures are required by the computer industry and commen

carriers to protect the privacy and proprietery nature of data
stored in computers and transmitted over conmunication facili-
ties, including:

1, Descriptions of these measures wnich are now being taken
and ere under consideration: and

2. Recommendations as to legislative or other governmental
action that should be tsken.

there is herety instituted, pursuant fo the provisions26. Accordiagly, nications Act of 1934, as amended,of Sections 4(e) and 403 of the Commur

an into the foregoing maclerso
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27. In view of the scope and complexity of the matters involved,it appeas desirable that interested persons be afforded an opportunity
to suggest additions to and modifications or clarifications of the items
of inquiry specified above. To this end, all interested persons are
invited to. submit appropriate recommendations in this regard on or
before December 12, 1966. The Commission will thereupon issue such.
supplement to this Notice of Inquiry as may be warranted and will then
specify a date by which written responses to said Notices shall be
required.

28. All filings in this proceeding should be submitted in accord=
ance with the provisions of Sections 1.49 and 1.419 of the Commission's
Rules (47 CFR 249, 1.419).

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

Ben F. Waple
Secretary

Adopted: November 9, 1966

Released: November 10, 1966
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Summary. A systematic count was made of documents published in 1966

concerning information science and technology. The cout was based on

_
abstracts and reviews appearing in six major sources. Counts are tabu-
lated by major subject categories. Breakdowns are given by source and

by number of sources. The total number of abstracts ard reviews processed
was 15,555. These represented a total of 10,947 different documents plus
1431 patents. :

Objective and scope of survey. The objective of the survey* reported
here is to provide reliable data concerning the current rate of publica--
tion of docwnents in the. field of information processing. This was done

by counting as far as practical the number of documents published in 1966.
_ The publication year of 1966 was chosen because it was the latest year
for which reasonable abstract coverage was available. (For example, In-
formation Processing Journal completed its coverage of material published
in 1966 with its Vol. 5, No. 4, which appeared in March, 1968.)

The count was based on collecting relevant abstracts and reviews from

six major sources:
Computer Abstracts
Computing Reviews
Information Processing Journal
Documentation Abstracts
Referativnyj Zhurnal
U.S. Government Research & Vevelopment Reports

This report documents how the survey was conducted and tabulates the counted

results.
Conclusions. If our count of 10947 documents represents the

extent of the literature, then the percentage of the total that each

source covers is as follows:
37%Information Processing Journal

Referativnyj Zhurnal 35%
Computer Abstracts 27%
Computing Reviews 13%
Docunentation Abstracts 7%
U. S. Gov't. R & D Reports 6%

"hese percentages total 125j., wnich means that the redundant coverage 18

*This study was sponsored by the American Federation ox Information Pro-

cessing Socictics, and monitored by its ad hoc Comittee on Abstracts.
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25%. Two obvious conclucions stand out:
1. No single source is doing an adequate job of covering the

AFIPS field of interest.
1. Each of the has its own idea of what is important and

relevant, for only one-quarter of the dociments represented was covered :

by more than 1 source.

Categorization scheme. The abstracts covered by the survey are clas-
sified into major subject categories. The categories are given in Table 1,

together with brief lists to suggest the scope of each category. This set
of categories is based on those used by the journal. sources used in the

survey, and reflects modifications contributed by members of the AFIPS
Abstracts Committee. Inuividual categories have been assigned individual
letter codes for convenient reference. The scheme is hereinafter referred
to as "AFIPS "ategories."

This categorization scheme attempts to show the major subject areas

of concern to AFIPS. Like all such schemes it has deficiencies; in par-
ticular, the dividing lines botween categories are not always clear-cut.
The most obvious overlap is between Applicaticas on the one hand

and almost any of the other categories on the other hand. The policy
used was that where a particular technique was stressed in a document con-

cerning a computer application, the abstract was put in the appropriate
technique-oriented category; applications documents which did not stress

techniques were put in Computer Applications.
The categorization scheme served reasonably well. In the Appendix

is a more detailed discussion of it, its use, its deficiencies, and a

recommendation that it be revised for future use.

Results of counting. The raw results of counting sre given in the

. following tables:
Table 2. No. of abstracts/reviews by source.

Table 3. No. of documents covered by pairs of sources (totals for

all categories).
Table 4. No. of documents by number of sources, showing the amount

ef duplication of coverage by the various sources.

5. No. of documents covered by pairs of cr d

down by category.
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3

A.

N.
P.

Table 1. MAJOR CATEGORIES FOR INFORMATION SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE; includes pattern recognitien, game playing,
theorem proving, and studies of the human brainand nervous system.

C. CIRCUITS, CIRCUIT COMPONENTS, AND PHYSICAL PHENOMENA; includes semi-
conductors, integrated circuits, physics of electrical and magnetic
substances, design and fabrications of small components.

DEVICES AND LOGICAL DESIGN; includes computer components such as
storage, input-output, arithmetic units; codes and coding; error
detection and correction; man-machine communication.

E. EDUCATION; includes training of computer personnel, texts and train-
ing aids, computer science curricula.

:

D.

THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS; includes switching and automata theory,F. :

formal language and logic, algorithmic theory.
MANAGEMENT OF DATA PROCESSING; includes installation management,
personnel, marketing, system analysis, computer selection, data
preparation.

HUMAN COMMUNICATION AND LANGUAGE; linguistic analysis and machine
translation.

INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND SERVICES; includes information analysis,
storage, ard retrieval; technical information centres and libraries;
publishing and reproduction; abstracting, indexing, and classifica--

veys, professional and legal matters, and fiction.
MATHFMATICS AND OPERATIONS RESEARCH; includes numerical analysis,
integrals, differential equations, algebra, graph theory, probabil--
ity and statistics, combinatorial and discrete math, mathematical
programming, number theory, and specific mathematical algorithms.

ANALOG AND HYBRID COMPUTERS; includes analog-digital converters.
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING AND PROGRAMS; includes techniques, languages,
processors, documentation, testing, data representations.

SIMULATION AND MODELING; methodology and applications stressing the
methodology.

DATA COMMUNICATION; includes data transmission concepts and standards;

APPLICATIONS OF COMPUTERS

G.

:

H.

I.

tion.
reference works, general sur-GENERAL: includes historyL. conferences

M.

T.
for devices see category D.

X.
COMPUTERS AND COMPUTER SYSTEMS; includes computer design, fabricationY.

and testing; does not include analog and hybrid ccmputers.
Ze MISCELLANEOUS; uncategerizable and irrelevant material.
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Table 2. NO. OF ABSTRACTS/REVIEWS BY SOURCE

5 HO& OH< HMA 3a= HWY
5 2Swm & 8

A
AFIPS CATEGORY TOTALS

A. INTELLIGENCE 109 44 28 19 75
C. CIRCUITS 410 18 182 2h4 1h 565

D. DEVICES: ! 386 54 9 290 51 4404

E. EDUCATION 43 34 31. 20 63 5 196

FR. FOUNDATIONS 121 99 6 ahh .258 26 754

G. MANAGEMENT 70 22 3 71 207

H. LANGUAGE 33 36. 17 59 110 10 265

I. INFO SYSTEMS 62 94 584 118 1087 163 2108

L. GENERAL 63 97 33 21 147 33 94
M. MATHEMATICS 450 386 804 198 20 1858

N. ANALOG ot 27 1 126 181 13 429

P. PROGRAMMING 258 442 41 152 350 7 4050

S, SIMULATION 37 22 37 49 g 154

7. COMMUNICATION 25 9 1 30 8 2 75

X. APPLICATIONS 855 253 10 1244 108 86 2556

Y. COMPUTERS 162 34 6 133 255 46 636

Z. MISCELLANEOUS 12 76 84 382 113 61 728

TOTALS 2917 4445 806 4081 3830 676 13,754

10 168

1

614

Note: These figures do not include abstracts of patents. There were

a total of 1801 abstracts of patents covered by Computer Abstracts, Infor-

mation Processing Journal, and Referativnyj Zhurnal.



5TABLE 3. DOCUMENTS WERED BY PAIRS SOURCES (ALL CATEGORIES)

Computer Abstracts 583 45 1137 392 256

Computiiig Reviews 57 357 166 Zo

Documentation Abstracts 43 122 20

Information Processing Journal 373 226

Referativnyj Zhurnal 9

on22
oA

= 8
8

TABLE NO. OF DOCUMENTS BY NO. OF SOURCES

AFIPS CATEGORIES Number of sources covering save document

4 2 2 4 5 6 TOTALS

A. INTELLIGENCE 220 53 16 1 290

C. CIRCUITS 390A? 23 3 463
D. DEVICES 911 135 63 9 1118

E. EDUCATION 437 20 5 4 "63
F. FOUNDATIONS 434 77 36 12 2 561

G. MANAGEMENT 100 37 7 3 147

H. LANGUAGE 172 33 6 4 1 213

I. INFO SYSTEMS 1576 189 ee 6 1813

L. GENERAL 318 2h 8 1 351

M. MATHEMATICS 1021 218 114 17 1367

N. ANALOG 60 19 2 25
P. PROGRAMMING 454 130 89 Ad 1 715

S. SIMULATION 69 23 13 105

. COMMUNICATION 35 17 2 54

X. APPLICATIONS 1654 345 63 2068

Y. COMPUTERS 373 69 28 9 1 480

Z. MISCELLANEOUS 714

TOTALS 8808 1491 531 4112 5 10947

ohh,

6

Note: These figures do not include abstracts of patents. There

were a total, of 1431 da fferent patents covered by Cumputer Abstracts,
Information Processing Jeurnal, and Refgrativnyj Zza unal.
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Abbre siations: CA

TABLE 5. DOCUMENTS COVERED BY PAIRS OF SOURCES,
AND BY CATEGORY

Computer Abstracts, CR = Computing Reviews, DA = Documentation Abstracts
IP = Information Precessing Journal, RZ =Referativnyj Zhurnal, US = U.S. Gov't:
R & D Reports.

CAT. A CR DA IP RZ US 4 CAT, C CR DA IP RZ us CAT. D CR DA IP RZ US':

CA 14 3 38 3 16 CA 41 0 35°33 & CA 36 4115 71 22
CR, 1 CR .0 6 3 0 CR 2°20 9 1

DA 3 0 O DA 0 0 DA 12 0
IP 2 8 IP 36 IP 75 19
RZ RZ 1

41

6
RZ

CAT. E CR DA IP RZ US CAT. F CR DA IP RZ US CAT. G CR DA:: IP RZ US

CA 9 0 114 2 CA 4k 1 80 27 18
CR 0 & & O CR 144 19 &A

DA o 3 DA 2 1 O

IP 2 2 IP 23 15
"RZ O RZ 1

-CAT.. H CR DA IP RZ US CAT. I CR DA IP RZ US

8 4° 31 4 12

IP RZ USCR DA

CA
1 3 1CR

o 90DA
9IP

RZ 0

CAT. L
CA 7 11 24 5 38 CA 8 2 12 6 5
CR 38 9 17

DA 3 4 DA 17-98 17 DA 1 &
2 3 7 +0 6 1 45 2CA 22

CR

IP IP 4 57 IP 6
5

13 5
RZ 2 RZ1 RZ

CAT. M CR DA IP RZ US CAT. N CR DA IP R4ZUS CAT. P CR DA IP RZ US

CA 19 0195 53 6 CA 21 0 36 19 8 CA 82 7150 94 71
CR 0 117 28 1 CR 12 2 2 CR k 50 49 3

9 3 1

IP 47 6 IP 2h IP 87 43
o DA 1DA DA

RZ 0 RZ 0 RZ 2

Car. S CR CAT. T CR DA IP RZ US CAT. X CRDA IP R4 USDA IP RZ US

CA 10 20 1 2 CA ii 0 1 CA 98 2290 26 25

CR o 9 1,0 CR 1 2 2 0 CR 3 56 18

IP 7 1 IP 1 1 IP eh 32o o o o DA 2 2 0
DA

RZa 1 RZ

CAT. Y CR DA IP RA US CAT. 7% CR DA IP RZ US

CA 25 3 63 32 22 CA

DA DA

IP 26 17 IP

2 0 4
4

3 9 9 1CR
3 3 3 44

3
4 RZ 0
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Sources, The sources of abstracts and reviews uscd were the six
journals listed in Table 6. The table shows which sections of the journals
were used, and which issues were scanned. The coverage of Referativnyj
is unavoidably incomp]cte: the issues for 1966 and 1967 that are not listed
were not available, ana wore omitted from the survey by agreement with the

sponsor. For' this reason the counts applying to Referativnyj must be taken

as indicative only.
Remarks on relevance. There were a number of topics represented by

the source material which in my opinion does not fall within AFIPS!

area of interest. Specifically these topics are:

telemetry
automatic control
signal transmission
speech processing
statistical communication theory
Linguistic matters not closely related to machine translation

In general, abstracts and reviews in these areas were put in AFIPS

category Z (miscellaneous). In Reforativnyj Zhurnal, a fair amount of

material falling in AFIPS category I (information systems and services)
seems of little relevance: this dealt with conventional publication
equipment and processes such as xerographic and offset printers. Abstracts

and reviews dealing with bibliographies not in AFIPS' area of interest, and

with other office machines such as typewriters and dictation equ? pment

was moved to category Z whenever it was recognized.
Information Processing Journal had a large number of abstracts un

the mathematical area. I am net fully qualified to judge the number of

these which are not truly relevant to computer-oriented mathematics, but

I strongly suspect a significant portion are not.

Remark on a source of error. Information Processing Journal cites

docunients abstracted in USGR&D Reports. Unfortunately the date appearing

in the IPJ abstract:is not the date of publication of the dacument but

the publication date of the abstract in USGR&D Reports. We selected

the IPJ abstracts on the basis of the date 1966 appeerirg in them. The

result was the inclusion of some abstracts of documents actually pub-

lished before 1966 and the omission of sume abstracts of documents

published in.1966 which appeared in USGR&D Reports in early 1967. The

net result is a minor error in the counts involving IPJ.



Journal

TABLE 6. SOURCES OF ABSTRACTS AND REVIEWS

Sections Issues Scanned

Computer Abstracts

Computirg Reviews

Information Processing Journal

Documentation Abstracts

U.S. Goverrment Research and
Development Reports

Referativnyj Zhurnal

All sections

All sections

All sections

All sections

5B - Documentation and Information
Technology

9B - Computers

(Cybernetics)
a. programming and mathematical

machines
d. mathematical problems of

semiotics

(Automation, Remote Control, and
Computing Techniques)

Part 2, computing machinery and
*echnology

(Scientific and Technical
Information)

All sectioris

1966: Jan.-Dec. 1967: Jan.-July

1966: Ja/Fe-No/Dec 1967: Ja/Fe-Se/Oc

Vol. 5, Nos. (publ. 1967-68)

Vol. 1, Nos. Vol. 2, Nos. 1-2

1966: Nos. 1-24 1967" Nos. 12h

1966: Nos. 7-12 1967: Nos. 1-6, 8

1967: Nos. 1-7, 9-11

1966: Nos. 5-6 1967: Nos. 8-10

1966: Nos.. 7-12,
:
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Completeness. <A question not technically within the scope of the

present study is: percentage of the relevant docurnents published
nan 1966 were covered by the 6 sources surveyed? At the present moment

I can do. little more than give an opinion. I am in the process of
making a small investigation which will give' a partial answer.

Preliminary results indicate that the regular open literature in
technical and semi-technical publications is fairly well covered, as

is the publicly-available government report literature. The types of
documents which have received little or no coverage are:

What

Bulletins and newsletters of ACM special interest groups,
e.g., ALGOL Bulletin

Manufacturers! publications, e.g., IBM manuals
Company reports not sponsored by government funds, .and therefore
not reported in USGR&D Reports, e.g., technical reports from
IBM Research Center

Independently-authored chapters of books, e.g., Wegner, Pes ed. ,
Introduction to systems programring

Notes issued in summer session courses
Theses and dissertations (Computing Reviews has recently begun
systematic coverage of dissertations)

Technically pertinent journal articles which appear in unusual
places, e.g., Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society

Classified and unclassified governuent-sponsored reports which have
gome distribution restriction, and therefore which do not appear
in USGR&D Reports.

oe



APPENDIX
General processing procedures, The general procedure used was as

follows:
1. Borrow 1966 and 1967 issues of journal.
2. Scan for first occurrence of abstract or review of document

published in 1966; xerox from this point forward.
3- Scan the xerox copies, crossing out abstracts and reviews for

documents not published in 1966. Copy each remaining abstract the
classification code assigned by the journal.

4&. Cut out the abstracts using a trimming board. Mount each 1966
abstract on a 3 x 5 index card with double-coated scotch tape.

5. File abstracts in author file by personal author if there is one,
otherwise by first significant word of title, in title file. As multiple
abstracts of the same published document are found, clip them together
with a paper clip.

6. When all 'journals rave been thus processed, sort the abstracts
(keeping clipped ones clipped together) into major subject categories,
by chart if possible, otherwise by professional judgment. In each.

category the abstracts are further separated into seven groups: 6 groups
of individual abstracts from the 6 sources, and a seventh group consisting
of all packets of more than one abstract clipped together. Abstracts of
patents were culled out at this stage.

7. Manually count the individual abstracis, obtaining a count for
each source in each of the 17 categories.

8. Keypunch an IBM card for each pakcet, as follows: Let each of
the six sources be assigned a unique one of the first six columns of the

card. Punch a "1" in those columns correspo.ding to the sources of
abstracts in a packet. Further, punch a card column with the total
number of abstracts in the packet. Use a card sorter to obtain the

counts for each category by pair of sources and by number of sources.

9. Compute totals.
Counting policies. 3ome Aocuments were published in two different

forms (e.g., as report and as journal article): we regarded these as

identical documents. Some cocunents appeared in more than one **: .yuage;

as these occurrences were rare and not easily detected, these were

treated as difterent documents. Some documents appeared in multiple

parts; where these were abstracved or reviewed individually, were

counted separately. Some sources covered the same docunent wore than once;

such duplications were igtored and counted as one.



Detailed definition of. 4the categorization scheme. The abstracts
and reviews covered by the survey are classified into major catcgorics
briefly described earlier in this report. The categgrization scheme is
repeated here and ex; lained in more detail. The subhcadings are

. indicative. but necessarily complete... A further indication of scope is
given by Small sets of typical actual tities.
GENERAL (L)
' history
meetings
conferences
reference works
glossaries
bibliographies (broad)
biographies
professional aspects
legislation, regulation
implications and effects
predictions
surveys (broad)
organization
standards (general)
Typical titles:
Computer Technology in
Communist China
Russian-English Dictionary
of Cybernetics and
Computer Technology
Project MAC Progress Report III

MANAGEMENT OF DATA PROCESSING (G)
project estimating
feasibility studies
system selection and evaluation
installation management
Salary scales
data preparation
economics
computer personnel
systens analysis
marketing
Typical titles:

Analysis and Thruput
Evaluation

On use of Air Force ADP Experience
to Agsist Air Force EDP «

Managenent
How to Es? *

MeLt the Investment
Cost. of EDP Equipment

EDUCATION AND TRAINING (E)
curricula
personnel training and testing
texts and training aids
Typical titles:
Computer Science in High
School Mathematics

Computers and Education: the
IBM Approach--A Report and
an Evaluation
Digital Computer Users Manual
.for E E Students and Faculty

COMPUTERS & COMPUTER SYSTEMS (Y)
(stressing design and performance)
computer descriptions
computer installations
computer networks
system design
fabrication, manufacturing
reliability, maintenance, and
testing

standards
special purpose computers
machine organization
time sharing systems
Typical titles:
An Approach to the Design of a
University Computer Center in
the Beginniug of the 1970's

The Design of an Airborne Com--

puter: A Case Study in Mini-
mizing Noise Levels in Digital
Integrated Circuit Systems
Distributed Executive Contre] in
a Class of Medula Multi-processor
Computing Systens via a Priority
Memory
*imo-sharing in the IBM System/360:
Model 67

On Computer Self-diagnosis Part 1-
Experimental Study of a Processor



DEVICES & DEVICE LOGIC (D)
(includes logical design as applied)
supplies and accessories
storage

. input-output
displays
arithmetic and logical] units
processus, controllers
data communication equipment
checking and error detection
codes and coding
counters
man-machine communication
character recognition
Typical titles:
Real-time I/0 Techniques to Reduce
System Costs

A Decoder-Driver System for Mag-
netic Core Memories Using a 64-
Position Switch Tube

A Ferrite Core Memory Seen as a
Transmission Line

The IBM 2560 Multi-function Card
Machine
Graphics as Computer input and
Output

CIRCUITS AND CIRCUIT COMPONENTS (C) .

includes-
semiconductor devices
integrated circuits
magnetic devices
design and fabrication of compo-
nents
nysical phenomena

Typical titles:
Hall Effect in Adaptive Thresh~
old Logic
Integrated Circuit Logic Cards--
Why Buy and What's Available
Superconducting Thin-film Technol--
ogy and Applications
High Speed Tunnel Diode Transistor
Micrologic Circuits
Plated Wire Magnetic Logic Using Re--
sistive Coupling

ANALOG AND HYBRID COMPUTERS (N)
(stresses design)

ion applications, see
SIMULATION

analog computers.
hybrid computers
interface components (e.g.
a-d converters)
Typical titles:
A High Resolution Sin/Cosine
Function Generator

"A Time~shared Hybrid Simulation
Facility

An Operational Transistor Amp-lifier Without Automatic Drift
Correction
Research and Development of
Analog Models

DATA COMMUNICATION (T)
equipment, see DEVICES
data transmission
networks
standards
Typical titles:
Efficiency and Error Control
in Data Communications
Connection of the Minsk-1 Con--
puter to a Telegraph Channel

On Teleprocessing System Design:
Part V--A Technique for Esti-
mating Channel Interference

COMPUTER PROGRAMMING AND PROGRAMS (P)
programming techniques
programming languages, including
simulation languages

programming systems and aids
programming language processors
data representat! ons, structures,
files

program documentation, flow
diagrams

program testing
standards
microprogramming
Typical titles:
An Interpreter for 'Iverson .

Notation!'
Over 1000 Systems Men Evaluate
COBOL
GIS and File Management
The Functional Structure of
08/360. Part III-Data M.nagement

A Problem in Static Storage
Allocation



THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS (F)
logical design methods
switching theory
automata theory
information theory, coding
algorithm theory
control theory -

formal language and logic
programming theory
Typical tiiles:
On the Length of Programs for
Computing Finite Binary Se-
quences

On the Linearity of Sequential
Machines

Turing Machines With Restricted
Memory Access

Ambiguity in context Free
Languages

Synthesis of Switching Func--
tions by Threshold Elements

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (A)
pattern recognition
adaptive systems
cybernetics
bionics
problem solving, game playing
Yypical titles:
Some Recent Work in Artificial
Intelligence

Semantic Memory
Mathematical Studies for Self-
Organizing Systems

A FORTRAN IV General-Purpsse
Deductive Program
Pattern Recognition With Three
Added Requirements

MATHEMATICS AND OPERATIONS RESEARCH (M)
nunerical analysis
integrais
differential equations
algebra, graph theory
probability and statistics
combinatorial and discrete
mathematics
mathematical programming, inciud-
ing linear and dynamic prograrming

munber theory and number systems
queucing
optimization
mathematical algorithns

Typical titles:
A New Method of Solving Second--
Order Differential Equations
When the Fivst Derivative is
Present
Concerning Danping in Minimi-
zation Methods
Pseudo-Runge~Kutta Methods In-
wolving Two Points
A General-Purpose Multiple Re-
gression Programme for the IPM
7090

Complex Zeros of Cylinder
Functions

a

HUMAN COMMUNICATION AND LANGUAGE (#1)

linguistic analysis
translation
Typical titles:
Computation in Linguistics:
A Case Book
The Tabular Parser: A Parsing
Program for Phrase Structure

* and Dependency
Realization of Machine Algorithn
for the Detection in Text of
Object Nanes

INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND SERVICES (1)
information analysis, storage,
and retrieval
technical information centers
library automation
publishing and reproduction
information generation, dissem-
ination and collection
abstracting
indexing and classification
lypical titles:
Content Analysis, Specification
and Control
Indexing Physics Papers
Problems of Recording Text In-
formation in Machine Form for
Use in a Scientific Information
Communication Network
Computer-Based Composition at
Chemical Abstracts Service
Breaking the Cost Barrier in
Automatic Classification
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APPLICATIONS OF COMPUTERS (X)
See elsewhere when technique
is stressed
business, e.g.:
manufacturing
publishing
insurance
transportation
natural sciences, @.g.:
astronomy
biology
chemistry
earth sciences
physics
engineering, e.g.:
aeronautics
civil eng.
electrical eng.
mechanical eng.
social and behavioral
sciences, @.g.:
education
law
medicine
sociology
programmed instruction
applications-oriented
algorithms

humanities, .g.:
art
literature

_
music
language, See Human Communi--
cation
military
Typical titles:
Digit~1 Computers in Control
System Design

Computer Method for Wind Tun--
nel Data Analysis

Das Datenverarbeitungssystem als
Hilfsmittel im Borsengeschaft
Introductory Physics Experiments
Using a Digital Computer

SIMULATION AND MODELING (S)
(methods in general)
languages, Sec Computer Pro-
gramming

Typical titles:
™he Parameter Esico Problem
in Moucl Checking

{SIMULATION AND MODELING (S)
Typical titles: continued]
The Use of a Computer in
Simulation Studies
Leviathan: An Experimental,
Study of Large Organizations
With the Aid of Coniputers

-

The Methodology of Modeling

MISCELLANEOUS (Z)
.(uncategorizable, irrelevant)
Typical titles:
Trade Names in Common Use
Development Plan of the National
Economy as Illustration of a
Model in Social Sciences

A Statistical Theory for Pert
Critical Path Analysis
Central Dictating Systems
Glossary of Oceanographic Terms



Initial categorization procedure. It was not reasonable within
the limits of the original budget to reclassify cach abstract individually
according to the AFIPS categorization scheme. We made correspondence
charts to show the AFIPS category for each classification code assigned
by the editors of the source journals or by the abstractors. Correspondence
charts for the following sources are given

n

the succeeding Tables A-E
Computer Abstracts, Computing Reviews, Information Processing Journal,
Documentation Abstracts, and the Scientific and Technical Information
section of Referativnyj Zhurnal. The abstracts from these five sources
were manually assigned to AFIPS categories using these correspondence
charts.

Although we had oricinally planned to make correspondence charts
for all of the abstract sources, it was not possible to do so for the
USGR&ED Reports and some sections of Referativnyj Zhurnal. In the case.

of USGR2D Reports, there was no further classification within the two

sections chosen. In the case of the sections from Automation, and from

Cybernetics, series of Referativnyj Zhurnal, we expected to to be able
to find a corresp-ndence between ths UDC numbers on each abstract and

the AFIPS categories. Unfortunately, the UDC numbers were found to be

unsatisfactory for this purpose. As a consequence we had to classify
individually all the abstracts from these sources just named. The

assignment of categories was done largely on the basis of title, with
reference to the text of the abstract or review in cases of unceitainty.
Several thousand abstracts were wholly in Russian; processing these

required the services of a person who knew both Russian and computers.

A-6-
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9.
10.
11.
12.

. 13.
14.

15.
16.

17.
18.

TABLE -A. CORRESPONDENCE CHART FOR COMPULER ABSTRACTS

1. Genera].

2. Computer Theory
3. Logical Design

Artificial Intelligence
5. Pattern Recognition
6. Mathematics

7. Techniques
8. Programming

System Design
Digital Circuits and Compsnents
Data Storage
Input/output
Data Transmission
Specific Digital Computers

Analogue Computers

Hybrid and Other Computers
Education and Personnel

Applications
1 Aerospace
2 Business
3 Chemical
& Communications

§ Control-General Systems
.6 Control--Production and Process

7 Education
8 Electronics
9 Engineering, Civil
10 Engineering, Electrical
41 Engineering, Mechanical
12 Engineering, Structural
43 Information Retrieval
14 Linguistics
15 Medical
16 Military
-17 Nuclear
".18 Physics

48.19 Miscellancous
-20 Control--Machine Tool
21 Meteorology
.22 Mining
«23 Transport

x
xA

xA

19. Books

D

N

X
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
I
H

x
x
x
x
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TABLE B. CORRESPONDENCE CHART FOR COMPUTING LEWS

4. GENERAL TOPICS AND EDUCATION 3. APPLICATIONS

1.0 General L 3.0 General

1.1 Texts; Handbooks E 3-1 Natura? Sciences

1.2 History; Bicgraphies L 3.10 General

1.3 Introductory and Survey Articles L 3.11 Astronomy; Space

1.4 Glossaries L 3.12 Biology X

1.5 Education 3.13 Chemistry

4.50 General fp 3.14 Earth Sciences x

1.51 High School Courses and 3.15 Mathematics; Number

Programs E Theory M

1.52 University Courses and 3.16 Meteorology x
Programs E 3.17 Physics; Nuclear

1.53 Certification; Degrees; Sciences
Diplomas E 3.19 Miscellaneous

1.59 Miscellaneous 3.2 Engineering

1.9 Miscellaneous L 3.20 Gerrral
3.21 Acronautical; Space

2 COMPUTING 3.22 Chemical

2.0 General L 3.23 Civil
2.1 Philosophical and Social 3.24 Electrical; Electronic x

Implications 3.25 Engineering Science
2.10 General L 3.26 Mechanical

2.2 Professional Aspects 3.31 Economics x

2.3 Legislation; Regulations L 3.32 Education; Welfare X

2.4 Administration of Computing 3.33 Law x
Centers

3.35 Political Science
2.41 Administrative Policies G

3.36 Psychology; AnthropologyX

3.39 Miscellancous
2.44 Equipment Evaluation c

2.45 Surveys of Computing Centers G

2.49 Miscellancous G

2.9 Miscellancous

x
x
x

x

x
x

x
x
x

x
2.11 Economic and Sociological 3.29 Miscellanecus x

- Effects L
3.3 Social and Behavioral

L2.12 The Public and Computers Sciences
Miscellaneous 3.30 General x

3.34 Medicine; Health X
2.40 Gencral G x

2.42 Personnel Training E
3.37 Sociology x

2.43 Operating Procedures G x

:
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* 3.4 Humanities x 3.8 Real Time Systems

3.40 General x 3.80 General x

3.414 Art X. 3.84 Communications x

3.42 Language Translation and 3.82 Industrial Process Control X

3.49 Miscellaneous X

3.5 Management Data Processing 4. PROGRAMMING

3.50 General x 4.0 General P

3.51 Education; Research x he Processors P

3.52 Financial x 4.10 General P

3.53 Government x 4,11 Assenblers P

3.54 Manufacturing; Distribu- 4.12 Compilers and Generators P

3.59 Miscellaneous x 4,21 Machine Oriented Languages P

3.60 General A
4,29 Miscellaneous P

3.62 Learning and Adaptive 4.30 General P

Systems A 4.31 Basic Monitors P

3.63 Pattern Recognition A 4.32 Multi programming;

3.64 Problem-solving Multiprocessing P

3.65 Simulation of Natural 4.39 Miscellaneous P

Systems A 4.4 Utility Programs p

3.66 Theory of Heuristic 4.40 Gene. as P

3.7% Content Analysis I

3.73 File Maintenance I
5.0 General M

3.74 Searching
3.75 Vocabulary

:

Linguistics H .3.83 Telemetry; Missiles Sp:ace x
3.43 Literature X

3.89 Miscellaneous x

2.9 Miscellancous x3.44 Music x

tion x
4.13 Interpreters P

3.55 Marketing; x
4.19 Miscellaneous

3.56 Milita y x
te 2 Programming Languages

3.57 Transportation
Communication x %.20 General

3.6 Artificial Intelligence 4.22 Procedure and Problem
Oriented Languages

formation A 4.3 Supervisory Systems61 Induction d Hypothesis

A

Method A +

4.44 Input-Output
3.69 Miscellaneous A t.42 Debugging

3.7 Information Retrieva1 IT. 443 Program Maintenance
3.70 General I +

4.49 MiscellaucouDs

3. 72 Evaluation of Systems 5. MATHEMATICS OF COMPUTATION

3.79 Miscellancous



5.1 Numerical Analysis
5.10 General
§.11 Error Analysis; Computer

Arithmetic
5.12 Function Evaluation

5.2

5.4

2.5

5.6 Information Theory

5.13 Interpolation: : ; Functional
Approximation

5.14 Linear Algebra
5.15 Nonlinear and Functioual

Equations
5.16 Numerical Integration and

Differentiation
5.17 Ordinary and Partial

Differential Equations
5.18 Integral Equations
5.19 Miscellaneous
Metatheory
5.20 General
5.21 Formal Logic
§.22 Automata; Turing Machines

5.23 Mechanical and Algorithmic
Languages

5.24 Theory of Programming

5.29
5.3 Combinatorial and Discrete

Mathematics
5.30 General

5.31. Sorting
5.32 Graph Theory
5.39 Miscellaneous
Mathematical Programming

5.40 General
§.41 Linear and Nonlinear

Programming

5.42 Dynamic Programming

5.49 Miscellaneous
Mathematical Statistics;
Probability

5.9 Miscellancous

G. DESIGN 'AND CUNSTRUCTION

6.0. General

A 10
M

M D

6.1 Logical Design; Switching
Theory

6.2 Computer Systems
6.20 General
6.21 General Purpose Computers

6.29 Miscellaneous
6.3 Components and Circuits

6.30 Gencral
6.31 Circuit Elements

6.32 Arithmetic Units
6.33 Control Units
6.34 Storage Units
6.35 Input/Output Equipment
6.36 Auxiliary Equipment
6.39 Miscellaneous

6.9 Miscellaneous

7. ANALOG COMPUTERS

7.0 General
Applications

7.2 Design; Construction
7.3 Hybrid Systems
7-4 Programming; Techniques
7.9 Miscellaneous

* 6.22 Special Purpose Cenputers

KK
KO

K
O
K

M

M

D

N

M N

M N

M N

M N

M

M

M

M

M

M

M



TABLE C. CORRESPONDENCE CHART FOR INFORMATION PROCESSING JOURNAL

A. GENERAL 2.8 Boolean Fyuations F

Ai History of Information Processing L 2.9 Reelization of Switching
A2 Significance of Infornation F

Processing L D3 Combinational Contact Switching
Theor, and Networks F

A-11

AL Information Processing in Specified

7.1 Introductory Materials
D8 Sequential Switching Theory and

Networks F

Countries L DS Iterative Switching Theory and

A7 Sources of Information L F

E D7 Mathematical Automata F

E

Networks

7.2 Textbooks and Treatises
7.5 Reference Works; BibliographiesL

NUMBER THEORY
A8 Information Processing Standards E.ALGEBRA, TOPOLOGY, GEOMETRY, AND

B. COMPUTER MATHEMATICS M Ei Theory of Sets; Permutations,
Combinations and Counting M

CO General M

C. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS M
E2 Classical Algebra; Matrix Theory

and Theory of Equations
2.0 General

C1 Basic Concepts of Numerical
Analysis M

2.2 Polynomials and Polynomial
Equations M

C2 Computation of Functions M 2.3 Single Algebraic Equations M

c3 Approximations , Cusve Fittings M 2.4 Matrix Theory M.-
3-0 General M 2.5 Systems of Linear Equations M

3-1 Basic Concepts M 2.6 Systems of General EquationsM
3.2 Interpolation and ExtrapolationM Abstract (Modern) Algebra M

3.3 Minimax (Chebyschev) General (Point-Set) Topology M

E3

M

3.4 Least Squares Approximations M
E5 Algebraic Topology MApproximations

3.5 Stochastic Approximations M
E6 Graph Theory M

3.6 Nonlinear Curve Fitting M
E7 Geometry M

3.8 Curve Smoothing M
E9 Number Theory M

F. MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS

SWITCHING THEORY F1 Calculus MD. MATHEMATICAL (SYMBOLIC) LOGIC AND

DO General F 4.1 Infinite Series M

2.1 Representation of Switching 1.4 Inteyration of Scalar
Functions F Functions M

F 4.2 Fourier Series and
Mo01 Mathematical Logic Orthogonal Functions

D2 Switching Functions F
Differentiation of Scalar

2.9 F Functions M

2.4 Simplication (Minimization 4.8 Operational Calculus M

Decomposition) of Switchong :

Functions F
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F2 Calculus of Variations M 1.5 Random Numbers M

F3 Integral Transfoxins M 4.6 Random Variables and

F5 Complex Analysis M
Funct .ons

4.9 Monte Carlo

G2 Ordinary Equations Dimensional Probability)
2.1 Properties of Ordinary H3 Multivariate Statistics

Differential Equations and (Multidimensional Probability);
Their Solutions M Factor Analysis M

2.2 Special types of Problems H4- Random Process OM

Differential Equations M 6.1 Statistical Estimation M

2.4 Special Types of Ordinary 6.2 Tests of Statistical
Differential Equations M Hypothesis M

2.5 Solutions of Specific Ordinary 6.4 Design of Experiments M

M

F6 Functional Analysis M
1.7 Functions of Random

Variables M

G. DIFFERENTIAL AND INTEGRAL EQUATIONS H2 Univariate Statistics (One

Associated With Ordinary
Differential Equations M H5 Random Sampling Statistics M

M
2.3 Methods of Solving Ordinary H6 Statistical Inference

M 6.5 Theory of Measurenents MDifferential Equations
2.68ystems of Ordinary H8 Statistical Decision Theory MDifferential Equations M

H9 Applicaticns of Probability and
2.7 Linear Systens M Statistics

G3 Partial Differential Equations
3-1 Propertics of M «J. OPERATIONS RESEARCH AND RELATED
3.2 Special Types of Problems M SUBJECTS

3.3 Methods of Solving M JO General M

3.4 Types M Ji Mathematical Programming M

3.41 First Order M 4.1 Linear Programming M

3.42 Elliptic M 4.2 Nonlinear Programming M

3.43 Parabolic M 1.5 Network Programming M

3.4h Hyperbclic M J2 Dynamic Programming M

3.46 Nonlinear M J3 Queueing Theory M

3.47 Coupled M J& Mathematical Theory of Games M

3.5 Solution of Other Specific M J5 Mathematical Modeling M

3.9 Machine Solutions to M

Gk Integral Equations M K. INFORMATION THEORY AND NOISE

G5 Integro--Differential Equations
Ki Noise (Interference)

H1 Basic Probability Concepts M

J9 Applications for Operations.
Equations Research Techniques M3.6 Systems of Partial Differential

M General

H PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS K2 Detection Theory; Recovery
Signals frcm Noise F

Transmission Theory;
Communication Chansels 1 F



K4 Coding Theory; Decodability
K8 Error Detecting and Correcting

Codes

K9 Digital Filters

L. COMPUTER ELECTRONICS (HARDWARE)

LO General
Li Circuit Considerations
L2 Specific Devices and Circuits

2.1 Electromechanical and Passive
Circuits

9.2 Fluid and Pneumatic Devices
2.5 Semiconductor Devices and

Circuits
2.522 Diodes

2.5.3 Transistors
2.5.4 Microclectronic Devices

2.6 Cryogenic or Superconductive
Devices and Circuits

2.7 Magnetic Devices and Circuits
2.8 Optical Devices and Circuils

Q
Q
a

oO
M
f

Aa

c
C

Combination Logic (Gating) CircuitsC
L5 Regenerative Circuits
L6 Converters; Coders/Decoders
L7 Arithmetic Circuits

7.1 Counters

7.2 Registers
7.3 Address and Subtractors;

Comparators
7.4 Multipliers
7.5 Dividers
7.7 Digital Integrators

19 Auxiliary Systems

M. STORAGE

MO General
Mi Storage Organization
M2 Static Mecnetic Random Acc

Storage

M3 Static .Non-Magnetic Random
Access/Storage

h Dynamic Random Access/Storage
M5 Read-Only Storage
M6 Sequential Access Storage in

Fixed Media of Elements
M8 Storage on Moving or Removable
_

' Media

MS Specific Storage Systems

N. PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT

Ni Input Devices
N2 Input-Output Media Devices and

Systems
NB Media Converters
N& Output Devices; Permanent Media

(Printers)
N5 Man-machine Query Systems;

* Momentary Media

N6 Man-Machine Communications;
-Digital Data Transmission

N7 Instrument-Machine Communica--
tions Telemetry

N8 Other Data Handling Equipment
and Communications Systems

P, DIGITAL COMPUTERS AND SYSTEMS

PO General
Pi System Design and Machine

Organization
P2 Applied Logic Design
P3 Digital Arithmetic Methods and

Systems
PL. Error Detection and Correction D

-P5 Reliability, Production, Test
and Mechanical Design

PG Special Types of Digital
Systems

P7 Special Purpose Digital Systems
P38 General Purpose Digital Systems Y

Py. Computer J disp Lela tel Lions
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D

D

D

D

D

D
:

D

:
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Q. ANALOG AND HYBRID COMPUTERS R9 Progranming Specific Computers P

QO General N

Qi Analog Computer Organization and S. PROGRAMS, ALGORITHMS AND SIMULATIONS
Methods N S1 Prograis

Q2 Analog Computer Components S2 Algorithms
N

:

Q3 Analog Computers and Systems

Q5 Hybrid Computer Organization, and UO General A

N

(Simulation) N
U. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCEQ4 Applications of Analog Computers

Methods N U2 Components and Systems for
Q6 Hybrid Computer Components Simulating Intelligence A

Q7 Hybrid Analog-Digital Computers and U3 Pattern Recognition A

Systems N 3.1 Principles A

3.2 Techniques and Methods A

R. PROGRAMMING 3.3 Adaptive (Learning) Pattern
RO General Recognition A

2.1 Addressing P 3.8 Recognition and Production

2.2 Data Format of Speech Patterns A

2.4 Subroutines P 3.9 Applications A

R5 linguistics of Formal Languages F AND HUMANITIES

5.1 Canonical Forms F V1 Computational Linguistics. H

5.3 Grammars F V2 Mechanical Translation H

5.5 Properties F. vi. Human Communication Patterns H

N

:

Ri Basic Principles of Programming 3.4 Recognition of Spatial
Characters A

3.6 Recognition of SignalR2 Program Organization
2.0 General p Sequences A

R3 Programming Tecliniques U5 Thinking A

3.1 Sorting and Merging
UG Theorem Proving A

3.3 Storage Allocatior U7 Problem Solving A

3.5 of Files a U8 Game Playing A

3.6 Program Debugging P U9 Man-Machine Relations A

3.7 Program Efficiency P

3.8 Real Time Programming a V. NATURAL LANGUACES; COMPUTER
APPLICATIONS IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES

Storage and Retrieval Libraries IR7 PFO3T6HIZRI1I19 L ges V5 Documentation; Informati on

Automatic Programming P V7 Computer Applications in theR8 Systems; Software

Social Scicnces x

8.5 Compilers P 7.1 Psyci-olosy and Psychiatry8.4 Assemblers and Translators x

8.6 Interpreters p 7.3 Anthropology x

v8 Economics X

8.9 Specific Programming Syscems P . v9 Computer Applications in the8.7 Supervisory Programs

Fine Arts x



.5-3 Heat Transfer and
Distribution x

0569 Other Thermal Topics
X6 High Energy Physics; Nuclear

6.2 Nuclear Physics

Particies
x 6.6 Instrumentation x

x X7 Chemistry and Chemical
Engineering; Metallurgy

APPLICATIONS IN THE 9.0 General x
AND ENGINEERING

7.2 Instrumentation and Analysis

eveces x 8.1 Geography; Cartography
x 8.2 Geology x

2.8 Electrical Power 8.3 Oceanography x
2.9 Applied Electronics x 8.6 Atmospheric Physics

4.2 Fluid Mechanics (Including 9.5 Aeronautics

4.8 Structural Analysis X

4.9 Engineering 'Z. MANAGEMENT APPLICATIONS OF

5.1 Thermodynamic Theory

5.2-Thermal Measurements

W. COMPUTER APPLICATT NS IN THE LIFL
SCIENCES

W1 Computer Applicat jons in Mcdical
Research

W2 Computer Applications in Science «nd Engineering
Aviation, Space
Medicine

W3 Computer Applications in
Clinical Medicine X 6.3 Transport of Nuclear

W6 Computer Applications in Public
Health

W7 Computer Applications in 6.8 Nuclear Reactors"
Biology

X. COMPUTER
PHYSICAL SCIENCES

XO General
x1 Physics (General ) x (Including Spectroscopy) X

X2 Elect>ical and Magnetic Science 7.3 Physical Chemistry x
and Engineering; Electronics
2.4 Electromagnetics
2.2 Physical Electronics x Chemical Processes X

2.4 Electrical amd Mechanical 7-9 Metallurgy x
Properties of Materials x X8 Earth and Space Sciences x
Electronic D2.5

2.6 Circuit Theory

A-15

x
x

and Plep Sea 6.1 High Energy Physics xx
x

x

x

x

7-1 Molecular Structure x
x

7.5 Chemical Reactions xx
x 7.8 Chemical Engineering;

x

x
x
x

Lasers xX3 Optical Science and Enginecring; 8.8 Astronomy
Transportation and Space

andX4 Mechanical Science
Engineering; Civil Engineering X Engineering x

9.1 Engines; Tuxbines x

Rigid Bodies x 9.4 Naval Fngineering xand Particles and

x
Aerodynamics) and Hydro- 9.8 Rockets and missiles x

x

4.& Solid Mechanics
9.9 Spacecraft; Astronauticsdynamics x

x

4.5 Vibrations: Acoustics x
Y. AUTOMATIC CONTROL APPLICATIONS OF

COMPUTERS xke 7 Mechanical x

X5 Thermodynamics and Heat COMPUTERS

Engincering x ZO General x
x
x
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Z1

22

23

Computer Applications in
Management Science
1.1 Systcms Analysis and

Simulation
1.3 Management Decision Making X

1.4 Management Information
Systens

1.5 Project Coutrol
1.6 Management of Materials
41.7 Management of Research

1.9 Management of Automatic
Data Processing

Business Data Processing (EDP,
ADP) Techniques
2.2 Programming for Business

Data Processing (COBOL)

2.3 Records

2.5 Auditing and Accounting
2.6 Billing and Mailing
2.7 Sales and Merchandizing
2.8 Advertising; Marketing _

2.9 Inventory; Stock Control
Industrial Engineering and
Production Techniques};
Automation

-3.0 General
3.1 Job and Production

ZA

25

Scheduling
3.2 Quality Control and

Inspection
3.3 Industrial Process Contrel x :

3.4 Numerical Control Machine
Tools

Computer Applications in Manu-
facturing Organizations
Computer Applications in
Service Organizations
5.0 General

5.1 Financial
5.2 Utilities
5.6 Warchousing and

Distribution
Z6 Computer Applications in

Transportation

6.1 Universal Aspects of
TransportationxX

6.2 Automobiles; Highways
6.3 Railroars
6.5 Aviation

Z7 Military Applications of
Computers

8 'Computer Applications in
Government, Politics and Law

x
x

xx
x :

xx
Z9 Computer Applications in

Education
x

G

x
:

x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x



TABLE D D. CORRESPONDENCE CHARY FOR DOCUMENTATION ABSTRACTS A-17

4. INFORMATION SCIENCE - DOCUMENTATION 6. INFORMATION, IDENTIFICATION AND

1.0 General Aspects I TRANSLATION

4.1 Conferences, Publicaticns, 6.0 General Aspects
Bibliographies 6.1 Translating - Conventional

1.2 Education and Training E 6.2 Translating - Mechanized H

4.3 Professional and §.3 Character and Spoken Word
Organizational L Recognition A

1.4 Social and Economic
Implications L 7. ANALYSES OF INFORMATION

7.1 Indexing I

2.0 General Considerations 7-3 Cataloging I

2.1 Operations - Conventional I 7.4 Coding I

2.2 Operations - Mechanized I 263 Abstracting T

AND SYSTEMS

3.0 General Aspects 1
8.0 General Aspects I

3.3 Secondary Publications I 8.3 File Structures
8.4 Associative Techniques

4.0 General T°

4.4 Primary Sources

10. SUPPORTING RESEARCH

5. INFORMATION PUBLISHING AND 40.0 General L
REPRODUCING

5.1 Printing - Conventional I 40.2 Linguistics H

5-2 Printing - Mechanized 10.3 Mathematics and Mathenatical
5.3 Full-sizcd Copying Methods I Logic

H

1.5 Lega1 Aspects 7.0 GeneralCopyright Analysis I

2. INFORMATION CENTERS AND SPECIAL
LIBRARIES 7.2 Classifying

2.3 Planning and Administrative 7.6 Authority Files I

3. SPECIALIZED INFORMATION SERVICES 8. STORING AND RETRIEVING OF
INFORMATION

8.1 Storing and Updating of
Information and Data3.1 Tests and Evaluations

3.2 Government Sponsorship 8.2 g Search Strategy
and Retrieval INationwide Networks I

4. INFORMATION GENERATION 8.5 Display of Stored Information
and Data IDISSEMINATION ,

4 Writing and Recording of
I 9. UTILIZATION OF INFORMATION

Information and Data
9.0 General Considerations I

9.1 User Studies and User4.2 Editing I
I - Surveys I

+4.3 Disseminating and Announcing

49.1 Compute... and:

5.0 General Aspects I Software .L

I 10.4 Specialized Equipment D
409 &

Microreproduction



TABLE CORRESPONL ENCE CHART FOR REFERATIVNYJ WHURNAL ,
A-18

Series on Scie.:tifie and Technical Information

GENEPAL DIVISION REPRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS

Genoral Questions of Informational Copied Documsnts I
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Reassignment of abstracts to categories. A final editorial check

of the correctness of the assignment of abstracts to categorics was not

originally planned. As the project progressed it became apparent that

such a check would be advisable. As a result of this check a number of

reassignments were made. These reassignments are tabulated in the

Table F, which gives totals for the sinzJv-covered abstracts, and for
the 1313 multiply--covered abstracts which had no conflicts in their

assignments by chart. The 827 abstracts which had conflicting assign-
ments via the charts were assigned to their final categories by professional

judgment and thus reassignuents of these would not occur.

This table shows that a total of 4149 reassignments of all types

were necessary. Of these 529 were reassigned to category Z (miscellaneous)

as being probably irrelevant. The conclusion is that the categorization

by charts was fairly good. However, in view of the fact that the final
editorial check reviewed the category assignment of every abstract and

review individually, the categorization by chart could have been

:

dispensed with entirely.
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TABLE I. REASSIGNMENTS OF CATEGORIES
OF DOCUMENTS WITil SINGLE COVERAGE AND OF DOCUMENTS WITH

MULTIPLE COVERAGE BUT NO CONFLICT IN ASSIGNMENT BY CHART

A D E F G H I S TX Y Z TOTALS

A

19 1 30
D 2 26 1 .5 4 14 6 5 18 88

E 5 2 4 1 1 1 11

F 44 4 1 1 2 4 4 108** 124

G i 1 1 1

H 1 2 7 1 1 2 15

I 9 6 1 1 6 8 1447 910145
L 1 2 2 6 1 206+ 3 16 245

M 3 1 -1 4 1 1 8

N 1 14 2

P 2 4 3 1 1 4 15

4 4 4 4 4 4 6

0

X 146 1 144 5 22 10 15 #9 14 12 5 9 2 & 290***430 :
Y 1 10 6 1 26

NEW CATEGORYOLD
CATEGORY

4

10

2 3

4

4

8

TOTALS 33. 29 54 10 7 50 11 230 23 28 23 33 13 21 24 31 529 1149

* 188 of these are from Ref. Zh., probably indicating a defect in
the categorization chart.

#*407 of these are on statistical communication theory iqcovered by IPJ.
*#* 163 of these are on automatic control covered by IPJ and 28

of these are on automatic control cevered by CR.
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FEDRAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSICN FCC 66-1004

Jashington, D. C. 20554 90954

In the Matter of
DOCKET NO. 16979

NOTICE OF INQUIRY
By the Commission: Commissioner Wadsworth absent.

by the Interdependence of Computer and

)
Regulatory and Policy Problems Presented)

)
Communication Services and Facilities )

B wi
d :

I. Preliminary State.sent
1. The modern-day electronic computer is capable of being program-

med to furnish a wide variety of services, including the processing of
all kinds of data and the gathering, 'storage, forwarding, and retrieval
of information -~ technical, statistical, medical, cultural, among
numerous other classes. With its huge capacity and versatility, the
computer is capable of providing its services to a multiplicity of
users at locations remote from the computer. Effective use of the
computer is therefore becoming increasingly depei.dent upon communica-
tion common carrier facilities and services by which the computers and
tne user are given instantaneous access to each cther.

2. It is the statutory purpose and responsibility of the Commission
to properly regulate iaterstate and foreign commerce in communications
so as.to make available to all the people of the United States a rapid,
efficient, nationwide and worldwide communications service with adequate
facilities at reasonable charges (See Section 1 cf the Communications
Act of 1934, as amended). Thus, the Commission must keep fully informed
of developments and iinprovements in, and applications of, the technology
of communications and of related fields. (See Section 218). Moreover,
tiie growing convergence of computers and communications has given rise
to a number of regulatory and policy questions within the purview of the

Act. These questions require timely and informed resolu-
tion by the Commission in order to facilitate the orderly development of
tne computer industry and promote the application of its technologies in
such fashion as to serve the needs or the public effectively, efficiently
and economically. To this end, the Commission is undertaking this
inguiry as a means of obtaining information, views and recommendations
from the computer industry, the common carriers, present and potential
users, as well as members of the interested public. The Commission will
then be in a position to evaluate the adequacy and efficacy of existing
relevant policies and the need, if any, for revisions in such policies,
including such legislative measures that may be required. It will also
enable the Commissica to ascertain whether the services and facilities
offered by common carriers are compatible with the present and antici-
pated communications requires te of computer users. The Commission
will then be in a position to determine what action, if any, may be

required in order to insure that the tariff terms and conditions of
such offerings are just and reasonable and otherwise lawful under the

:

nications Act. (Sce Secticn 201(b) and Section 202(a).)
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II. Emeraina Comouter Enterprises

3. A brief review of the more important types of co.puter enter-
prises now emerging will serve to illustrate the growing convergence
and interdependence of communication and data processing technologies.

:

:

:

:

4 of-all, there is the so-caiicd in-house us? of computers.
Banks aircraft manufacturers universities and other tvpes of institu-
tions frequencly own or lease computers primarily for their own use.
In the past, the batch processing technique has generall: been employed
to satisfy the needs of the in-house users. Recently, however, time-
sharing systems have been installed, particularly at universities and
hospitals following the example of pilot Project MAC at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. Because more than enough capacity exists to
satisfy normal in-house needs, be they mathematical computation, data
processing, simulation, or storage and retrieval, the idle or excess
capacity is readily saleable to others. Banks and aircraft manufactur-
ers have already made such time available to persons outside the enter-
prise. Economies of scale may wel] lead to larger and larger machines
with consequent incentive for in-house computer ovmers to sell computer
time to the general public. Efficient utilization of these computers
implies organization of time-sharing systems. It likewise implies
increasec use of communication channels obtained for the most part from
communications common carriers pursuant to tariffs filed with this
Cornmission or state regulatory commissions, depending upon the intra-
state or interstate nature of the channel.

5. Secondly, several of the major computer manufacturers maintain
computer service bureaus. They sell computer time to customers and

usually operate on a batch process basis. However, conversion to time-
sharing is proceeding rapidly. The potential for providing the computer
with general economic data to compliment specific company or industry
data, has led to the establishment of uata banks which can be used for
such purposes as economic forecastina, product marketing analysis, and
more specialized uses such as legal and inedical reference library
services. Multiple access to such data bank isagain dependent on
communications links obtained fr-m. commun carriers under applicable

:

tariffs.
6. Additionally, there are hundreds of non-manufacturing firms

which offer a wide range of data processing and specialized information
services. These services may be provided on either a batch processing
or time-sharing basis. Many of these concerns are local in scope, but
others are equipped with multiple access computers and are endeavoring
to develop nativnal time-sharing systems of. which communication ls
will be an integral part. :
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Finally, there are some very highly specialized computer
services currently being offered. An example is the stock quotation
service. For a number of years, brokers and financial institutions
throughout the countcy have been supplied with up-to-the-minute
prices and quotations on securities and commodities through central
real-time computers. The service enables a broker to query the
computer's store of market data and receive the information on a

print-out or visual display device. It has been proposed that the

computers be programmed provide capability for storing and

processing buy and sell orders between individual brokers. In both

instances, private line circuits leased from common carriers under

applicable tariffs supply the connecting link between the computer
and the brokers.

8. Other specialized computer services combining data processing
and communications include a hospital information service, a coordinated
law enforcement service utilizing computers to tie together the law
enforcement efforts of a number of local authorities, and various kinds
of reservation services.

9. Most, if not ali, of the major computer manufacturers offer
for sale or lease computers which can be programmed for message and

circuit switching in addition to their data processing functions.
There are a number of overacional computerized message switching
systems owned by large corporations in diverse fields. Most of these

systems replaced electru-mechanical switching units provided by the
communications common carriers. Motivations of increased wusiness

efficiency and maximization of the capabilities of the computer ar»

apparently leading toward the acquisition by large corporation-: of
computer systems. These systems permit data processing and message

Switching to be effectively combined with communication channels

linking remote locations to form a real-time data processing and

communications system.

III. Computers and the Comaon Carriers

10. The communications common carriers are rapidly becoming

equipped to enter into the "data processing" field. Common carriers,
as part of the natural evolution of the developing commuiricetions art,
are making increased use of computers for their conventional services
to perform message and circuit switching functions. These computers

can likewise be programmed to perform data processing furctions. For

example, Western Union is establishing computer centers, not only for

its pub ic message and Telex systems, but eventually to provide as

well a variety of data processing, storage and retrieval survices for

the public. The first such computer centers, planned by the company

as part of its "national information utility" prog.an., was opened
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March 16 of this year in New York City. This center, «nd others to
be established in key cities, will be programmed to offer time-sharing,
information processing and data-bank services. Wester Union's plan-
ning looks to the establishment, through a national, r.gional and local
network of computers, of a gigantic real-time computer utility service
which would gather, store, process, program, retrieve and distribute
information on a broad scale. This company will also arrange to design,
procure and install all necessary hard~ere for fully integrated data
processing and communications systems for individual customers, and
provide the total management service for such systems.

:

:

ll. The Bell System has not yet indicated any plan to provide a

similar information service, or to offer local data prccessing services
to the public. However, it is implementing a program to convert all .
central offices from electro-mechanical switching systems to electronic
switching. Similar conversion programs are being undertaken by other
carriers in the industry. Interface, terminal and outstation equipments
are being developed by the industry to match computer systems with
communication channels. It might be observed here, that the Touch-Tone
telephone instrument has significant potential as a computer input de-
vice, utilizing the telephone switched network. After a connection to
a multiple access computer is compieted in the regular manner, the same
buttons can be pressed to enter information into the computer or to
query the computer and get back a voice answer. A nuinber of systems of
this type are now in service.

lu. International carriers have recently proposed new computer
message switching and data processing services. One such carrier
offers a service to air lines under which it switches messages between
and among the various leased circuits connected to its computer. In
addition, it plans to employ the sme computer to store and supply
up-to-the-minute seat inventory information with respect to flights of
those air lines subscribing to this additional service, through communi-
cation facilities connected to air line offices and agencies on an on-
line real-time basis. Other carriers plan to introduce similar service
offerings.
IV. "Discussion of the Problems

12. The above review, although by no means exhaustive, is illu-
strative of the convergence and growing interdependence of the computer
and communications. This convergence takes a variety of different

pate fully the nature of all of the policy and regulatory problems
that future developments mav generate. Nevertheless, it is desirable. .

to focus on those problems that are presently definable within tne

forms and applications thereby making it difficult to sort them into
simple discrete categories. 't is jmmossible at this time to antici-:

existing state of this Durgeoning industry.
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14, Communication common carriers, whose rates and services
are subject to governmental regulation, are

employing computers us a circuit and message switching device in
furtherance of tuetx undertakings to provide communication channels
and services to the general public, There is now evidence of a trend
among several of the major domestic and international carriers to ;
program their computers not only for switching services, but also for
the storage, processing and retrieval of various types of business
and management data of entities desiring to subscribe therefor in
lieu of such industries providing this service to themselves on an
in-house basis or contracting with computer firms fer the services

:

15, Accordingly, we find communication common carriers grafting
on to their conventional undertaking of providing communication channels
and services to the public various types of data processing and informa
tion services, One such carrier has, in fact, committed its future to
using its combined resources of computers and communication channels
to meet tiie information requirements of the business community and
other professional and institutional segments of our society hy the
establishment of a national and regional centralized information system,
As @ consequence, common carriers, in oifering these services, aie, or
will be, in many instances, competitive with services sold by computer
manufacturers and service bureau firms, At the same time, such firms
will be dependent upon common carriers for reasonably priced communica
tion facilities and services,

16, As previously indicated, a Large number of non-reguiated
entities are employing computers to provide various types of data
processing and specialized information services. The excess capacity
of the in-house computer is made available for a charge te others; in
other instances computer service bureaus sell computier time to a number

of subscribers on a shared-time basis; and in still other instances,
highly specialized information and data bank services are provided,
At an ever increasing rate, with the development of time-sharing tech~

niques, remote input and output devices of the users are linked to the

computer by communication chs..nels obtained from common The

users located at the remote terminals are served so rapidly that each
is under the illusion tnat he alone has access to the central processor,
The flexibility of the computer makes possible, ia addition to data

processing services, message switching between various locations of
the same customer, or tetween several different customers. This allows
the data processing incustry to engage in what heretofore has been an

activity limited to the communications common carriere

17. Common carriers have thus far taken different approaches to

the question of the applicability of the regulatory provisions of the

Communications Act to their computer service offerings. Notwithstand=

ing that various aspects of such offerings appear to involve activities,
* such as message switcling, which historically have Leen regardea as

commo activities subject to regulation, no consistent policy
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is established and with respect to the filing of tariffs by
carriers to cover those o*ferings. This is understandable consider=
ing the competitive activities of a similar nature by non-regulated
entities as well as the apparent difficulties in classifying the
various elements of a computer service into communication
and non-ccrmunication compartments.

18. From the common carriers' standpoint, regulation should
extend to all entities offering like services or to rone. It is
urged that the ability to compete successfully depends onthe flex-
ibility required to meet che competition; and that the carriers would
be deprived of this flexibility if they: alone were restricted in their
pricing practices and marxeting efforts by the rigidities of a tariff
schedule. Thus, we are confronted with determining under what circum
stances data processing, computer information and message switching
services, or any particular combination thereof -- whether engaged in
by established common carriers or other entities _ are or should be
subject to the provisions of the Communications Act. We expect this
inquiry to be of assistance to the Commission in evaluating the policy
and legal considerations involved in arriving at this determination.

V. Communication Tarifts end Practices

19. The interdependence between data processing and communication
channels is bound to continue under the impetus of remote processing
in combination with the growth of time-shared computer systems and
services. In the past, the relationship between the relative cost of
"the two seaments was of little concern. Data processing was expensive
and ia a relative sense higher than its communication counterpart. The
trend toward lower EDP costs resulting from larger computer systems,
has tended to shift the relative cost positions. Indeed, there is some

indication that in the near communication costs will dominate the
EDP-communications circuit package. It is natural, then, that the
computer industry finds its attention devoted increasingly to communica-
tion tariffs and regulations, in its seacch to optimize she communication
segment of the package. In fact, fears are expressed that the cust of
communications may prove to be the limiting factor in the future growth
of the industry.

:

20. While the charges of the carriers are of prime importance,
including the question of minimum periods of use, other tariff pro-
visions and restrictions should also be scrutinized. Such tariff.
-provisions as those relating to shared use and authorized use may

el) be in necd of revision in light of the new advanced technology.
Likewise, any restriction on the of customer owned or provided
equipment, including multiplexing equipment, must be reviewed for : :

:

their effects on burgeoning industry : :
: :

:
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21. This then is another area of concern. Are the service
offerings of the common carriers, as well as their tariffs and

practices, keeping pace it:: the quickened develop..ents in digital
technology? Does a gap exist between computer ineustry needs and

requirements, on the one side, and communications technology and
tariff rates and practices on the other?

:

VI. The Problem of Information Privacy

22. The modern application of computer technelogy has brought
about a trend toward concentrating commercial and personal data-at
computer centers. This concentration, resulting in the ready
availability in one place of detailed personal and business data,:
raises serious problems of how this information can be kept from
unauthorized persons or unauthorized use.

23. Privacy, particularly in the area of communications, is a

well established policy and objective of the Communications Act.
Thus, any threatened cr potential invasion of privacy is cause for
corcern by the Commission and the industry. In the past, the
invasion of information privacy was rendered difficult by the scattered
and random nature of individual data. Now the fragmentary nature of
information is becoming a relic of the past. Data centers and common

memory drums housing competitive sales, inventory and credit informa~
tion and untold amounts of personal information, are becoming common.

This personal and proprietary information must remain free from
unauthorized invasion or disclosure, whether at the computer, the
terminal station, or the interconnscting communication link.

24. Both the developing industry and the Commission must be

prepared to deal with the problems promptly so that they may be
resulved in an effective manner before technological advances
render solution more difficult. Tie Commission is interested
not only in promoting the development of technology, but it is
at the same time concerned that in the process tecanology does
not ercde fundamental values.

VII. Items of

25. In view of the foregoing, it is incumbent upon the Commis-

sion to obtain information, views and recommendations from interested
members of the public in order to assist the Commission in resolving
the regulatory and policy questions presented by this new technology.
Accordingly, such information, views and recommendations are requested
in response to the following items of inquiry:
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A. Describe the uses that are being made currently and
the uses that are anticipated in the next decade of
computers ane communication channels and facilities
for:

flessage or circuit switching (including the
storage and forwarding of data);

2. Data processing;

3. General ox special information services;

4. Any combination of the foregoing.

Describe the basis for and structure of charges to
the customers for the services listed in A above.

B.

The circumstarices, if any, under which any of the
aforementioned services should be deemed subject
to regulation ,ursuant to the provisions of Title
II of the Comnunications Act.

C.

l. When involving the use of communication facilities
and services;

2. When furnished by established communication common

carriers;
3. When furnished by entities other than established

communication common carriers.

D. Assuming that any or all of such services are subject
to regulation under the Communications Act, whether
the policies and objectives of the Communications Act
will be served hetter by such regulation or by such
services evolving in a free, competitive market, and

if the latter, whether changes in existing provisions
or law or regulations are needed.

E. Assuming that any and all of such services are not
subject to regulation under the Communications Act,
whether public policy dictates that legislation be
enacted bringing such services under regulation by
an appropriate governmental authority, and the
nature of such legislation. :

:



*, Whether existing reteemaking, accounting and other regulatory
procedures of the Commission are consistent with insuring fair
and effective competition between communications comuon carriers
and other entitizs (whether or not subject to regulation) in the
sale of computer services involving the use of communications
facilities; and, if not, what changes are required in those pro-

ve

cedures.

G. Whether the rate structure, regulations and practices contained
$n the existing tariff schedules of communications common

carriers are compatible with present and anticipated require~
ments of the computer industry and its customers, In this

specific reference may ba made to these tariff proe
visions relating to:
conne

Interconnection of custoner-provided facilities (owned or
leased) with comnon carrier facilities, including prohibie
tions against use of foreign attachments}

2. Time and di stance as & basis for constructing charges for
services:

3. Shared use of equipment ana services offered rav conmon
earrlers

4, Restrictions on use of services offered, including prohibi-
tions against resale thereof.

H, What new common carrier tariff offerings or services are or will
be required to meet the present and anticipated needa of the
computer industry and its customers.

I. The respects in which present-day transmission facilities of
common carrievs are inadequate to meet the requicements of
puter technology, including those for accuvacy and speed,.

J. Whet measures are requirec vy the computer industry an. common

carriers to protect the privacy and proprietery narure of data
stored in computers and transmitted over communicaian facili-
ties, including:

1. Descriptions of those measuves which are now baing taken
and are under consideration; and

2. Rucommendations as legislative or other governmental
action that should be taken.

26, Accordingly, there is herety institutad, pursummt to the provisions
of Sections 4(2) and 406? of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended,

an laguiry the foregoing matters.
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27. In view of the scope and complexity of the matters involved,
it appea.s desirable that interested persons be afforded an opportunity
to suggest additions to and modifications or clarifications of the items
of inguiry specified above. To this end, all interestea persons are
invited to submit appropriate recommendations in this regard on or
before December 12, 1966. The Commission will thereupen issue such
supplement to this Notice of Inquiry as may be warranted and will then
specify a. daca ky which written responses to said Notices shall be
required. 4

28. All filings in this proceeding should be submitzed in accord-
ance with the provisions of Sections 1.49 and 1.419 of tne Commission's
Rules (47 CFR 1.49, 1.419).

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
a

Ben F. Waple
Secretary

Adopted: November 9,. 1966

Released: November 10 .1966

4
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Washington, D. C, 20554 90954

In the Matter of )

by the interdez=ndence of Computer and
Communication Serviczs and Facilitie. )

Regulatory and Problems Presented) DOCKET NO. 16979

a

NOTICE OF INQUIRY
By the Comnission: Commissioner Wadsworth absent.
tT. Preliminary Statement

The modern-day electronic computer is capable of being program-
med to furnish a wide variety of services, including the processing of
all kinds of data and the gathering, storage, forwarding, and retrieval
of information -~ technical, statistical, medical, cultural, among
numerous other classes. With its huge capacity. and versatility, the
computer is capable of providing its services to a multiplicity of
users at locations ::emote from the computer. Effective use of the
computer is therefore becoming increasingly dependent upon communica-
tion common carrier facilities and services by which the computers and
the user are given instantaneous access to each other.

l.

2. It is the statutory purpose and responsibility of the Commission
to properly regulate interstate and foreign commerce in communications
so as.to make available to al} the people of the United States a rapid,

facilities at reasonable charges (See Section 1 of the Communications
Act of 1934, as amenjed). Thus, the Commission must keep fully taformed
of developments and improvements in, and applications of, the technology
of communications and of related fields. (See Section 218). Moreover,
the growing convergence of computers and communi has given rise
to a number of regulatory and policy questions within the purview of the
Communications Act. These questions require timely and intormed resolu-
tion by the Commission in order to facilitate the orderly development of
the computer industry and nromote the application of its technologies in
such fashionas to serve the needs of the public effectively, efficiently
and economically. To thi end, the Commission is undertaking this
inquiry as a means of obtaining information, views and recommendations
from the computer industry, the common carriers, present and potential
users, as well as members of the interested public. The Commission will
then be in a position to evaluate the adequacy and efficacy of existing
relevant policies and the need, if any, for revisions in such policies,
including such legislative measures that may be required. It will also
enable the Commission to ascertain whether the services and facilities
oftercd by common carriers are compatible with the present and antici-
pated communications requirements of computer uters. Tne Commission
will then be in a position to determine wnat action, if any, may be

required in order to insure that the tariff terms and conditions of
such offerings are just and reasonable and otherwise lawful under the

Act. (See Section 201(b) and Section 202(a).)

efficient, nationwide and Wort Ldwide communications service with adequate

ns
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II. Emeraina Comouter Enterprises

3. A brief review of the more important types of computer enter-
prises now emerging will serve to illustrate the growing convergence
and interdependence of communication and data processing technologies.

4. First of all, there is the so-called in-house use of computers.
Banks, aircraft manufacturers, universities and other types of institu~
tions frequencly own or lease computers primarily for their own use.
In the past, the batch processing technique has generally been employed
to satisfy the needs of the in-house users. Recently, towever, time-
sharing systems have been installed, particularly at universities and "
hospitals following the example of pilot Project MAC at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. Because more than enough capacity exists to
satisfy normal in-house needs, be they mathematical computation, data
processing, simulation, or storage and retrieval, the idle or excess
capacity is readily saleable to others. Banks and aircraft manufactur-
ers have already made such time available to persons outside the enter-
prise. Economies of scale may well lead to larger and larger machines
with consequent incentive for in-house computer owners to sell computer
time to the general public. Efficient utilization of these computers
implies organization of time-sharing systems. It likewise implies
increased use of communication channels obtained for the most part from
communications common carriers pursuant te tariffs filed with this
Comnission or state regulatory commissions, depending upon the intra-
ftate or interstate nature of the channel.

5. Secondly, several of the major csniputer manufacturers maintain
computer service bureaus. 'hey sel] computer time to customers and
usually operate on a batch process basis. However, conversion to time-
sharing is proceeding rapidiy. ithe potential for providing the computer
with general economic data to compliment specific company or industry
data, has led to the estabiishment of data banks which can ve used for
such purposes as economic forecasting, oroduct marketiny analysis, and
more specialized uses such as legal and medical reference library
services. Multiple access to such data banks isagain dependent on
comuunications links obtained from common carriers under applicabletariffs.

6. Additionally, there are hundreds of non-manufacturing firms
which offer a wide range of data processing and specialized information
services. These services may be provided on either a batch processing
or time-sharing basis. Many of these concerns are in scope, but

to develop national time~sharing systems of which communication eannelsothers are equipped with multiple access computers and are endeavoring

will be an integral part.
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7. Finally, there are some very highly specialized computer
services currently being offered. An example is the stock quotation
service. For a number of years, brokers and financial institutions
throughout the country have been supplied with up-to-the-minute
prices and yuotatiuns on securities and commodities through central
real-time computers. ih? service enables a broker te query the
computer's store of market data and revaive the information on a

print~out or visual display device. It has been proposed that the
computers be programmed "co provide capability for storing and
processing buy and sell orders between individual brokers. In both
instances, private line circuits leased from common carriers under
applicable tariffs supply the connecting link between the computer
and the brokers.

8. Other specialized computer services combining data processing
and communications include a hospital information service, a coordinated
law enforcement service utilizing computers to tie together the law
enforcement efforts of number of local authorities, and various kinds
of reservation services.

9. Most, if not all, of the major computer manufacturers offer
for sale or lease computers which can be programmed for message ard
circuit switching in addition to their data processing functicns.
There are a number of operational computerized message switcning
systems owned by large corporations in diverse fields. Most of these
systems replaced electro-mechanical switching units provided by the
communications common carriers. Motivations of increased business
efficiency and maximization of the capabilities of the computer are
apparently leading toward the acquisition by large corporations of
computer systems. These systems permit data processing and message
switching to be effectively combined with communication chaanels
linking remote locations to form a real-time data precessing and
conmunications system.

III. Computers and the Common Carriers

10. The communications cc.juaon carriers are rapidly becoming
equipped to enter into the "data processing" field. Common carriers,
as part of the natural evolution of the developing communications art,
are making increased use of computers for their conventional services
to perform message and circuit switching functions. These computers

Forcan likewise be programned to perform data processing functions.
example, Western Union is establishing computer centers, not only for
its public message and Telex systems, but eventually to provide as
well o variety of data processing, storage and retrieval services for
the public. The first such computer centers, planncd by the company
as part of its "national information utility" program, was opened
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March 16 of this year in 'aw York City. This center, and others to
be established in key cities, will be programmed to offer time-sharing,
information processing anc : data-bank services. Wesiern Union's plan-
ning looks to the establishment, through a national, regional and local
network of computers, of a gigantic real-time computer utility service
which would gather, store, process, progr-n, re*>cieve-and distribute
information on a broad scale. This compaiv will alsu arrange to desian,
'procure ana install all necessary hardware for fully integrated daca
processing and communications systems for individual customers, and
provide the total management service for such systems.

ll. The Bell System tas not yet indicated any plan to provide a

Similar information service, or to offer local data processing services
'to the public. However, it is implementing a program to convert all
central offices from electro-mechanical switching systems to electronic.
switching. Similar conversion programs are being undertaken by other
carriers in the industry. Interface, terminal and outstation equipments
are being developed by the industry to match computer systems with
communication channels. It might be observed here, that the Touch~-Tone

telephone instrument has significant potential as a computer input de~

vice, utilizing the telephone switched necwork. After a connection to
a multiple access computer is completed in the regular manner, the same

buttons can be pressed to enter information into the computer or to
query the computer and get pack a voice answer. A number of systems of
this tyne are now in service.

12. International carriers have recently proposed new comcuter
message switching and data processing services. One such carrier
offers a scrvice to air lines under which it switches messages between
and among the various leased circuits connected to its computer. In
addition, it plans to employ the same computer to store and supply
up-to-the-minute seat inventory information with respect to flights of
those air lines subscribing to this additional service, through communi-
cation facilities connected to alt line offices and agencies on an on-
line real-time basis. Other carriers pian to introduce similar service
offerings.
Iv. "Discussion of the Problems

12. The above review, although by no means exhaustive, is illu-
strative of the convergense and growing interdependence of the computer
and communications. This convergence takes a variety of different
forms and applications thereby making it difficult to sort them into
simple discrete categories. It is impossible at this time to antici-
pate fully the nature of all of the policy and regulatory problems
that future developments may generare. -Nevertheless, it is desirable,
to focus on those problems that are presently definable within the
existing state of this burgeoning industry.

-
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14, Communication common carriers, whose rates end services
are subject to governments' regulation, are

employing computers as a circuit and mecsage switching device in
furtherance of their undertakings to previde communication channels
and services to the gene cal public, There is now evidence of a trend ~

among several of the mujor domestic and international carriers to
program their computers not only for switching services, but also for
the storage, processing and retrieval of various types of business
and management data of eitities desiring to subscribe therefor in
lieu of such industries providing this service to themselves on an
in-house basis or contracting with computer firms fow the service.

15. Accordingly, we find communication common carriers grafting
on to their conventional undertaking of providing communication channels
end services to the public various types of data processing and informa=
tion services, One such carrier has, in fact, committed its future to
using its combined resources of computers and communication channels
to meet the information requirements of the business community and
other professional and institutional sepments of our society by the
establishuent of a national and regional centralized information system,
As a consequence, common carriers, in offering these services, are, or
will be, in many instances, competitive with service; sold by computer
manufacturers and service bureau firms, At the sar2 time, such firms
will be dependent upon common carriers for reasonabiy priced
tion facilities and services,

18, previously indicated, a large number of non-regulated
entities are employing computers to provide various types of data
processing and specialized information services, The excess capacity
of the in-house coaputer is made available for a charge to others; in
other instances computer sexvice bureaus sell computer time to a number

of subscribers on a shared=time basis; and in still other instances,
highly specialized information and data bank services are provided.
At an ever increasing vate, with the development of tech-
niques, remote input and output devices of the users ave linked to the

computer by communication channels obtained from comnon carriers. The
users located at the remote terminals are served so repidly that each
is under the illusion that he alone has access to the central processor,
The flexibility of the computer makes possible, in addition to data

processing services, message switching between various locations of
the sane customer, or between several different customers, This allows
the deta processing industry to engage in what heretofore has been an

activity limited to the communications. common carrier,

17. Common carriers have thus far taken differcnt approaches to

the question of the applicability of the regulatory provisions of the

Communications Act to their computer service offerings, Notwithstand-

such as message switching, which histocacally have been regarded as

common carrier activities subject to regulation, no consistent policy
g G aspeccs ouch ferings appear :° Ive activities
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is established and fol? owed with respect to the filing of tariffs by
carriers to cover those offerings. This is understandable consider~
ing the competitive activities of a similar nature by non~regulated
entities as well the apparent difficulties in classifying the
various elements of a computer service into discrete communication
and compartments.

18. From the common carriers' standpoint, regulation should
extend to all entities offering like services or to none. It is
urged that the ability to compete successfully depends onthe flex-
ibility required to meet the competition; and that the carriers would
be deprived of this flexibility if they alone were restricted in their
pricing practices and marketing efforts by the rigidities of a tariff
schedule. Thus, we are confronted with determining under what circum=
stances data processing, computer information and message switching
services, or any particular combination thereof -- whether engaged in
by established common carriers or other entities -- are or should be
subject to the provisions of the Communications Act. We expect this
inquiry to Le of assistance to the Commission in evaluating the policy
and legal considerations involved in arriving at this determination.

V. Communication Tariffs and Practices S

19. The interdepenvence between data processing and communication
channels is bound to coniinue undcr the impetus of remote processing
in combination with the growth of time~shared computer systems and
services. In the past, the relationship between the relative cost of
"the two segments was of little concern. Data processing was expensive
and in a relative sense higher than its communication counterpart. The
trend toward lower EDP costs resulting from larger computer systems,
has tended to shift the relative cost positions. Indeed, there is some

andication that in the near future communication costs will dominate the
EDP-communications circuit package. It is natural, then, that the
computer industry finds its attention devoted increasingly to communica-
tion tariffs and regulations, in its search to optimize the communication
segment of the package. In fact, fears are expressed that the cost cf
communications may prove to be the limiting factor in the future growth
of the industry.

20. While the charges of the carriers are of prime importance,
including the question o* minimum periods of use, other tariff pro-
visions and restrictions should also be scrutinized. Such tariff
provisions as those relating to shared use and authovized use may

well be in need of revision in light of the new advanced technologys..:.
Likewise, any restriction on the use o customer ovmea or provided
equipment, including multiplexing equipment, must be reviewed for : :

:
:

their effects on a burgeoning industry : :
:
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21. This then is another area of concern. Are the service
offerings of the comm n carriers, as well as their tariffs and

practices, keeping pace with the quickened developments in digital
technology? Does a gap exist between compute: industry needs and
requirements, on the one side, and communica technology and
tarif' rates and practices on the otiver?

Vie The Problem of Information Privacy

22. The modern application of computer technology has brought
about a trend toward concentrating commercial and personal data at
computer centers. This concentration, resulting + n the ready
availability in one place of detailed personal and business data,
raises serious problens of how this information can be kept from
unauthorized persons or unauthorized use.

23. Privacy, particularly in the area of communications, is a

well established policy and objective of the Comniinications Act.
Tnus, any threatened or potential invasion of privacy is cause for
cuicern by the Commission and the industry. In the past, the
invasion of information privacy was rendered difficult by the scattered
and random nature of individual data. Now the fragmentary nature of
information is becoming a relic of the past. Date centers and common

memory drums housing competitive sales, inventory and credit informa~
tion and untold amounts of personal information, are becoming conmone
This personal and proprietary information must remain free from
unauthorized invasion or disclosure, whether at the computer, the
terminai station, or she interconnecting communication link.

24, Both the developing industry and the Comniission must be

prepared to deal with the problems promptly so that they may be
resslved in an effective manner before technological advances
render solution more difficult. The Commission is interested
not only in promoting the development of technology, but it is
at the same time concerned that in tue process technolocy does
not erode fundamental values.

VII. Items of Incuiry

25. In view of the foregoing, it is incumbent upon the Commis-
sion to obtain information, views and recommendations from interested
members of the public in order to assist the Commission in resolving
the regulatory and policy questions presented by this new technology.
Accordingly, such information, views and recommendations are requested
in response to the following of inquiry:
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D.

Describe the uses that are being made currently and

the uses that are anticipated in the next decade of
conputers and communication channels and facilities
for;

A.

l. ldessage or circuit switchina (including the
storage and forwarding of data);

2. Data processing;

3. General or special information services;

4. Any combination of the foregoing.

B. Describe the basis for and structure of charges to
the customers for the services listed in A above.

The circumstances, if any, under which any of the
aforementioned services should be deemed subject
to regulation pursuant to the provisions of Title
II of the Communications Act.

:

l. When involving the use of communication facilities
and services;

2. When furnished by established communication common

carriers;
3. When furnished by entities other than etablished

communication common carriers.

Assuming that any or all of such services are subject
to regulation under the Communications Act, whether
the policies and objectives of the Communications Act
will be served better by such regulation or by such

services evolving in a free, conpetitive market, and

if the latter, changes in existing provisions
or law or regulations are needed.

E. Assuming that any and all of such services are not

subject to regulation under the Communications Act,
whether public policy dictates that legislation be

enacted bringing such services under regulation by
an appropriate governmental authority, and the
nature of such legislation.

:
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. Whether existing rate-making, accounting and other regulatory
procedures of the Commission are consistent with insuring fair
and effective ecupetition between communications comwon carrlers :
and other entities (whether or not subject to regulation) in the
sale of computer services involving the use of communications
facilities; and, if not, what changee are required in those proe o j

cedurese

we

G, Whether the rate structure, regulations and practices contained
in the existing tariff schedules of communications common
carriers are compatible with present and anticipated require-~
ments of the computer industry and its customers, In this
connection, specific reference may be made to these tariff pro=
visions relating to:

1, Interconnection of custoner=provided facilities (owmed or
leased) with conmon carrier facilities, including orohibie
tions against use of foreign attachments;

2. Time and distance as a basts for constructing chergea for
services;

3. Shared use of equinment and services offered by common
carriers

4 Restrictions on use of services offered, prohibi-
tions against rasale thereof.

H. What new common carrier tariff offerings or services are or will
be required to meet the present and anticipated needs of the
computer industry enl its customers.

1. The respects in which present-day transmission Tactiities of
common carriers are inadequate to meet the equi 6 of com<

puter technology, those fot accuvacy and speed,

J. Wheat measures are required by the computer industry and common
carriers to protect che privscy ond proprietary nature of data
stored in computers and transmitted over cian facilie
ties, including:

1, Descriptions of chose measuves which are now being taken
and ere under consideration; and

26 Recommendations as to or other
action that should be taken.

is herety instituted, pursuant fo tha provisions
Act of 193%, as amended,

26, Accordingly, there
of Sections and 403 of tne Communiestions
an iato the foregoing WRCCAYSe
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27. In view of the scope and complexity of the mutters involved,
it appea.s desirable that interested persons be afforded an opportunity
to suggest additions to anu modifications or clarifications of the items
of inguiry specified above. To this end, all interested persons are

supplement to this Notice of Inquiry as mcy. be warranted and will then,
specify a. date by which written responses to said Notices shall be
required.

invited to. submit appropriate recommendations in this regard on or
before December 12, 1966 The Commission will ti.ereupon issue such

ance with the provisions of Sections 1.49 and 1.419 of the Commission's
28. All filings in this proceeding should be submitted in accord-

Rules (47 CFR 1.49, 1.419).
4

a

BEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
A

Ben F. {Waple
Secretary

Adopted: November 9, 1966

eleased: November 10, 1966
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Before the
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSIO} FCC 66-1004

Washington, D. C. 20554 ; 90954

In the Matter of

by the Interdependence of Computer and
Communication Services and Facilities. )

DOCKET NO. 16979Regulatory and Policy Problems Presented)

NOTICE OF INQUIRY
Ey the Comnission: Commissioner Wadsworth absent.
I. Pralimivary Statement_

1. The modern-day electronic computer is capable of being program-
med to furnish a wide variety of services, including the processing of
all kinds of data and the gathering, storage, forwarding, and retrieval
of information -- technical, statistical, medical, cultural, among
numerous other classes. With its huge capacity and versatility, the

users at locations remote from the computer. Effective use of the
computer is therefore becoming increasingly dependent upon communica-
tion common carrier facilities and services by which the computers and
the user are given instantaneous access to each other.

computer is capable of providing its services to a multiplicity of

2, It is the statutory purpose and responsibility of the Commission
to properly regulate interstate and foreign commerce in communications
so as.to make available to all the people of the United States a rapid,
efficient, nationwide and worldwide communications service with adequate
facilities at reasonable charges (See Section 1 of the Communications
Act of 1934, as amended). Thus, the Commission must keep fully informed
of developments and improvements in, and applications of, the technology
of communications and of related fields. (See Section 218). Moreover,
the growing convergence of computers and communications has given rise
to a number of regulatery and policy questions within the purview of the
Communications Act. These questions require timely and informed resolu-
tion by the Commission in orcer to facilitate the orderly development of
the computer industry and promote the application of its technoloyies in
such fashion as to serve the needs of the public effectively, efficiently
and economically. To this end, the Commission js undertaking this
inquiry as a means of obtaining information, views and recommendations
from the computer industry, the common carriers, present and potential
users, as well as members of the interested public. The Commission will
then be in a position to evaluate the adequacy and efficacy of existing
relevant policies and the need, if any, for revisions in such policies,
including such legislative measures that may be required. It will also
enable the Commission to ascertain whether the services and facilities

pated communications requirements of computer users. The Commission

will then be in a position to determine what action, if any, may be

required in order te insure that the tariff terms and conditions of
such offerings are just anc reasonable and otherwise lawful under the
Communivations Act. (See Section 201(b) and Section 202(a).)

offered by common curriers ave com atible with the present oud antici-
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II. Emeraina Comouter Ente prises
3. A brief review of the more important types of computer enter-

prises now emerging will serve to illustrate the crowing convergence
and interdependence of communication and data processing technologies.

4, First of all, there is the so-called in-house use of computers.
Banks, aircraft manufacturers, universities and other types of institu-
tions frequencly own or leése computers primarily for their own use.
In the past, the batch processing technique has generally been employed
to satisfy the needs of the in-house users. Recently, however, time-
sharing systems have been installed, particularly at universities and
hospitals following the example of pilot Project MAC at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. Because more than enough capacity exists to
satisfy normal in-house needs, be they mathematical computation, data
processing, simulation, or storage and retrieval, the dle or excess
capacity is readily saleabl2 to others. Banks and aircraft manufactur=
ers have already trade such time available to persons outside the enter-
prise. Economies of scale may well lead larger and larger machines
with consequent incentive for in-house computer owners to sell computer
time to the general public. Efficient utilization of these computers
implies organization of time-sharing systems. It likewise implies
increased use of communication channels obtained for thy most part from
communications common carriers pursuant to tariffs filed with this
Commission or state regulatory commissions, depending upon the intra-
state or interstate nature of the channel.

5. Seccadly, several of the major computer manufaccurers maintain
computes service bureaus. They sell computer time to customers and
usually operate on a batch orocess basis. However, conversion tc time-
sharing is proceeding rapidly. The potential for proviciing the computer
with general economic data te compliment specific company or industry
data, has led to the establishment of data banks which can be used for
such purposes as economic forecasting, product marketiig analysis, and
more speciaiizecl uses such as legal and medical reference
services. Multiple access to such data banks isagain dopendent on
communications links obtained from common carriers under applicable
tariffs.

6. Additionally, there are hundreds of non-manufac*uring firms
which offer a wide range of data processing and specialized information
sexvices. These services may be provided on either a batch processing
or time-sharing basis. Many of these concerns are local in scope, but
others are equigped with multiple acczss computers and are endeavoring...
to develop national time-sharing syovems of which communication channels
will be an integral part.
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services currently being »ffered. An example is the stock quotation
service. For a number of years, brokers and financial institutions
throughout the country have been supplied with up-to-the-minute.

computers be programmed to provide capability for storing and

processing buy and sell crders between individual broxers. In both

instances, private line circuits leased from common carriers under

applicable tariffs supply the corinecting link between the computer
and the brokers.

be Finally, there are some very highly specialized computer

and commodities through central
prices and quotations on securities
real-time computers. ine service enables broker to query the

computer store of marke data and receive the inforination on a

print-out disnlay device. It has been proposed that the

8. Other specializea computer services combining data processing
and communications incluce a hospital information service, a coordinated
law enforcement service utilizing computers to tie ogether the law
enforcement efforts or a number of local authorities, and various kinds
of reservation services.

9. Most, if not all, of the major computer manufacturers offer
for sale or lease computers which can be programmed for message and

circuit switching in addition to their data processing functions.
There are a number of operaticnal computerized messace switching

efficiency and maximization of the capabilities of the computer are

apparently leading tovard the acquisition by large corporations of

computer systems. These systems permit data processing and message

switching to be effectively combined with communication channels

Linking remote locctions to form a real-time data processing and

provided by thesyste!ms owned by large corporations in diverse fields Most of these

systems replaced electre-mechanical switching units
business

communications common carriers. Motivations of increased

communications system.

III. Comouters and the Common Carriers

40, The communications common carriers are rapidly becoming

equipped to enter into the "data processing" field. Common carriers,
as part of the natural evolution of the developing communications art,
are making increased use of computers for their conventional services
to perform message and circuit switching functions. These computers

can likewise be programmed to perform data processing functions. For

example, Western Union ss establishing computer centers, not only for

its public message and Telex systems, but eventually to provide as

well a variecy of data processing, storace and retrieval services for

the public. The first such cOinpucer centers, planned by the company-

as part of its "national information utility" program, was opened



March 16 of this year in New York City. This center, and others to
be established in key cities, will be programmed to offer time-sharing,
information processing ind data-bank services. Western Union's plan-
ning looks to the estabiishment, through a national, regional and local
network of computers, of a gigantic real-time computer utility service
which would gather, store, process, program, retrieve and distribute
information a broad scale. This company will also arrange to design,

processing and communications systems for individual customers, and

provide the total managez.ent service for such systems.
procure and install all necessary hardware for fully integrated data

:

ll. The Bell System has not yet indicated any plan to provide a

Similar information service, or to offer local data processing services
to the public. However, it is implementing a program to convert all
central offices from electro-mechanical switching systems to electronic
switching. Similar conversion programs are being undertaken by other
carriers in the industrv. Interface, terminal and outstation equipments
are being developed by the industry to match computer systems with
communication channels. It might be observed here, that the Touch-Tone

telephone instrument has significant potential as a computer input de~

vice, utilizing the telephone switched network. After a connection to
a multiple access computer is completed in the regular manner, the same

buttons can be pressed to enter information into the computer or to

query the computer and get back a voice answer. A number of systems of
this type are now in servicc.

12. International carriers nave recently proposed new computer
message switching and data processing services. One such carrier
offers a service to air Lines under which it switches messages betwein
and among the various leased circuits connected to its computer. In

addition, it plans to employ the same computer to store and supply
up-to-the-minute seat inventory information with respect to flights of
those air lines subscribing to this additional service, through communi-

cation facilities connected to air line offices and agencies on an on-

line real-time basis. Other carriers plan to introduce similar service
offerings.
IV. "Discussion of the Problens

12. The above review, although by no means exhaustive, is illu-
strative of the convergence and growing interdependence of the computer

and communications. This convergence takes a variety of different
forms and applications thereby making it difficult to sort them into

simple discrete categories. It is impossible at this time to antici-
pate fully the nature of all of the policy and regulatory problems
thet a &ure developments may generate. Nevertheless, it is desirable
to focus on those problems that are presently definable within the

existing state of this burgeoning industry. :
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14, Communication common carriers, whose rates and services
are subject to overnmental regulation, are

employing computers as a circuit and message switching device in
furtheranceof their undertakings to provide communication channel? _

and services to the geueral public, There is now evidence of a trend
among several of the major domestic and international carriers to
program their computers not only for switching services, but also for
the storage, processing and retrieval of various types of business
and management data of entities desiring to subscribe therefor in
lieu of such industries providing this. service to themselves on an
in-house basis or contracting with computer firms for the service.

15,° Accordingly, we find communication common carriers grafting
on to their conventional undertaking of providing communication channels
and services to the public various types of data processing and informa=
tion services, One suci carrier has, ir fact, committed its future to
using its combined resources of computes and communication channels
to meet the information requirements of the business community and
other professional and institutional segments of our society by the
establishment of a national and regional centralized information system,
AS a consequence, common carriers, in offering these services, are, or
will be, in many instances, competitive with services sold by computer
manufacturers and service bureau firms, At the same time, such
will be dependent upon common carriers for reasonably priced communica
tion faciiities and services,

16, As previously indicated, a large number of non-regulated
entities are employing computers to provide various types of data
processing and specialized information services, The excess capacity
of the inehouse computer is made available for a charge to others; in
other instances computer service bureaus sell computer time to a number

of subscribers on a shared-time basis; and in still other instances,
highly specialized information and data bank services are provided,
At an ever increasing rate, with the development of timeesharing tech-
niques, remote input and output devices of the users are linked to the

computer by communication channels obtained from common carriers. The

users located at the remote terminals are served so rapidly that each
is under the illusion that he alone has access to the central processor.
The flexibility of the computer makes possible, in eddition to data

processing services, message switching between various locations of
the same customer, or between several different customers. This allows
the data precessing industry to ergage-in what heretofore has been an

activity linited to the communicacions common carrier.

17. Common carriers have thus far taken different approaches to

the question of the applicability of the regulatory provisions of the

Communications Act to theic computer service offerings. Notwithstanc-

ing that various aspects of such offerings appear involve activities,
such as message switching, which historically have been regarded as

common carrier activities subject to regulation, no consistent policy
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is established and followed with respect to the filing of tariffs by
carriers to cover those offerings. This is understandable consider=
ing the competitive activities of a similar nature by non-regulated
entities as vell as the apparent difficulties in classifying the
various elemer.ts of a computer service antc discrete communication
and non-communication compartments.

18. From the common carriers' standpoint, regulation should
extend to all entities offering like services or to none. It is
urged that the ability to compete successfully depends onthe flex-
ibility required to meet the competition; and that the carriers would.
be deprived of this flexibility if they alone were restricted in their
pricing practices and marketing efforts by the rigidities of a tariff
schedule. Thus, we are confronted with determining under what circum=
stances data processing, computer information and message switching
services, or any particular combination thereof ~_ whether engaged in
by established common carriers or other entities -- are or should be
subject to the provisions of the Communications Act. We expect this
inquiry to be of assistance to the Commission in evaluating the policy
and legal considerations involved in arriving at this determination.

>xVe. Communication Tariffs and Practices

19. The interdependence between data processing and communication
channels is bound to continue under the impetus of remote processing
in combination with the crowth of time-chared computer systems and
services. In the past, the relationship between the relative cost of
"the two segments was of little concern. Data processing was expensive
and in a relative sense higher than its communication counterpart. The
trend toward lower EDP costs resulting from larger computer systems,
has tended to shift the relative cost positions. Indeed, there is some
indication that in the near future communication costs will dominate the
EDP-communications circuit package. It is natural, then, that the
computer industry finds its attention devoed increasingly to communica-
tion tariffs and regulations, in its search to optimize the communication
segment of the package In fact, fears are expressed that the cost of
communications may prove t> be the limiting factor in the future growth
of the industry. :

20. While the charges of the carriers are of prime importance,
including the question of mirimum periods of use, other tariff pro-
visions and restrictions should also be scrutinized. Such tariff.
provisions as those relating to snared use and authorized use mo

well be in need of revisicn in light of the new advanced
Likewise, any restriction on the use of customer owned or provided
equipment, ineluding mu tiplexing equipment, must be reviewed for :

:

their effects on burgeoning industry :
: :

f
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Zl. This then is another area of concern. Are the service
offerings of the ccmmon carriers, as well as their tariffs and

practices, keeping pace wit!: the quickened developments in digital
technology? Does 3 gap exist between computer industry needs and
requirements, oa the one side, and communications technology and
tariff rates and practices on the other?

VI. The Froblem of Information Privacy

22. The modern application of computer technology has brought
about a trend toward concentrating commercial and personal data at
computer centers. This concentration, resulting in the ready
availability in one place of detailed personal and business data,
raises serious problems of how this information can be kept from
unauthorized persons or unauthorized use.

23. Privacy, perticularly in the area of communications, is a

well established policy and objective of the Communications Act.
Thus, any threatened or potential invasion of privacy is. cause for
concern "y the Commission and the industry. In the past, the
invasion of information privacy was rendered difficult by the scattered
and random nature of individual data. Now the fragmentary nature of
information is becoming a relic of the past. Data centers and common

memory drums housing competitive sales, inventory and credit informa-
tion and untold amo.nis of personal information, are becoming common.

This personal and proprietary information must remain free from
unauthorized invasion or disclosure, whether at the computer, the
terminal station, or the interconnecting communication link.

24. Both the developing industry and the Commission must be

prepared to deal with the problems promptly so that they may be
resvlved in an effective manner before technological advances
render solution more difficult. The Commission is interested
not only in promoting the development of technology, but it is
at the same time coicerned that in the process technolo:sy does
not erode fundamental valves.

VII. Items of Incuiry

25. In view of the foregoing » it is incumrent upon the Commis-

sion to obtain information, views and recommendations from interested
members of the public in order to assist the Commission in resolving
the regulatory and policy questions presented by this new technology.
Accordingly, such information, views and recommendations are requested
in response to the following items of. inquiry:
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A. Describe the uses that are being made curiently and
the uses that a: e anticipated in the next decade of
computers and tuinmunication channels and facilities
for:

*1 Message or circuit switching (including the
storage and forwarding of aata);

2. Data processing;

3. General or special information services;

4. Any combination of the foregoing.

B. Describe the basis for and structure of charges to
the customers for the services listed in A above.

A

D.

The circumstarces, if any, under which any of the
aforementioned services should ve deemed subject
to regulation pursuant to the provisions o7 Title
II of the Communications Act.

C.

l. When involving the use of communication facilities
and services;

2. When furnished by established communiceticn common

carriers;
3. When furnished by entities other than established

communication common carriers.

Assuming that any or all of such services are subject
to regulation undez the Communications Act, whether
the policies ard objectives of the Communications Act
wili be served better by such segulation or by such
services evolving in a free, competitive market, and

if the latter, whether changes in existing provis cons
or law or regulations are needed.

E. Assuming that any and all of such services are not
subject to regulation under the Communications Act,
whether public policy dictates that legislation be

-enacted bringing such services under regulation by
an appropriate governmental authority, and the
nature of such legislaticn.
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H.

Ze

J.

26.

Whether existing rete-making, accounting and other regulatory
procedures of the Co: mission are consistent with insuring fair
and effective competition between communicatione.common carriers
and other entities (whether or not subject to regulation) in the
sale of computer seevices involving whe use. of .communications
facilities; and, if not, what changes are required in those pros.

ve

cedures,

Whether the rate structure, regulations and practices contained
in the existing tari1 schedules of communications common
carriers are compatille with present and anticipated require-
ments of the computer industry and its customers, In this
connection, specific reference may be made to those tariff proe
visions relating to:

1. Interconnection cf custoner-provided facilities (owned or
leased) with common carrier facilities, including prohibit}
cions against use of foreign attachments;

2. Time and distance as a basis for constructing charges for
services;

3. Shared use of equipwent and services offered vy conmon
esrriers;

4. Reetrictions on use of sarvices offered, including prohibie«
tions against resale thereof.

What new comm™m carrier tariff offerings or services are or will
be required to meet the present and anticipated needa of the
computer industry ang its customers.

The respects in which present-day Cransmission facilities of
carrie7s are fuadequate te meet the requicements of 'coms

puter tecimology, including those wena accuracy and speed, :

What measures are required by the computer industry an? common

carriers to protect che privacy and proprietary nature of data
stored in computers and transmitted over communication facili-
ties, including:

1. Descriptions of those which are now oalng taken
and ere under consideration: and

2. Recommendations as te legis: ve of ether governmental
action that should be taken.

Accordingly, there is herety instituted, pursuant to the provisions
€ Sections 4(2) and 4603 +f the Communications Act of 1934, as amended,

an laguiry into the foregoing wacters.
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27. In view of the scupe and complexity of the matters involved,
it appea.s desirable that interested persons be affordec: an opportunity
to suggest additions to and modifications or clarifications of the items
of inguiry specified above. To this end, all interested persons are
invited to.submit appropriate recommendations in this ~egard on or
before December 12, 1966. The Commission will thereupon issue such
supplement tv this Notice of Inquiry as may. be warranted and will then -

specify a.date by which written responses to said Notices shall be
required,

8. All filings in this proceeding should be submii-ted in accord-
ance with the provisions of Sections 1.49 and 1.419 of the Commission's
Rules (47 CFR l. "49, 1.419},

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
a

Ben F. Waple
Secretary

.Adopted: November 9,. 1966

Releasec: November 10, .1966

€
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Before the
FEDERAL COM'UNICATIONS COMMISSIOJ FCC 66-1004

Washington, D. C. 20554 90954

In the Matter of )

Communication Services and Facilities. )

Regulatory and Policy Problems Presented) DOCKET NO. 16°79
by the Interdependence of Computer and ) :

NOTICE OF INQUIRY
By the Comission: Commissioner Wadsworth absent.
I. Preliminary Statement

l. The modern-day electronic computer is capable of being pregram-
med to furnish a wide variety of services, including the processing of
all kinds of data and the gathering, storage, forwarding, and retrieval
of information -- technical, statistical, medical, cultural, among
numerous other classes. With its huge capacity and versatility, the
computer is capable of providing its services to a multiplicity of
users at locations remote from the computer. Effective use of the
computer is therefcre becoming increasingly dependent upon communica-
tion common carrier facilities and services by which the computers and
the user are given instantaneous access to each cther.

2. It is the statutory purpose and responsibility of the Commission
to prorerly regulate interstate and foreign commerce in communications
so as-to make available to all the people of the United States a rapid,
efficient, nationwide and worldwide communications service with adequate
facilities at reasonable charges (Sue Section 1 of the Communications
Act of 1934, as amended). Thus, the Commission must keep fully informed
of developments and improvements in, and applications of, the technology
of communications and of related ficlds. (See Section 218). Moreover,
the growing convergence of computers and communications has given rise
to a number of regulatory and policy questions within the purview of the
Communications Act. These q:estions require time?y and informed resolu-
tion by the Commission in order to fecilitate the orderly development of
the computer industry and promote the application of its technologies in
such fashion as to serve tne needs of the public effectively, efficiently
and economically. To this end, the Commission is undertaking this
inquiry as a means of obtaining information, views and recommendations
from the computer industry, the common carriers, present and potential
users, as well as members of the interested public. The Commission will
then be in a position to evaluate the adequacy and efficacy of existing
relevant policies and the need, if any, for revisions in such policies,
including such legislative measures that may be required. It will also
enable-the Commission to ascertain whether the services and facilities
offered by common carriers are compatible with the present and antici-
pated communications requirements of computer users. The Commission

will then be in a position to determine what action, if any, may be

required in order to insure that the tariff terme and conditions of
such offerings are just and reasonable and otherwise lawful under the
Communications Act. (See Section 201(b) and Section 202(a).)
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II. Emeraina Comouter Entecprises

3. A brief review of the more important types of computer enter-
prises now emerging will serve to illustra the yrowing convergence
and interdependence of communication and data processiny technologies.

4. First of all, there is the so-called in-house use of computers.
Banks, aircraft manufacturers, universities and other types of institu-
tions frequencly own or leése computers primarily for their own use.
In the past, the batch processing technique has generally been employed
to satisfy the needs of the in-house users. Recently, however, time-
sharing systems have been installed, particularly at universities and
hospitals following the example of pilot Project MAC at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. Because more than enough capacity exists to
satisfy normal in-house needs, be they mathematical computation, data
processing, simulation, or storage and retrieval, the idle or excess
capacity is readily saleabl2 to others. Banks and aircraft manufactur-
ers have already made such time available tu persons outside the enter-
prise. Economies of scale may well lead tu larger and larger machines
with consequent incentive for in-house computer owners to sell computer
time to the general public. Efficient utilization of these computers
implies organization of time-sharing systems. It likewise implies
increased use of communication channels obtained for the most part from
communications common carriers pursuant to tariffs filed with this
Commission or state regulatory commissions, depending upon the intra-
state or interstate nature of the channel.

5. Secondly, several of the major computer manufacturers maintain
computer service bureaus. They sell computer time to customers and
usually operate on a batch process basis. However, conversion to time-
sharing is proceeding rapidly. The potential for providing the computer
with general economic data to compliment specific company or industry
data, has led to the establishment of data banks which can be used for
such purposes as economic forecasting, product marketing analvsis, and
more specialized uses such as legal and medical reference library
services. Multiple access to such data banks isagain dependene on
communications links obtained from common carriers under applicable
tariffs.

6. Additionally, there are hundreds of non-manufacturing firms
which offer a wide range of data processing and specialized information
services. These services may be provided on either a batch processing
or time-sharing basis. Many of these concerns are local in scope, but
others are equirped with multiple access computers and are endeavoring-=.
to develop national time-sharing systems of which communication channels
will be an integral part.
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7. Finally, there are some very highly specialized computer
services currently being offered. An example is the stock quotation
service. For a number of years, brokers and financial institutions
throughout the country have been supplied with up-to-the-minute
prices and quotations on securities and commodities tnrough central
real-time conputers. The service enables a broker to query the
computer's store of market data and receive the information on a

print-out or visual display device. It has been proposed that the
computers be programmed to provide capability for storing and
processing buy and sell orders between individual brokers. In both
instances, private line circuits leased from common cavriers under
applicable tariffs supply the connecting link between the computer
and the brokers.

8. Other specialized computer services combining data processing
and communications incluce a hospital information service, a coordinated
law enforcement service utilizing computers to tie together the law
enforcement efforts of a number of local authorities, and various kinds
of reservation services.

9. Most, if not all, of the major computer manufacturers offer
for sale or lease computers which can be programmed fox message and
circuit switching in addition to their data processing functions.
There are a number of operational computerized message switching
systens owned by large corporations in diverse fields. Most of these
systems replaced electro-mechanical switching units provided by the
communications common carriers. Motivations of increased business
efficiency and maximization of the capavilities of the computer are
apparently leading toward the acquisition by large corporations of
computer systems. These systems permit data processing and message
switching to be effectively combined with communication channels
linking remote locations to form a real-time data processing and
communications system.

TIz Computers and the Common Carriersme

10. The communications common carriers are rapidly becoming
equipped to enter into the "data processing" field. Common carriers,
as part of the natural evolution of the developing communications art,
are making increased use of computers for their conventional services
to perform message and circuit switching functions. These computers
can likewise be programmed to perform data processing functions. For

example, Western Union is establishing computer centers, not only for
its public message and Telex systems, but eventually to provide as
well a variety of data processing, storage and retrieval services for
the public. The first such computer centers, planned by the company
as part of its "national snformatior utility" program, was opened



March 16 of this year in New York City. This center, and others to
be established in key cities, will be programmed to offer time=sharing,
information processing and data-bank services. Western Union's plan-
ning looks to the establishment, through a national, regional and local
network of computers, of a gigantic real-time computer utility service
which would gather, store, process, program, retrieve and distribute
information on a broad scale. This co.;.ny will also errange to design,
procure and install all necessary hardware for fully integrated data
processing and communications systems for individual customers, and
provide the total management service for such systems.

ll. The Bell System has not yet indicated any pla: to provide a
similar information service, or to offer local data processing services
to the public. However, it is implementing a program to convert all
central offices from electro-mechanical switching systems to electronic
switching. Similar conversion programs are being undertaken by other
carriers in the industry. Interface, terminal and outstation equipments
are being developed by the industry to match computer systems with
communication channels. it might be observed here, tnet the Touch~Tone
telephone instrument has significant potential as a computer input de-
vice, utilizing the telephone switched network. After a connection to
a multiple access computer is completed in the regular manner, the same
buttons can be pressed to enter information into the computer or to
query the computer and get back a voice answer. A numwer of systems of
this type are now in service.

12. International carriers have recently proposed new computer
message switching and data processing services. One such carrier
offers a service to air lines under which it switches nessages between
and among the various leased circuits connected to its computer. In
addition, it plans to ciiploy the same computer to store and supply
up-to-the-minute seat inventory information with respect to flights of
those air lines subscribing to this additional service, through communi-
cation facilities connected to air line offices and agencies on an on-
line real-time basis. Other carriers plan to introduce similar service
ofrerings.
IV. "Discussion of the Probloms

12. The above review, although by no means exhaustive, is illu-
strative of the convergence and growing interdependence of the computer
and communications. This convergence takes a variety of different
forms and applications thereb, making it difficult to sort them into
simple discrete categories. It is impossible at this time to antici~-

to focus on those problems that are presently definable within the
pate fully the nature of ail of usde policy and regulatory problems
that future developments may generate. Nevertheless, it is

existing state of this busgeoning industry.
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14, Communicatio:: common carriers, whose rates and services
are subject to governmental regulation, are

employing computers as a circuit and message switching device in
furtherance of their undertakings to provide communication channels
and services to the general public, There is now evidence of a trend
among several of the major domestic and international carriers to
program their computers not only for switching services, but also for
the storage, processing and retrieval of various types of business
and management data of entities desiring to subseribe therefor in
lieu of such industries providing this service to themselves on an
in-house basis or contracting with computer firms for the services

15, Accordingly, we find communication common carriers grafting
on to their conventional undertaking of providing communication channels
and services to the prolic various types of data processing and informa-
tion services, One such carrier has, in fact, committed its future to
using its combined resources of computers and communication channels
to meet the information requirements of the business communicy and
other professional and institutional segments of our society by the
establishment of a national and regional centralized information systems
AS & consequence, common carriers, in offering these services, are, or
will be, in many instances, competitive with services sold by computer
manufacturers and servies bureau firms, At the same time, such firms
will be dependent upon common for reasonably priced
tion facilities and services,

16, As previously indicated, a large number of non~regulated
entities are employing computers to provide various types of data

processing and specialized information services, The excess capacity
of the computer is made available for a charge to-others: in
other instances computer service bureaus sell computer time to a number

of subscribers on a shuered=time basis; and in still other instances,
highly specialized information and data bank services are provided,
At an eves increasing rats, with the development of time-sharing tech-
niques, remote input end output devices of the users are linked to tha

computer by communication channels obtained from commen carriers, The

users located at the csemote terminals are served sc rapidly that each

is under the illusion that he alone has access to the central processor,
The flexibility of the computer makes possible, in addition to data

processing services, message switching between various locations of
the same customer, or between several different customers, This allows
the data processing industry to engage in what heretofore has been an

activity limited to the communications common carrier.

17. Common carriers have thus far taken diffexent approaches to

the question of the applicability of the regulatory provisions of the

Communications Act to their computer service offerings, Notwithstand-

ing that various aspects of such offerirgs appear to involve activities,
such as switching, which histurically have been regarded as

common carrier activities subject to regulation, no consistent policy

:
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is established and followed with respect to the filing of tariffs by .

carriers to cover those offerings. This is understandable considér-
ing the competitive activities of a similar nature by non-regulated
entities as well as the apparent difficuities in classifying the
various elemer.ts of a conputer service into discrete communication
and non-communication cumpartments.

18. From the common carriers' standpoint, regulation should
extend to all entities offering like services or to none. It is
urged that the ability to compete successfully depends onthe flex-
ibility required to meet the competition; and that the carriers would
be deprived of this flexibility if they alone were restricted in their
pricing practices and marketing efforts by the rigidities of a tariff
schedule. Thus, we are confronted with determining under what circum~
stances data processing, computer information and message switching
services, or any particular combination thereof whether engaged in

:

by established common carriers or other entities -- are or should be
subject to the provisions of the Communications Act. We expect this
inquiry to be of assistance to the Commission in evaluating the policy
and legai considerations involved in arriving at this determinaticn.

VY. Communication Tariffs and Practices s

19. The interdependence between data processing and communication
channels is bound to continue under the impetus of remote processing
in combination with the growth of time-shared computer systems and
services. In the past, the relationship between the relative cost of
"the two segments was of little concern. Data processing was expensive
and in a relative sense higher than its communication counterpart. The
trend toward lower ZDP costs resulting from larger computer systems,
has tended to shift the relative cost positions. Indeed, there is some
Sndication that in the near future communication costs will dominate the
EDP-communica2: ions circuit package. It is natural, then, that the
computer industry finds its attention devoted increasingiy to communica~
tion tariffs and regulations, in its search to optimize the communication
segment of the package. In fact, fears are expressed that the cost of
communications may prove to be the limiting factor in the future carowth
of the industry.

20. While the charges of the carriers are of prime importance,
including the question of minimum periods of use, other tariff pro-
visions and restrictions should also be scrutinized. Such tariff
-provisions as those relating to sha: .e2 use and authorized use may
well be in need of revision in iaght of the new advanced technology»

:

Likewise, any restricticn on the use of customer owned or provided
equipment, including multiplexing equipment, must be reviewed for

:

their effects on burgeoning industry :

: :
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21. This then is another area of concern. Are the service
offerings of the common carriers, as well as their tariffs and
practices, keeping pace wit! the quickened developments in digital
technology? Does a gap exist between computer industry needs and
requirements, on the one side, and communications technology and
tariff rates and practices on the othor?

VI. The Problem of Information Privacy

22. The modern application of computer technology has brought
about a trend toward concentrating commercial and »ersonal data at

availability in one place of detailed personal and business data,
raises serious problems of how this information can be kept from
unauthorized persons or unauthorized use.

computer centers. This concentration, resulting in the ready

23. Privacy, particularly in the area of communications, is a

well established policy and objective of the Communications Act.
Thus, any threatened or potential invasion of privacy is cause fer
concern by the Commission and the industry. In the past, the
invasion of information privacy was rendered difficult by the scattered
and random nature of individual data. Now the fragmentary nature of
information is becoming a relic of the past. Data centers and common

memory drums housing competitive sales, inventory and credit informa-
tion and untold amounts of personal information, are becoming common.
This personal and proprietary information must remain free from
unauthorized invasion or disclosure, whether at the computer, the
terminal station, or the interconnecving communication link.

24, Both the developing industry and the Commission must be

prepared to deal with the problems promptly so that they may be
resylved in an effective manner before technological advances
render solution more difficult. The Commission is interested
not only in promoting the development of technology, but it is
at the same time concerned that in the process technology does
not erode fundamental values.

VII. Items of Incuiry

25. In view of the foregoing, it is incumbent upon the Commi s-
sion to obtain information, views and recommendations from interested
members of the public in order to assist the Commission in resolving
the regulatory and policy questions presented by this new technology.
Accordingly, such information, views and recommendations are requested
in response to the following items of nquiry:
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C.

D.

Describe the uses that are being made currently and
the uses that are anticipated in the next decade of
computers and coinmunication channels and facilities
for:
J.

2.

3,

4.

Massage or circuit switching (including the
storage and forwarding of deta);
1Data processing;

General or special information services;

Any combination of the foregoing.

B. Describe the basis for and structure of charges to
the

The

customers for the services listed in A above.

circumstances, if any, under which any of the
aforementioned services should be deemed subject
te regulation pursuant to the provisions of Title
II of the Communications Act.

l.

2.

3.

When involving the use of communication facilities
and services;

When furnished by established communication common

carriers;
When furnished by entities other than established
communication common carriers.

Assuming that any or all of such services are subject
to regulation under the Communications Act, whether
the
willpoli

cies and objectives of the Communications Act
be served better by such regulation or by such

services evoiving in a free, competitive market, and
if the latter, whether changes in existing provisions
or law or reguiations are needed.

E. Assuming that any and all of such services are not
subject to reculation under the Communications Act,
whether public policy dictates that legislation be

-enacted bringing such services under regulatior. by
an appropriate governmental authority, and the
nature of such legislation.
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HR,

tT.

Je

26.

Whether existing rateemaking, accounting and otner regulatory
procedures of the Conaission are consistent insuring fair
and effective competition between communications common carriers
and other entities (whether or not subject tc regulation) in the
sale of computer sccvices involving the use of communications

and, if not, what changes are required in those pro-

va

faci}
cedures,

Whether the rate structure, regulations and pract..ces contained
in the existing tariff schedules of communications coramon
carriers are compatible with present and anticipated require
ments of the computer industry and its customers, In this

specific reference may be made to those tariff pros
visions relating to:

1. Interconnection of custoner-provided facilities (owed or
leased) with common carrier facilicies, inclucing prohibie«
tions against use of foreign attachments;

2. Time and distance as 4 basis for constructing charges for
services:

3. Shared use of equipment and services offered by common

4, Restrictions on use of services offered, including prohibi-
tions against rvasae thereof,

What new common carrier tariff offerings or services are or will
be required to meet the present and anticipated needa of the
cOnputer industry ang its customers

The respects in which present-day transmission facilities of
comion carrie7s are fuadequate to meet the requirements of come
puter technology, Zincluding those for accuracy anc peed,

What measures are required by the computer industry end comnon
carriers to protect the privacy and proprietety nature of data
stored in computers aud transmitted over communication facili-
ties, including:
1, Descriptions of chose measures which are now being taken

and are under consideration; and

2. Recommendations as to of other governzental
action that shouid be taken.

:

"Accordiagly, there is hereby instituted, pursvant to the provisions
of Sections 4(a) and 403 Commmications Act 2034, ag anended,
an iaquiry into the foregoing matters
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27. In view of the scope and complexity of the matters involved,it appea.s desirable that interested persons be afforded an opportunity
to suggest additions to and modifications or clarifications of the items
of inquiry specified above. To this end, all interested persons are
invited to submit appropriate recommendations in this regard on or
before December 12, 1966. The Commission will thereupon issue such
supplement to this Notice of Inquiry as may be warranted and will then
specify a date by which written respons>s to said Notices shall be
required.

8. All filings in this proceeding should be submitted in accord-
ance with the provisions of Sections 1.49 and l. 419 of the Commission's
Rules (47 CFR 1.49, 1.419).

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

Ben F. Waple
Secretary

Adopted: November 9, 1966

Released: Novembex 10, 1966



Before the
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION FCC 661004

Ylashington, D. C, 20584 90954

In the IMatter of

Regulatery and Policy Problems Presented) DOCKET NO. 16979
by the Interdepenaeace of Computer and
Communication Services and Facilities )

NOTICE OF INQUIRY
By the Comnission: Commissioner Wadsworth absente

I. Preliminary Statement
1. ..The modern-day electronic computer AOis capable of being program=

med to furnish a wide variety of services, including the processing of
all kinds of data and the gathering, storage, forwarding, and retrieval
of information -- technical, statistical, medical, cultural, among
numerous other classes. With its huge capacity and versatility, the
computer is capable of providing its services to a multiplicity of
users at locations remote from the computer. Effective use of the
compute1 is therefore becoming increasingly dependent upon communica-
tion common carrier facilities and services by which the computers and
the user are given instantaneous access to each other.

2. It is the statutory purpose and responsibility of the Commission
to properly regulate interstate and foreign commerce in communications
so as.to make available to all the people of the United States a rapid,
efficient, nationwide and worldwide communications service with adequate
facilities at reasonable charges (See Section 1 of the Communications
Act of 1934, as amended). Thus, the Commission mist keep fully informed
of developments and improvements in, and applications of, the technology
of communications and of related fields. (See Section 218). Moreover,
the growing convergence of computers and communications has given rise
to a number of regulatory and policy questions within the purview of the
Communications Act. These questions require timely and informed resolu~
tion by the Commission in order to facilitate the orderly development of
the computer industry anc promote the application of its technologies in
such fashion as to serve the needs of the public efficiently
and economically. To this end, the Commission is undertaking this
inquiry as a means of obtaining information, views and recommendations
from the computer industry, the common carriers, present and potential
users, as well as members of the interested public. The Commission will
then be in a position to evaluate the adequacy and efficacy of existing
relevant policies and the need, if any, for revisions in such policies,
including such legislative measures that may be required. It will also
enzole the Commission to ascertain whether the services and facilities
offered by common carriers are compatible with the present and antici-
pated communications requirements of computer users. The Commission

will then be in a position to determine what action, if any, may be

required in order to insure that the tariff terms and conditions of
such offerings are just und reasonable and otherwise sawrus under the
Communisations Act. (See Section 201(b) and Section 202(a).)
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II, Emerging Computer, Faterprises,

3. A brief review or the more important types of computer enter-
prises now emerging will serve to illustrate the growing convergence
and interdependence or communication and data processing technologies. :

4. First of all, there is the so-called in-house use of computers.
Banks, aircraft manufacturers, universities and other types of institu-
tions frequencly own or lease computers primarily for their own use.
In the past, the batch processing technique has generally been employed
to satisfy the needs of the in-house users. Recently, however, time-
sharing systems have been installed, particularly at universities and
hospitals following the example of pilot Project MAC at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. Because more than enough capacity exists to
satisfy normal in-house needs, be they mathematical computation, data
processing, simulation, cc storage and retrieval, the idle or excess
capacity is readily saleable to others. Banks and aircraft manufactur-
ers have already made such time available to persons ovrside the enter-
prise. Economies of scale may well iead to larger and larger machines
with consequent incentive for in-house computer owners to sell computer
time to the general public. Efficient utilization of these computers
implies organization of sharing systems. It likewise implies
ancreased use of communicazion channels obtained for the most part from
communications common carviers pursuant to tariffs filed with this
Commission or state regulatory commissions, depending upon the intra-
state or interstate nature of the channel.

:

5. Secondly, several of the major computer manufacturers maintain
computer service bureaus. They sell computer time to customers and
usually operate on a batch process basis. However, conversion to time-
sharing is proceeding rapidly. The potential for providing the computer
with general economic data to compliment specific company or industry
data, has led to the establishment of data banks which can be used for
such purposes as economic forecasting, product marketing analysis, and
more specialized uses sucn as Jegal and medical reference library
services. Multiple access to such data banks isagain dependent on
communications links obtairied from common carriers under applicable
tariffs. Y

6. Additionally, there are hundreds of non-manufacturing firms
which offer a wide range of data processing and specialized information
services. These services may be provided on either a batch processing
or time-sharing basis. Many of these concerns are local in scope, but

to devclop national time-sharing systems of which communication channelsothers equipped with multiple access computers and are endeavoring

will be an integral part.
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7. Finally, there are some very highly specialized computer
Services currently being uffered. An example is the stock quotation
Service. For a number of years, brokers end financizl institutions
throughout the country have been supplied with up-to the~minute

prices and quotations on securities and commodities through central
real-time computers. The service enables 4 broke. to-query the

computer's stove of market data and receive the information on a

print-out or visual display device. It has been proposed that the

computers be programmed to provide capability for storing and

processing buy and sell orders between individual brokers. In both

instances, private line circuits leased from common carriers under

applicable tariffs supply the connecting link between the computer
and the brokers.

8. Other specialized computer services combining data processing
and communications include a hospital information service, a coordinated
law enforcement service utilizing computers to tie tcgether the law

enforcement efforts of a number of local authorities, and various kinds
of reservation services.

9. Most, if not all, of the major computer manufacturers offer
for sale or lease computers which can be programmed for message and

circuit switching in addition to their data processing functions.
There are a number of opesational computerized message switching
systems owned by large corporations in diverse fields. Most of these

systems replaced electro-mechanical switching units provided by the

communications common carriers. Motivations of increased business

efficiency and maximization of the capabilities of the computer are

apparently leading tavard the acquisition by large corporations of

computer systems. These systems permit data processing and message

switching to be effectively combined with communication channels

linking remote locations to form a real~time data processing and

communications system.

LIT. Computers and the Common Carriers

10. The communications common carriers are rapicly becoming

equipped to enter into the "data processing" field. Comnon carriers,
és part of the natural evolution of the developing communications art,
are making increased use of computers for their conventional services

to perform message and circuit switching functions. These computers

can likewise be programmed to perform data processing functions. For

example, Western Union is establishing computer centers, not only for

its public message and Telex systems, but eventually to provide as

well a variety of data processing, .tcrage and retrieval services for

the public. The first such computer centers, planned by the company

as part of its "national information utility" program, was opened
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March 16 of this year in New York City. This center, and others to
be established in key cities, will be programmed to offer time-sharing,
information processing and data-bank services. Western Union's plan-
ning looks to the establishment, through a national, regional and local
network of computers, of a gigantic real-time computer utility service
which would yather, store, process, proaram, retrieve and distribute
information on a broad scale. This company will also arrange to desion,
procure and install all necessary hardware for fully integrated data
processing and Communications systems for individual customers, and
provide the total management service for such systems.

ll. The Bell System has not yet indicated any plan to provide a

similar information service, or to offer local data processing services
to the public. However, it is implementing a program to convert all
central offices from electro-mechanical switching systems to electronic
switching. Similar conversion programs are being undextaken by other
carriers in the industry. Interface, terminal and outstation equipments
are being developed by the industry to match computer systems with
communication channels. It might be observed here, that the Touch-Tone
telephone instrument has significant potential as a computer input de~

vice, utilizing the telephone switched network. After a connection to
a multiple access computer is completed in the regular manner, the same
buttons can be pressed to enter information into the computer or to
query the computer and get back a woice answer. A number of systems of
this type are now in service.

12. International carriers have recently proposed new computer
message switching and data processing seivices. One such carrier
offers a service to air lines under which it switches messages between
and ameng the various leased circuits connected to its computer. In
addition, it plans to employ the same computer to store and supply
up-to-the-minute seat inventory information with respect to flights of
those air lines subscribing to this additional service, through communi-
cation facilities connected to aiv line offices and agencies on an on-
line real-time basis. Other carriers plea to introduce similar service
orferings.
IV. "Discussion of the Problems

12. The above review, although by no means exhaustive, is illu-
strative of the convergence and growing interdependence of the computer
and communications. This convergence teres a variety of different
forms and applications thereby making it difficult to sort them into
simple discrete categories. It is impossible at this time to antici~

that future developments may generate. Nevertheless, it is desirable
to focus on those problems that are vresently definable within the

existing state of this burgeoning industry.

+pate fully the nature of all of the policy and regulatory problons
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14, Communication common carriers, whose rates and services
are subject to governmental regulation, are

employing computers as a circuit and message switching device in
furtherance of undertakings to provide communication channels
and services to the general public, There is now evidence of a trend
among several of the major domestic and-international carriers to
program their computers not only for switching services, but also for
the storage, processing and retrieval of various types of business
and management data of entities desiring to subscribe therefor in
lieu of such industries providing this service to themselves on an

in-house basis or contracting with computer firms for the services

15, Accordingly, we find communication common carriers grafting
on to their conventional undertaking o providing communication channels
and services to the public varieus types of data processing and informa-
tion services, One such carrier has, in fact, committed its future to

using its combined resources of computers and communication channels
to meet the information requirements of the business community and

other professional and institutional segments of our society by the
establishment of a national and regional centralized information systems
As a consequence, common carriers, in ovfering these services, ase, or
will be, in many instances, competitive with services sold by computer
manufacturers and service burea firms, At the same time, such firms
will be dependent upon comaon carriers for reasonably priced communica«

tion facilities and services,

16, As previously indicated, a large number of non-regulated
entities are employing computers to provide various types of data

processing and specialized information services, The excess capacity
of the inehouse computer is made available for a charge to.others; in
other instances computer service bureaus sell computer time to a number

of subscribers on a shared-time basis; and in still other instances,
highly specialized information and data bank services are provided.
At an ever increasing rate, with the development of tech-

niques, remote input and cutput devices of the users are linked to tha

computer by communication chaunels obtained from common carriers. The

users located at the remote terminals are served rapidly that each

is under the illusion that he alone has access to the central processor,
The flexibility of the computer makes possible, n addition to data

processing services, message switching between various locations of
the same customer, or between several different customers, This allows

the data processing incustry to engage in what heretofore has been an

activity limited to tne communications common carriere

17. Common carriers have thus far taken approaches to

the question of the applicability of the regulatory provisions of the

Communications Act to their computer service offerings. Notwithstand=

ing that various aspects of such offerings appear to involve activities,
such as mecsage switching, which historically have cegardced as

comme activities subject to regulation, no consistent policy

x
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is established and followed with respect to the filing of tariffs -by
carriers to cover those offerings. This is understandable consider~
ing the competitive activities of a similar nature by non-regulated
entities a well as the apparent difficulties in classifying the
various elements .of a conputer service into discrete communication
and non-communication compartments. ;

y

18. From the common carriers' standpoint, regulation should
extend to all entities oftering like services or to none. It is
urged that the ability to compete successfully depends onthe flex-
ibility required to meet the competition;.'and that the carriers would
be deprived of this flexibility if they alone were restricted in their
pricing practices and marketing efforts by the rigidities of a tariff
schedule. Thus, we are confronted with determining 'inder what circum=
stances data processing, computer information and message switching
services, or any particular combination thereof whether engaged in
by established common carriers or other entities -- are or should be
subject to the provisions of the Communications Act. We expect this
inquiry to be of assistanue to the Commission in evaluating the policy
and legal considerations involved in arriving at this determination.

:

V. Communication Tariffs and Practices

19. The interdependence between data processing and communication
channels is bound to continue under the impetus of remote processing
in combination with the g::owth of time-shared computer systems and
services. In the past, the relationship between the relative cost of
the two segments was of little concern. Data processing was expensive
and in a relative sense higher than its communication counterpart. The
trend toward lower EDP costs resulting from larger computer systems,
has tended to shift the relative cost positions. Indeed, there is some

indication that in the near future communication costs will dominate the
EDP-communicavions circuit package. It is natural, then, that the
computer industry finds its attention devoted increasingly to communica~
tion tariffs and regulations, in its search to optimize the communication
segment of the package. In fact, fears are expressed that the cost of
communications may prove <o be the limiting factor in the future growth
of the industry.

20. White the charges of the carriers are of prime importance,
including the question of minimum periods of use, other tariff pro-
visions and restrictions should also be scrutinized. Such tariff

+provisions as those relating to h=.ed use and authorized use may

well be in need of revision in light of the new advanced technology.
Likewise, any restriction on the use of customer owned or provided
equipment, including multiplexing quipment, must be reviewed for :

effects on burgeon'ag indust>y : :

1
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21. This then is another area of concern. Are the service
offerings of the co.amon carriers, as well as their tariffs and
practices, keepig pace wit!: the quickened developments in digital
technology? ives a cap exist between computer industry needs and
requirements, on the one side, and communications technology and
tariff rates and practices on the other?

VI. The Problem of nformation Privacy

22. The modern application of computer technology has brought
about a : trend toward concentrating commercial and personal data at
computer centers. This concentration, resulting in the ready
availability in one place of detailed personal and business data,
raises serious problems of how this information can be kept from
unauthorized persons or unauthorized use.

23. Privacy, perticularly in the area of communications, is a
well established policy and objective of the Communicatiois Act.
Thus, any threatened or potential invasion of privacy is cause for
concern by the Commission and the industry. In the past, the
invasion of information privacy was rendered difficult by the scattered
and random nature of individual data. Now the fragmentary nature of
information is becoming a relic of the past. Data centers and common

memory drums housing competitive sales, inventory and credit informa
tion and untold amounts of personal information, are becoming common.
This personal and proprietary information must remain free from
unauthorized invasion or disclosure, whether at the computer, tne
terminal station, or the interconnecting communication link.

24. Both the developing industry and the Commission must be
prepared to deal with the problems promptly so that they may be
resulved in an effective manner before technological advances
rendez solution more difficult. The Commission is interested
not only in promoting the ceveLopment of technology, but it is
at tne same time concerned that in the process technology does
not erode fundamental values.

VII. Items of Incuiry
25. In view of the foregoing, it is incumbent upon the Commi s-

sion to obtain information, views and recommendations from interested
members of the public in order to assist the Commission in resolving
the regulatory and policy questions presented by this new technoloay.
A such information, views and recommendations are requested
in response to the following items of inquiry:



D.

~S-

Describe the us:s that are being made currently and
the uses that are anticipated in the next decade of
computers and ccoinmunication channels ana facilities

A.

~- for:
1... Message or circuit switching (including the

storage and forwarding of data);

2. Data proces3ing;

3. General or special information services;

4. Any combination of the foregoing.

Be Describe the basis for and structure of charges to
the customers for the services listed in A above.

The circumstances, if any, under which any of the
aforementioned services should ve deemed subject
to regulation pursuant to the provisions of Title
II of the Comiuaications Act.

C.

lL. When involving the use of communication facilities
and services;

2. When furnished by established communication common

carriers;
3. When furnished by entities other than established

communication common carriers.

Assuming that any or all of such services are subject
to regulation under the Communications Act, whether
the policies and objectives o* the Communications Act
will be served better by such regulation or by such
services evolving in a free, competitive market, and

if the latter, whether changes in existing provisions
or law or regulations are needed.

E. Assuming that eny and all of such services are not
bject to regulation under the Communications Act,

whether public policy dictates that legislation be

enacted bringing such services under regulation by
an appropriate govermuental authority, and the
nature of suck legislation.



Whecher existing rate-making, accounting and other regulatory
procedures of the Comission are consistent with insuring fair
and effective competition between communications common carriers
and other entities (whether or not subject to regulation) in the
sale of computer services involving the use communications

CGdUXe So
84 and, if not, what changes are required in those pra«

G Whether the rate structure, regulations and practices contained
in the existing tariff schedules of communications common
carriers are compatib..e with present and anticipated
Mints of the computer industry and ats customers, In this
connection, specifie reference may be made to those tariff proe
visions relating to:
We

lo Interconnection of custoner-provided facilittes (owned or
leased) with commen carrier facilities, including
tions against use of forelgn attachmentss.

2. Time and distance as a basia for constructing charges for
services;

3. Shared use of equipment and services offered ty common

earriers;
4, Restrictions on use of services offered, including prohibi-

tions against rasale thereof,

H. What new common carrier tariff offerings or services are or will
be required to meet the present and anticipated needa of the
computer industry ena its customers,

I. The respects in which present-day transmission facilities of
common carriezs are inadequate to meet the requiremanta of come

puter technology, those foc accuvacy and
:

J. What measures ave required by the computer industry énu common

carriers to protect the privacy and proprietery nature of data
stored in computers and transmitted over communication facili-
ties, including:

1, Deseriptions of those meosures which are now being taken
and ate under Cansideration; and

2. Recomzendations as to or other governmental
aetion that should be taken.

26, Accordingly, there is hereby instituted, pursuant to tha provisions
) an 403 as amended

an iaguiry into the foregoing weatters.
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27. In view of the scepe and complexity of the matters involved,
it appea.s desirable that interested persons be afforded an opportunity
to suggest additions to and modifications or clarificat'ons of the items
of inguiry specified above. To this end, all interestei persons are
invited to submit appropriate recommendations in this regard on or
before December 12, 1966. The Commission will thereupon issue such.
supplement to this Notice of Inquiry as may be warranted and will then .
specify a dae by which written responses to said Notices shall be
required..

8. All filings in this proceeding should be submitted in accord-
ance with the provisions of Sections 1.49 and 1.419 of %che Commission' S
Rules (47 CFR 1.49, 1.419).

4

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION -

Ben F. Waple
Secretary

Adopted: November 9, 1966

Released: November 10, 1966



Before the
FELERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION FCC 66-1004

Washington, D. C. 20554 90954

In the Matter of

by the Interdependence of Computer ar." )
Communication Services and Facilities. )

Regulatory and Policy Problems Presented) DOCKET NO. -16979

NOTICE OF INQUIRY
By the Comaission: Commissioner Wadsworth absent.
I. Preliminary Statenent_

1. The modern-day electronic computer is capable of being program-
med to furnish a wide variety of services, including the processing of
all kinds of data and the gathering, storage, forwarding, and retrieval
of information -~ technical, statistical, medical, cultural, among
numerous other classes. With its huge capacity and versatility, the
computer is capable of providing its services to a multiplicity of
users at locations remote from the computer. Effective use of the
computer is therefore becoming increasingly dependent upon communica-
tion common carrier facilities and seavices by which the computers and
the user are given instantaneous access to each other.

2, It is the statutory purpose and responsibility of the Commission
to properly regulate interstate and foreign commerce in communications
so as.to make available to all the people of the United States a rapid,
efficient, nationwide and worldwide communications service w th adequate
facilities at reasonable charges (See Section 1 of the Communications
Act of 1934, as amended). Thus, the Commission must keep fully informed
of developments and improvements in, and applications of, the technology
of communications and of related fields. (See Section 218). Moreover,
the growing convergence of computers and communications has given rise
to a number of regulatory and policy questions within the purview of the
Communications Act. hese questions require timely and informed resolu-
tion by the Commission in order to facilitate the orderly development of
the computer industry and promote the application of its technologies in
such fashion as to serve the needs of the public effectively, efficiently
and economically. To this end, the Commission is undertaking this
inquiry as a means of obtaining information, views and recommendations
from the computer industry, the common carriers, present and p%tential
users, as well as members of the interested public. The Commission will
then be in a position to evaluate the adequacy and efficacy of existing
relevant policies anda the need, if any, for revisions in such policies,
including such legislative measures that may be required. It will also
enable the Commission to ascertain whether the services and facilities
offered by common carriers are compatible with the present and antici-
pated communications requirements of computer users. The Commission

will then be in a position to determine wnat action, if any, may be

required in order to insure that the tariff terms and conditions of
such offerings are just and reasonable and otherwise lawful under the
Communications Act. (See Section 201(0) and Section 202(a).)
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II. Emeraina Comouter Enterprises

3. A brie? review of the more important types of computer enter-
prises now emerging will serve to illustrate the growing convergence
and interdependence of communication and data processing technologies.

4. First of all, there is the so-called in-house use of computers.
Banks, aircraft manufacturers, universities and other types of institu-
tions frequencly own or lease computers primarily for their own use.
In the past, the batch processing technique has generally been employed
to satisfy the needs of the in-house users. Recently, however, time-
sharing systems have been installed, particularly at universities and
hospitals following the example of pilot Project MAC at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. Because more than enough capacity exists to
satisfy normal in-house needs, be they mathematical computation, data
processing, simulation, or storage and retrieval, the idle or excess
capacity is readily saleable to others. Banks and aircraft manufactur-
ers have alreauy made such time available to persons outside the enter-
prise. Economies of scale may well lead to larger and larger machines
with consequent incentive for in-house computer owners to sell computer
time to the general public. Efficient utilization of these computers
implies organization of time-sharirg systems. It likewise impiies
increased use of communication channels obtained for the most part from
communications common carriers pursuant to tariffs filed with this
Comnission or state regulatory commissions, depending upon the intra-
state or interstate nature of the channel.

5. Secondly, several of the major computer manufacturers maintain
computer service bureaus. They sell computer time to customers and

usually operate on a batch process basis. However, conversion to time-
sharing is proceeding rapicly. The potential for providing the computer
with general economic data to compliment specific company or incustry
data, has led to the establishment of data banks which can be used for
such purposes as economic forecasting, product marketing analysis, and

more specialized uses such as and medical reference likrary
services. Multiple access to such data banks isagain cependent on

communications links obtained from common carriers under applicable
tariffs.

6. Additionally, there are hundreds of non-manufacturing firms
which offer a wide range of data processing and specialized information
services. These services may be provided on either a batch processing
or time-sharing basis. Many of these concerns are locai in scope, but

others are equipped with multiple access computers an? are endeavoring
to develop national time-sharing systems of which communication channels

will be an integral part.
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7. Finally, there are some very highly specialized computer
services currently beine offered. An example is the stock quotation
service. For a number of years, brokers and financial institutions
throughout the country have been supplied with up-to-the-minute
prices and quotations on securities ard commodities through central
real-time computers. The service enables a broker to query the
computer's store of market data and receive the information on a

print-out or visual disolay device. It has been proposed that the
computers be programmed to provide capability for storing and
processing buy and sell orders between individual brokers. In both
instances, private line circuits leased from common céerriexs under
applicable tariffs supply the connecting link between the computer
and the brokers.

:

8. Other specialized computer services combining data processing
and communications include a hospital information service, a coordinated
law enforcement service utilizing computers to tie together the law
enforcement efforts of a number of local authorities, and various kinds
of reservation services.

9. Most, if not all, of the major computer manufacturers offer
for sale or lease computers which can be programmed fcr message and
circuit switching in addition to their cata processing functions.
There a number of operational computerized message switching
systems owned by large corporations in diverse fields. Most of these
systems replaced electro-mechanical switching units provided by the
communications common carriers. Motivations of increésed business
efficiency and maximization of the capabilities of the computer are
apparently leading toward the acquisition by large corporations of
computer systems. These systems permit data processing and message
switching to be effectively combined with communication channels
linking remote locations to form a real-time data processing and

communications system.

Iti. Computers and the Common Carriers

10. The communications common carriers are rapidly becoming
equipped to enter into the "data processing" field. Common carriers,
as part of the natural evolution of the developing communications art,
are making increased use of computers for their conventional services
to perform message and circuit switching functions. These computers
can likewise be programed to perform data processing functions. For

example, Western Union is establishing computer centers, not only for
its public message and Telex systems, but eventually to provi': as

well a variety of data processing, storage and retrieval services for
the public. The first such computes centers, planned by the company

as part of its "national information utility" program, was opened
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March 16 of this year in New York City. This center, and others to
be established in key cities, will be programmed to offer time-sharing,
information processing and data-bank services. Western Union's plan-
ning looks to the establishment, through a national, regional and loc}
network of computers, of a gigantic real-time computer utility service
which would gather, store, process, pruycas, retrieve und distribute
information on a broad scale. This company will alsc arrange to design,
procure and install all necessary hardware for fully integrated data
processing and communications systems for individual customers, and

provide the total management service for such systems.

ll. The Bell System has not yet indicated any plan to provide a

similar information service, or to offer local data processing services
to the public. However, it is implementing a program to convert all
central offices from electro-mechanical switching syst2ms to electronic
switching. Similar conversion programs are being undestaken by other
carriers in the industry. Interface, terminal and outstation equipments
are being developed by tiie industry to match computer systems with

telephone instrument has significant potential as a computer input de~

vice, utilizing the telephone switchec network. After a connection to
a multiple access computer is completed in the regular manner, the same

buttons can be pressed to enter information into the computer or to

:

It might be observed here, that the Touch-To 2
communication channels.

query the computer and get back a voice answer. A number of systems of
this type are now in service.

12. International carriers have recently proposed new computer
message switching and data processing services. One such carrier
offers a service to air lines under which it switches messages between
and among the various leased circuits connected to its computer. In
addition, it plans to employ the same computer to store and supply
up-to-the-minute seat inventory information with respect to flights of
those air lines subscribing to this additional service, through communi-

catior facilities connectec to air line offices and agencies on an on-
line real-time basis. Other carriers plan to introduce similar service
offerings.
IV. Discussion of the

12. The above review, although by no means exhaustive, is illu-
strative of the convergence and growing interdependence of the computer
and communications. This convergence takes a variety of different
forms and applications thereby making jt difficult to sort them into

simple discrete categories. It is impossinle at this time to

to focus on those problems that are presently definable within the

existing state of this burgeoning industry.

pate fully the nature of the policy and regulatory
that future developments may generate. Nevertheless, it is
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14, Communication common carriers, whose rates end services
are subject to governmenta! regulation, are

employing computers as a circuit and m-ssage switching device in
furtherance of their undertakings to provide communication channels
and services to the general public, There is now evidence of a trend
among several of the major domestic and international carriers to
program their computers not only for switching services, but also for
the storage, processing and retrieval of various types of business
and management data of entities desiring to subscribe therefor in
lieu of such industries providing this service to themselves on an
in-house basis or contracting with computer firms for the service.

1

15, Accordingly, we find communication common carriers grafting
on to their conventional undertaking of providing communication channels
end services to the public various types of data processing and informas
tion services, One such carrie has, in fact, committed its future to
using its combined resources of computers and communication channels
to meet the information requirements of the business community and
other professional and institutional segments of our society by the
establishment of a national and regional centralized tuformation system,
AS @ consequence, common carriers, in offering these services, are, or
will be, in many instances, competitive with services sold by computer
manufacturers and service bureau firms, At the same time, such firms
wiil be aependent upon common carriers for reasonably priced communica«
tion facilities and services,

16, As previously indicated, a large number of non-regulated
entities are employing compucers to provide various types of data
processing and specialized information services, Th excess capacity
of the computer is made availabie for a chacge to others; in
other instances compute service bureaus sell comput time to a number

of subscribers on a shaved=time basis; and in still other instancec,
highly specialized information and data bank services are provided,
at an ever increasing rete, with the development of timeesharing techs

niques, remote input and output devices of the users are linked to the

computer by communication channels obtained from comnon carriers. The

users located at the remote terminals are served so rapidly that each

is under the illusion that he alone has access to th2 central processor,
The flexibility of the computer makes nossible, in addition to data

processing services, message switching between various locations of
the same customer, or between several different customers, This allows
the data processing industry to engage in what heretofore has seen an

activity limited to tie communications common carrier.

17, Comuon carriers have thus far taken different approaches to

the question of the applicabilitv of the regulatory provisions of the

Communications Act to their computer service offerings, Notwithstand}

ing that various aspects of such offerings appear to involve activities,
such as message switching, which historically have been regarded as

common carrier activities subject to regulation, no consistent policy
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is established and followed with respect to the filing of tariffs by
carriers to cover those offerings. This is understandable consider~
ing the competitive activities of a similar nature by non-regulated
entities as ell the apparent difficulties in classifying the
various elements of a corouter service into discrete communication
and non-communication compartments.

18. From the common carriers' standpoint, regulation should
extend to all entities offering like services or to none. It is
urged that the ability to compete successfully depends onthe flex-
ibility required to meet the competition; and that the carriers would
be deprived of this flexibility if they alone were restricted in their
pricing practices and marketing efforts by the rigidities of a tariff
schedule. Thus, we are confronted with determining under what circum-
stances data processing, computer information and message switching
services, or any particular combination thereof -- whether engaged in
by established common carriers or other entities -- are or should be

subject to the provisions of the Communications Act. We expect this
inquiry to L of assistance to the Commission in evaluating the policy
and legal considerations involved in arriving at this determination.

Ve. Communication Tariffs and Practices

19. The interdepencence between data processing and communication
channels is bound to continue under the impetus of remote processing
in combination with the growth of time-shared computer systems and

services. In the past, the relationship between the relative cost of
the two segments was of little concern. Data processing was expensive
and in a relative sense higher than its communication counterpart. The

trend toward lower EDP costs resulting from larger computer systems,
has tended to shift the relative cost positions. Indeed, there is some

andication that in the near future communication costs dominate the
EDP-communications circuit package. It is natural, then, that the

computer industry finds its attention devoted increasingly to communica~

tion tariffs and regulations, in its search to optimize the communicat: on

segment of the package. In fact, fears are expressed that the cost of
communications may prove to be the limiting factor in the future growth
of the industry.

20. While the charges of the carriers are of prime importance,
including the question minimum periods of use, other tariff pro-
visions and restrictions should also be scrutinized. Such tariff
provisions as those relating to shared use and authorized use may

well be need of revision in light of the new advanced technology.

Likewise, any restriction on the use of customer ovmed or provided

equipment, including multiplexing equipment, must be reviewed for :

their effects on a burgeoning industry :::
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21. This then is another area of concern. Are the service
offerings of the commn carriers, as well as their tariffs and
practices, keeping pace wit! the quickened develspments in digital
technology? oes a gap exist between computer andustry needs and
requirements, on the one side, and cuuwnunicetions technology and
tariff rates and practices on the other?

VI. The Problem of information Privacy

22. The modern azplication of computer technology has brought
about a trend toward concentrating commercial and personal data at
computer centers. This concentraticn, resulting in the ready
availability in one place of detailed personal and business data,
raises serious problems of how this information can be kept from
unauthorized persons or unauthorized use.

23. Privacy, particularly in the area of communications, is a
well established policy and objective of the Communications Act.
Thus, any threatened cr potential invasion of privacy is cause for
concern by the Commission and the inaustry. In th2 past, the
invasion of information privacy was rendered difficult by the scattered
and random nature of individual data. Now the fragmentary nature of
information is becoming a relic of the past. Data centers and common

merory drums housing competitive sales, inventory and credit informa-
tion and untold amounts of personal information, are becomina common.
This personal and proprietary information must renain free from
unauthorized invasion or disclosure, whether at the computer, the
terminai station, or the interconnecting communicetion link.

24, Both the developing industry and the Comission must be

prepared to deal with the problems promptly so that they may be
resulved in an effective manner before technological advances
render solution more cifficu t. The Commission ig interested
rot only in promoting the development of technology, but it is
at tne same time concerned that in tie process technology dues
not erode fundamental values.

VII. Items of Incuiry

25. In view of the foregoing, it is incumbent upon the Commis
sion to obtain information, views and recommendations from interested
members of the public in order to assist the Commission in resolving
the regulatory and policy questions presented by this new technology.
Accordingly, such information, views and recommendations are requested
in response to the following items of inquiry:
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B.

C.

D.

Describe the uses that are being made currently and
the uses that are anticipated in the next decade of4.

computers and communication channels and facilities
for:

circuit SWi ag (including the
storage and forwarding of cata);
[Aassage or

2. Data processing;

3, General ox special information services;

4. Any combination of the foregoing.

Describe the basis for and structure of charges to
the customers 'or the services listed in A zbove.

The circumstances, if any, under which any cf the
aforementioned services should be deemed subject
to regulation pursuant to the provisions of Title
II of the Communications Act.

1. When involving the use of communication tacilities
and services;

2, When furnished by established communication common

carriers;
3, When furnished by entities other than established

communication common carriers.

Assuming that any or all of such services are svbject
to regulation under the Communications Act, whether
the policies and objectives of the Communications Act
will be servec better by such regulation or by such

services evolving in a free, competitive market, and

if the latter, whother changes in existing provisions
or law or regulations are needed.

E. Assuming that any and all of such services are not

subject to reculation under the Communications Act,
whether public policy dictates that legislation be

enacted bringing such services under reguiation by
an appropriate governmental authority, and the
nazure of such legislation.
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ve Whether existing rateemaking, accounting and o waher regulatory
proceaures the consistent witn insurinare feirof

and other entities (whather or not subject to regclation) in the
sale of onvuter services involving the use of communications
fecilities; and, if not, wnat changes "re required in those pro-
CEGUTeSo

and effective competition between conmmaunications comson carriers
:

+

G, Whether the rate structure, regulations and practices contained
in the existing tariff schedules of communications « ommon

carriers are compatible with present and anticipated require-
ments of the computer industry and its customers. this
connestion, specifie reference may be made to those tariff pro-
visions relating to:

:

:
:

Lo Interconnection of custoner-provided facilities (owned or
leased) with commen carrier facilities, including prohibi-
tions against use of foreign attachments;

2. Time ond distance as a basis for constructing charges for
services;

36 Shared use of equipment and services offered vy commen
:

:

4, Restrictions on use of services offexed, including prohibi-
tions against resale thercof. :

H, What new comaon carricr tarizé offerings or services are or will
be required to mact the present and anticipated needs of the

computer industry and its SUSTOMENBe
:

1. The respects in which oracent-day transmission facilities of
comson are inadequate to meet che of come

puter technology, including thase for accuracy and speed,

J. What measures are required by the computer industry and common

carriers to protect the privscy and proprietary nature of data

stored in computers and transmitted aver communication facili-
ties, including:

1, Descriptions of those measures which are now being taken

and ere under consideration: and

2. Reconuendations 453 to legislative of ether governuental
action that gnorid be Fanen

pursuant io tha provisions
of 1934, as anended-Aceordiagh, there is hereby 'nscituted,

of Sections ve) and BSUS of the Communications Aot

an into the foregoing Gatley ho
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27. In view of the and complexity of the matters involved,
it appeas desirable thet interested persons be affordcd an opportunity
to suggest additions to and modifications or clarifications of the items

of inquiry specified above. To this end, all interested persons are

invited to.submit appropriate recommendations in this regard on or

before Decemk_r 12, 1966. The Commission will thereupon issue such

supplement to this Notice of Inquiry as may be warranted and will then

specify a date by which written response 'tc said Notices shall be

required.
28. All filings in this proceeding should be submitted in accord-

ance with the provisions of Sections 1.49 and 1.419 of the Commission's
Rules (47 CFR 1.49, 1.419).

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

Ben F. Waple
Secretary

-Adopted: November 9, 1966

Relezsed: Novembexs 10, 1966


